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There are four important parameters-(i) transformation stress (ii) twinning stress (iii) 
austenite slip stress and (iv) martensite slip stress that govern shape memory and 
superelastic behavior in shape memory alloys (SMAs). However, it is a tremendous 
experimental effort to determine these parameters for multiple alloys. In addition, slip, 
twinning and transformation events could be activated simultaneously or require in-situ 
high-resolution image correlation techniques. At this time, these quantities are inferred 
from experiments on a case by case basis. In this study, we believe that a significant 
benefit could be realized if these parameters are determined theoretically based on 
atomistic considerations. This has not been a simple task especially for the case of 
transformation stress where the martensite nucleation formation involves complex atomic 
level displacements and shuffles on different planes. For stress-induced martensite, the 
derivation of transformation stress is of paramount importance, but it has not been 
achieved in early work because of the crystallographic complexity. This thesis is geared 
towards developing such theoretical models using advanced energetic approach to predict 
these quantities precisely. In the first section of the thesis, we investigate the bcc-fcc 
transformation in the new FeMnAlNi SMA utilizing density functional theory. A 
modified Peierls Nabarro (PN) formalism is developed that incorporates the 
transformation shear energy at an atomic scale in conjunction with the heterogeneous 
dislocation based martensitic transformation theory to predict transformation stresses. We 
confirm the validity of our formulations by comparing the data obtained from 
experiments and literature showing excellent agreement. The formulation so developed 
will facilitate the development of future novel shape memory alloys.  
In order to have a better shape memory and superelastic performance, the difference 
between the transformation/twinning stress and the austenite/martensite slip stress must 
be high. In the second section of the thesis, we focus on the role of alloying on twinning, 
slip and transformation stress levels. We take Ti-based SMAs as examples to establish 
the critical slip, twinning and transformation stresses as a function of alloying contents 
such as Ta and Zr addition. We establish the energy barriers-the Generalized Stacking 
Fault Energy (GSFE) and the Generalized Planar Fault Energy (GPFE) for slip and 
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twinning respectively, and the transformation energy barriers encompassing a wide 
composition range of Ta and Zr. It is found that alloying Ta in Ti-Nb alloys increases all 
of these quantities. However, the rate of increase of CRSS with an increase in Ta content 
is much higher for slip compared to transformation and twinning, thus the difference 
between the two increase with an increase in Ta content. The higher CRSS of austenite 
slip compared to transformation stress is beneficial to improve the shape memory 
response. In such a case of high austenite slip stress, the transformation proceeds at a 
stress much lower compared to the austenite slip stress, and hence the possibility of any 
plastic strain accumulation is minimized. Overall, we find that higher alloying content 
exhibits higher difference between the austenite slip and the transformation stress, 
exhibiting better shape memory performance. 
The other class of alloys we focus on in this work are the Fe3Al and Fe3Ga-B alloys that 
exhibit superelastic performance without undergoing martensitic transformation. These 
alloys with D03 austenite structures exhibit pseudoelasticity due to reversible slips and 
twinning-detwinning mechanisms upon loading and unloading. The advantage of these 
alloys compared to transforming shape memory alloys is the potentially large 
pseudoelastic temperature range. Reversible slip in these alloys is due to the to and fro 
motion of the a/4<111> superpartials associated with the anitphase boundary energy, and 
is commonly referred to as “APB pseudoelasticity”. The backstress generated by the APB 
energy provides the driving force for the reversal of the deformation upon unloading, 
resulting in a superelastic phenomenon as in shape memory alloys. Using density 
functional theory simulations, we obtain the energy barriers for [110}<111> and 
{112}<111> slips in D03 Fe3Al and the elastic moduli tensor, and undertake anisotropic 
continuum calculations to obtain the backstress and the frictional stress responsible for 
reversible slip. We extend our formulation using Eshelbian approach to incorporate the 
effects of interstitial boron solutes in elevating the twinning stress level in Fe3Ga-B. We 
find that boron solutes occupy the octahedral sites by reducing the structural energy, and 
making dislocations difficult to move, thus contributing to solute strengthening. We 
compare the theoretically obtained slip stress magnitudes (friction and back stress) with 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Overview of SMA behavior 
Shape memory alloys (SMAs) are a unique class of materials that can remember their 
original shape when they are heated above a particular temperature. The ability of the 
SMAs to recover permanent inelastic strains is termed the “superelasticity”. The “shape 
memory” and “superelastic effect” of SMAs is attributed to the phase transformation 
during temperature change or during loading/unloading. The SMAs have two phases-the 
high temperature phase is called the austenite and the low temperature phase is called the 
martensite. The transformation between these two phases upon heating/cooling is the 
basis of shape memory effect. SMAs have wide applications because of their unique 
functionality to absorb and dissipate mechanical energy by undergoing a reversible 
hysteretic shape change when subjected to applied mechanical cyclic loading. These 
unique characteristics of SMAs have made them popular for sensing and actuation, 
impact absorption and vibration damping applications. The application of SMAs spans a 
wide variety of industrial sectors such as aerospace, automotive, biomedical, and oil 
exploration. Due to their wider applications, it is important to design new alloying 
compositions with the capabilities of high recoverable strains, high temperature response, 
and high resistance to permanent deformation via dislocation slip. 
In the current work, we make several modeling efforts to develop a theoretical model to 
predict the critical transformation stress, the martensite twinning stress and both the 
austenite and martensite slip stresses in a number of Ti-based and Fe-based shape 
memory alloys. Some of the alloys include novel FeMnAlNi alloy, Ti-Nb-Zr and Ti-Nb-
Ta based shape memory alloys. Martensitic transformation in these alloys include 
complex shears and shuffles which have not been fully explored. These processes 
influence the energetics of the transformation, and play an important role in dictating the 
critical transformation stress values. Specially with multiple elements comprising the 
alloy, it is a rigorous task to identify the role of each element in governing the critical 
resolved shear stress (CRSS) values. The methodology we adopt consists of a series of 
rigorous iterative processes where we underline the effects of individual elements in 
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dictating the energy for slip, twin and transformation. The results show that some 
elements are more effective than others in governing CRSS values, which we discuss 
later. For nontransforming shape memory alloys like Fe3Al and Fe3Ga-B, we discuss 
superelasticity due to reversible slips and twinning-detwinning mechanisms, and 
highlight the role of dislocation configurations and the associated energetics to 
accomplish superelasticity. Specially, the role of anitphase boundaries (APB) is 
highlighted  to describe the to and fro motion of dislocations resulting in superelasticity 
in these class of alloys. The backstress generated by these superpartial dislocations is 
high, which we successfully establish in the present work. Overall, the critical slip stress 
values are found to depend on the shear moduli of the slip/twin plane, the anisotropy 
ratio, the interplanar distance, and the burgers vector, as shown by our formulation. These 
parameters are found to strongly depend on the composition of the alloy, exhibiting 
different effects on the critical slip, twin and transformation stresses. The theoretical 
models so developed are based on modified Peierls Nabarro (PN) formalism 
incorporating the energy barriers obtained from the first principles Density Functional 







Figure 1: Stress-strain response showing shape memory effect, superelasticity, martensite 
slip and austenite slip as a function of temperature in Ti-Nb-Ta alloy. 
As an example, we show the schematics of the four generic functionalities in Ti-based 
SMAs in Figure 1: (i) shape memory behavior via twinning/detwinning of orthorhombic 
martensite (ii) superelastic response due to bcc-orthorhombic transformation (iii) 
austenite slip, and (iv) martensite slip as a function of temperature. In the case of shape 
memory behavior (i) which occurs below martensite finish temperature (Mf), when the 
internally twinned martensite variant is loaded above a critical stress, termed the “critical 
twinning stress,  τ cr
twin ” ,the martensite variant most favorably oriented to the loading 
direction grows at the expense of the other. The growth of the martensite variant occurs 
with the advances in the twin interfaces to form the end state called the “detwinned 
martensite”. This process requires overcoming the twinning energy barrier represented by 
the Generalized Planar Fault Energy (GPFE). The GPFE is the energy per unit area 
required to nucleate a twin [1-3]  and will be discussed later. Upon subsequent heating 
above the austenite finish (Af) temperature, the detwinned martensite reverts back to 
austenite, giving rise to shape memory effect. Upon loading further above the critical slip 
nucleation stress ( τmar
s ), slip dislocations may nucleate in the martensite phase that curtail 
β
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reversibility due to plastic strain accumulation. If the crystal is unloaded before the 
martensite slip nucleation stress, a large strain may be recovered in this case. Similarly, 
for the case of superelastic response (ii), the initial austenite phase transforms to the 
martensite above a critical stress, termed the “critical transformation stress,  τ cr
trans ” at 
temperature above Af, and reverts back to austenite upon unloading. At a very high 
temperature (T>>Af), slip is commonly observed in austenite upon loading above a 
critical stress,  τ aus
s , and no strain is recovered in this case. In order to achieve a high 
transformation strain, it is desirable to minimize irreversible plastic strain accumulation 
through increasing austenite and martensite dislocation slip resistance. Concurrently, it is 
important to lower the transformation and twinning stresses to assist the thermoelastic 
martensite transformation. In other words, the difference between the austenite/martensite 
slip resistance and the transformation/twinning stress is an important parameter that 
governs the shape memory or superelastic response. It is important to note that all of 
these quantities cannot be obtained from a single experiment as they are activated at 
different temperatures. The theoretical models in the current work eliminate extensive 
experimentations as they rely on parameters obtained exclusively from atomistic 
simulations. 
Considerable emphasis has been devoted to materials undergoing reversibility via phase 
transformation[4]. Less emphasis has been devoted to materials that show reversibility 
associated with slip deformation since it is widely assumed that slip is irreversible. We 
investigate alloys which exhibit superelastic deformation via slip reversibility in the 
present work. The reversible deformation can lead to pseudoelastic (or superelastic) 
behavior if forward and reverse slip can occur with small hysteresis. Pseudoelasticity 
refers to the recovery of the residual plastic strains upon unloading, and is attributed to 
the thermoelastic martensitic transformation in most of the shape memory alloys (SMAs). 
However, the Fe3Al and Fe3Ga with D03 structure are found to exhibit pseudoelasticity in 
absence of martensitic transformation, and strains of few percent can be recovered [5-7]. 
The advantage of these alloys compared to the shape memory alloys is the potentially 
large pseudoelastic temperature range. Reversible slip is due to the to and fro motion of 
the a/4<111> superpartials associated with the anitphase boundary (APB) energy [8-10], 
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and is commonly referred to as “APB pseudoelasticity’. The APB energy arises on a 
plane where atoms are arranged in an opposite order compared to the perfect lattice. 
During loading, the independently moving a/4<111> superpartial leaves behind itself an 
APB, which then pulls back the superpartial upon unloading. Since strain recovery is a 
result of the reversible motion of dislocations, it can occur under a wide temperature 
range. On the contrary, the pseudoelasticity in   SMAs, for example NiTi, occurs by the 
martensitic transformation and is limited to the temperature above the austenite finish 
temperature (Af) over a narrow temperature range.  
The interest in alloys that exhibit reversibility in deformation has been growing in the 
science community and the current thesis also explores the twinning-detwinning 
mechanism in cubic Fe3GaB. The Fe3Ga base alloy is known to exhibit pseudoleasticity 
via a detwinning mechanism and the solute hardened Fe3GaB holds considerable promise 
as well. The present work examines the potential detwinning in Fe3GaB and develops the 
atomistic-micromechanical approach, utilizing density functional theory and Peierls 
Nabarro formalism at atomic scale and the Eshelbian anisotropic elasticity at microscale. 
Using local strain measurements at the grain scale we also show experimental evidence 
of reversible detwinning upon unloading. The work calculates the interaction energies 
associated with the presence of boron in octahedral, tetrahedral and xenohedral sites in 
the D03 lattice and the transition from octahedral to  xenohedral sites upon twinning. The 
model distinguishes the elevation of twinning stress depending on the interstitial site and 
the transition between the sites. 
 
1.1.1 Fundamentals of Martensitic Transformation 
The transformation between the austenite and martensite occurs via shear deformation of 
the lattice structure. The shear direction occurs on a well-defined plane termed the “habit 
plane”. The habit plane is the interface between the austenite and the martensite. 
According to the phenomenological theory of martensitic transformation [11-17], there 
exists an undistorted and unrotated interface between the parent austenite and the 
transformed martensite and the deformation is valid invariant plane strain(IPS). The IPS 
refers to the homogeneous distortion in which the displacement of atom is proportional to 
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the distance of atom from the habit plane. In this context, the Bain deformation does not 
fulfill the requirements for an undistorted plane, and therefore additional shears in the 
form of transformation twinning or slip, called lattice invariant shear (LIS) is required. 
The twin variants in the martensite exhibit the strain tensors illustrated in Figure 3. The 
Bain deformation within multivariant martensite twins reduces the strain energy of the 
transformed martensite. 
               
                           (a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 2: (a) TEM micrograph of a NiTi specimen showing the internally twinned 
martensite [18](b) Multiple variants (V1 and V2) of the internally twinned martensite. 
 
Twinning is one of the frequently observed mechanisms for martensitic accommodation 
(Figure 2(a) and 2(b)). Reversibility is achieved with reverse motion of atom 
displacements via detwinning process. Usually, the austenitic phase exhibits a cubic 
structure while the martensite phase may exhibit orthorhombic or monoclinic structures. 
For example, in the case of Ti-Nb alloys, the austenite exhibits a bcc structure while the 
martensite exhibits an orthorhombic structure. During the transformation, the martensite 
can have different crystallographic orientations with respect to the parent austenite phase, 
and each martensite is called a variant (Figure 2(b)). Consider an example of phase 
transformation for the case of well-known NiTi. The internal twins in martensite occur 




crystallographically equivalent martensite twins. Each twin consists of two martensite 
variants and due to the mirror symmetry of the twins, there are a total of 24 martensite 
variants. The variatnts are internally twinned to minimize the interfacial energy. Multiple 
such variants could be accommodated, which may grow at the expense of other under 
applied external stress, which gives rise to reversibility upon unloading or heating. 
 
Figure 3: The additional strains from Bain distortion during phase transformation must be 
negated via internally twinned martensites which undergo contraction along different 
axes. 
	
1.1.2 Role of Transformation, Twinning and Slip: FeMnAlNi example 
In Figure 4, we show the superelastic response of <123> oriented FeMnAlNi single 
crystal deformed in tension at room temperature [19]. It is important to note that strains 
near 7% were recovered upon unloading. Several factors such as composition of alloying 
elements, crystal orientation, and aging could affect the results. In Figure 4, we also show 
the parameters of interest, the critical  























Figure 4. Superelastic effect observed in Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5  upon tensile deformation in 
[123] orientation. Strains near 7% were recovered[19]. 
transformation stress ( ), at which the parent bcc austenite transforms into the fcc 
martensite, the twinning stress, the slip stress for fcc martensite and the slip stress for bcc 
austenite. Large reversibility is obtained if the austenite could transform into martensite 
without undergoing any plastic deformation upon loading. In other words, low 
transformation stress coupled with high slip resistance of both austenite and martensite is 
desired for superior superelastic or shape memory performance. While the experiments to 
obtain these quantities are challenging as they have to obtained at different temperatures, 
the atomistic simulations provide useful insights into these mechanisms, and guide the 
experiments. In other words, the theoretical models develop in the current work reduce 
extensive experimentations to obtain these quantities, thus helping the development of 
novel shape memory alloys. Twinning occurs on {111}<112> system in fcc FeMnAlNi  
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(a)        (b) 
Figure 5: (a) Slip dislocations in a FeMnAlNi SMA austenite/martensite interface (b) 
TEM results showing dislocation generation at the austenite martensite interface in a 
FeNiCoTi SMA[30]. The internally twinned martensite is also shown. 
 
curtailing reversibility in both single and polycrystalline FeNiMnAl alloy including other 
Fe-based shape memory alloys. The works of Sehitoglu et al. [20, 21] have also 
highlighted the role of planar dislocations in curtailing reversibility both in single and 
polycrystalline FeNiCoTi SMAs. The importance of such dislocations at the 
austenite/martensite interface during phase transformation has been discussed in detail in 
other shape memory alloys as well [22-24].   The role of slip dislocations during phase 
transformation has been extensively studied in NiTi [22-24] and CuNiAl [25, 26]. The 
austenite to martensite phase transformation is associated with high internal stresses and 
strains, especially at the phase interface, which acts as the dislocation source [21, 27, 28]. 
Slip dislocations are also found to originate due to the interaction of martensite plates 
during phase transformation, and is governed by the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) 
for slip [25]. The dislocations emanating from the interface are found to be aligned with 
the martensite twin planes [28]. In this regard, microstructural evidence[22, 27] has 
shown that the dislocation multiplication, and hence its density is high in austenite close 
to the austenite/martensite interface during stress-induced martensite transformation. 




however, the internal stresses accompanied with external stress is high enough to 
generate numerous dislocation bundles which introduce permanent plastic strain in shape 
memory alloys. In some of the Ti-based alloys, even voids are found to nucleate from the 
interface, as validated by fractography analysis [29]. To achieve superior shape memory 
performance, the slip resistance needs to be rather high to minimize activation and 
multiplication of dislocations at transformation interfaces.  
Recently, Karaman and coworkers [19, 31] found high recovery strain of 7.8% in  
Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5  upon tensile deformation in [123] orientation. The theoretical strain 
is higher for the case of [100] tension (26.5%) compared to the [123] orientation (14%) as 
we discuss later, however the ductility could be limiting in [100] crystals. These 
theoretical transformation strains are rather high and can be beneficial along with the 
higher stiffness of the iron based alloys compared to NiTi. The slip at interfaces is known 
to curtail recoverability not only in Fe based SMAs but in other SMAs as well [25]. So 
studies that calculate the slip stress  and potentially improve slip resistance could be 
substantially useful for advancements of new SMAs, which is one of the objectives of the 
current thesis. 
 
1.1.3 Early Works on CRSS Modeling and the Need for the Current Approach 
Considerable efforts have been made to devise continuum formulations to predict the 
response of shape memory alloys [32-42]. Early works on CRSS modeling approach and 
key observations are provided in Table 1. One set of works - the continuum state variable 
models are based on the yield functions associated with martensitic transformation, the 
martensite volume fraction evolution and the associated flow rules to model the stress-
strain response. Qidwai and Lagoudas [38] proposed a general form of the yield function 
to capture tension-compression asymmetry in polycrystalline NiTi. The proposed yield 
function for transformation depends on the experimentally deduced critical 
transformation stress. The critical transformation stress and the twinning stress, as 
material constants, also appear in the martensitic transformation criteria in other 
formulations [43, 44], which we theoretically determine in the present case for a number 
of shape memory alloys. It is well known that self-accommodating internally twinned 
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martensite variants are responsible for minimizing the incompatible strains associated 
with martensitic transformation [45, 46]. The martensitic plates are coherent (show no 
misfit dislocations) and ensure the reversibility of phase during twinning/detwinning 
process [45]. In this regard, the twinning process in shape memory alloys is an important 
topic to investigate, which we discuss in the current work. It is interesting to note that 
twin formation, for example in Ti-Nb-Ta alloys is accomplished through coupled shear 
and shuffle during which the atoms undergo local rearrangement to lower and stabilize 
the GPFE curve. Although the internal shuffling mechanism in B19 NiTi has been well 
discussed in the literature [47, 48], that of Ti-based shape memory alloys is still 
unknown, which we investigate in the current work. 
Further modeling efforts [37, 41, 49, 50] were undertaken to account for the 
plastic strain accumulation, and multi-dimensional empirically based formulations were 
proposed that simultaneously captured the evolution of transformation strains and plastic 
strains with cycling. The plastic strain accumulation is due to the nucleation of slip 
dislocations at austenite/martensite interface where stresses and strains are rather high, 
and is governed by the CRSS for slip. The modeling approaches to capture the 
recoverable strains due to reorientation of martensites have also been proposed [32, 33, 
39, 42]. These models couple transformation and martensite reorientation in shape 
memory alloys by incorporating the dissipation potentials in their formulation with an 
aim to accurately capture shape memory effect, pseudoelasticity, twinning and 
detwinning of martensite. The derived yield functions and the flow rules for the 
martensite reorientation in these models are governed by the twinning stress as it relates 
to the nucleation and motion of twin interfaces, while the transformation yield function is 
dictated by the critical transformation stress. The theoretical determination of these three 
crucial modeling parameters - the critical phase transformation, twinning and slip stresses 
are considered in the present study for a number of novel shape memory alloys including 
FeMnAlNi SMA. 
The other set of works- (ii) the micromechanical models are built upon the critical 
transformation stress as the driving force for phase transformation [34, 35, 40]. These 
models incorporate microstructurally informed quantities such as transformation shear 
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magnitudes and consider multiple variant-variant interactions to model the continuum 
shape memory response. For example, the micromechanical model of [34] incorporated 
single-crystal constitutive equations and experimentally measured polycrystalline texture 
into self-consistent formulations to study tension/compression asymmetry in 
polycrystalline NiTi alloys. The phase transformation criterion in these formulations is 
based on the critical stress level for martensitic transformation, which is obtained 
experimentally. Overall, both sets of work utilize transformation, twinning and slip stress 
in their constitutive formulations as experimental constants. One of the key steps to 
advance these formulations further is to develop a model where the driving forces 
governing martensitic transformation such as transformation, twinning and slip stresses 
can be precisely determined with no empiricism. These parameters can in turn provide a 
key input  to these phenomenological models. The community has reached a level of 
achievement with these mesoscale formulations, and more recently it is recognized that 
the synergy between the transformation and slip appears to play a role in polycrystalline 
response[51, 52]. It is imperative that further advances in the existing transformation 
mechanisms can be made with a precise determination of the transformation, twinning, 





Table 1: Modeling approaches of shape memory alloys undertaken by several authors. The governing equations and the key 













φ S,p( ) := φ̂ S( ) + p −Y 2  
Y: transformation stress 
p: hardening terms  
φ : transformation function 
 
(i) Modeled tension/compression asymmetry in polycrystalline NiTi using the 
principle of maximum transformation dissipation theory. 
(ii) The general form of the transformation function is proposed that depends 
on the transformation stress, determined experimentally. 
(iii) Different transformation surfaces are investigated based on I1-, J2-, and J3 
type invariants to model the continuum stress-strain response. 
(iv) The J2-I1 and J2-J3-I1 transformation functions capture the uniaxial results 
correctly. 















Y: transformation stress. 
 
 











(i) The model accounts for simultaneous development of transformation and 
plastic strains during stress-induced martensitic phase transformation. 
(ii) The transformation strain evolution is modeled by the transformation 
function that depends on the transformation stress, which is deduced 
experimentally.  
(iii) The plastic strain evolution is dictated by the number of cycles required to 
reach the saturation value of plastic strain. 
(iv) The plastic strain accumulation should depend on the critical resolved 









Table 1 (cont.) 
 
 





Yu et al. 
(2015) 
 































|ξ |  if π p > 0
 
 τ 0 :CRSS for slip 
 
X =
X0 +Hforξ + h1 ξ( )n  !ξ ≥ 0
X0 +Hrevξ + h1 ξ( )n  !ξ < 0
 
 
X0: critical transformation stress 
(i) A multidimensional model is proposed to model cyclic deformation in NiTi 
alloy. 
(ii) The model includes two inelastic mechanisms,i.e. martensite 
transformation and dislocation slip. 
(iii) The transformation function incorporates a transformation resistance term, 
which is dictated by the critical transformation stress. 
(iv) The slip resistance term is included in the yield function that depends on 
the critical slip stress. 
(v) The model is able to capture uniaxial cyclic deformation of NiTi SMA 
micro-tube at different strain rates. 
Sedlak et 
al. (2012)  
!ξ ≥ 0 ⇒ d T,ε tr ,ξ, !ε tr , !ξ( )  
 
= ΔsAM T0 −Ms( ) + ξ Ms −Mf( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ !ξ +σ reo || !ε in ||
 
 




: reorientation stress 
 
(i) A novel form of the dissipation function is proposed that couples martensite 
transformation and reorientation process. 
(ii) The dissipation by reorientation of martensite is dictated by twinning stress 
as it relates to the nucleation and motion of twin interfaces, while the 
transformation function is dictated by the critical transformation stress. 
(iii) The model is capable of simulating superelasticity, tension compression 
asymmetry, martensite deformation by complex non-proportional loading and 
one-way shape memory effect.  
























f i = γ T









τ i = b0
i . CeT *( )m0i  
 τ
i : resolved shear stress on the martensite 
(i) A crystal mechanics based constitutive model is proposed for 
polycrystalline shape memory material to predict stress-strain response. 
(ii) The experimentally determined critical transformation stress is the driving 
force for the martensitic transformation as it appears in the transformation 
function.  
(iii) The polycrystalline macroscopic stress-strain responses are calculated as 
the volume averages over the entire single crystals aggregate. 
 



















(i) Successfully predicted tension-compression asymmetry in Cu-Zn-Al shape 
memory alloy. 
(ii) A micromechanical model is formulated using a self-consistent approach to 
determine the macroscopic behavior from the definition of the local 
constitutive equations. 
(iii) The model is successful at capturing the internal stress field developed by 
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(i) A micromechanical self-consistent model is used to successfully predict 
tension/compression asymmetry in NiTi polycrystal. 
(ii) The model incorporates single crystal constitutive relationships and 
experimentally measured polycrystalline texture into self-consistent 
formulation. 
(iii) The study demonstrated that tension-compression asymmetry in 
polycrystalline NiTi is due to asymmetry at the single-crystal level. 
(iv) The self-consistent relationship for polycrystalline is only implemented 
when the first CVP within a grain reaches the critical transformation stress 





In order to understand the mechanical response of metal deformations such as plasticity, 
fatigue, fracture or diffusion, it is important to understand these mechanisms at different 
length scales. Computational modeling techniques are now widely employed in materials 
science because they enable the rapid testing of new concepts and reduce the need for 
extensive experimental procedures. However, predicting the continuum responses 
accurately utilizing atomistic methods largely depends on the accuracy of modeling 
technique employed in describing the mechanism, and the accuracy in linking the 
atomistic scale data to a to a continuum level via intermediate microscopic and 
mesoscopic lengthscales. Atomistic simulations reflect the processes of breaking and 
reforming bonds of atoms within a crystal and the interaction of atoms with each other. 
The movement of dislocations within a crystal and their elastic interactions with each 
other and the grain boundaries dictate mechanical response of metals at a continuum 
level. A major computational challenge arises when these events occurring at different 
length scales are to be related. Atomistic modeling bridges the link between the atomic 
and mesoscale levels by identifying and correlating the relevant material properties at 
different length scales, and incorporating these parameters at a mesoscale to study the 
behavior of metals.  
 
Several papers in the literature have emphasized in linking the characteristic of metal 
behavior at different length and time scales [1-4]. Simulation techniques usually consider 
the four important length scales to study the material properties, namely, atomic scale, 
microscopic scale, mesoscopic scale and continuum scale. Atomic scales use the 
technique of quantum theory to predict the movement of atoms and are particularly 
important in studying the energetics of physical processes such as energy evolution, 
temperature changes and atomic movement barriers while the microscopic scale deals 
with molecular activities such as diffusion. Molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo 
simulations are the major computational tools that deal with the study of materials at this 
scale. Dislocation dynamics, grain boundary effects are important characteristics of metal 
deformation process and are studied at a mesoscopic scale. With the knowledge of these 
hierarchical length scales, properties such as stress, strain and displacements can be 
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accurately described at a continuum level. We employ first principles density functional 
theory calculations (DFT) in the current work to obtain important parameters such as 
lattice constants, elastic moduli, the slip, twinning and transformation energy barriers. 
Figure 6 considers the multi-scale length approach used in understanding  most of the 
deformation processes occurring at a macroscopic scale through a link to the atomistic, 
microscopic and mesoscopic length scales. 
 
Figure 6: Schematic showing the hierarchal approach of length-scales employed in 
multiscale modeling technique. 
 
 





































1.3 Thesis Organization 
The thesis is organized as follows: 
(1) In Chapter 2, we investigate the bcc-fcc transformation in the new shape memory 
alloy FeMnAlNi utilizing density functional theory calculations for double shear.  We 
formulate an energy expression to derive the fcc martensite formation stress, 
incorporating the transformation shear energy and the elastic interactions of the 
dislocations. The critical bcc-fcc transformation stress was determined as 191 MPa, 
which is close to the experiments. Concurrently, we also establish the fcc twinning and 
slip stresses as 201 MPa and 335 MPa respectively. The higher slip resistance ensures 
recoverability of the transformation. We observe that the Bogers-Burgers double shear 
mechanism proceeds with a much lower energy barrier and is favored over the ‘classical’ 
Bain deformation. Overall, the parameters obtained from DFT calculations are devoid of 
any empiricism and the prediction of these critical stresses permit the design of new iron 
based SMAs. 
 
(2) In chapter 3, we investigate Ti-Nb-Ta and Ti-Nb-Zr alloys which possess high slip 
resistance and high transformation strains upon bcc  (β)  to orthorhombic  (α ")  
transformation. We determine the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) in Ti alloyed for a 
wide composition range of Nb, Ta and Zr. The CRSS is obtained with a proposed Peierls-
Nabarro (PN) formalism incorporating the Generalized Stacking Fault Energy (GSFE)  
barrier profile for slip obtained from the first principles Density Functional Theory (DFT) 
calculations. The CRSS for slip of the orthorhombic martensite is found to increase from 
80 to 280 MPa linearly with increasing unstable fault energy. We also demonstrate the 
composition dependence of the lattice parameters of both β  and  α "  crystal structures as 
a function of Nb, Ta and Zr additions showing agreement with experiments. Using the 
lattice constants, the transformation strain was determined as high as 11% in the [011] 




(3) In Chapter 4, we investigate the effect of Nb and Ta content on the (i) critical 
resolved shear stress (CRSS) for the  β −α "  transformation (ii) the CRSS for austenite 
slip and (iii) the CRSS for twin nucleation in martensite ( α "  phase) that govern shape 
memory and superelasticity in Ti-based alloys. During the calculation of the twinning 
stress, we show the importance of the shuffling process in stabilizing and lowering the 
GPFE curve. Similarly, the transformation stress is obtained with heterogeneous 
martensite nucleation mechanism incorporating the energy barriers associated with the 
transformation process. Overall, as the Ta composition increases, the difference between 
martensite/austenite slip resistance and the transformation/twinning stress widens 
showing the efficacy of Ta alloying additions.  
 
(4) In Chapter 5, we conduct tension and compression experiments on single crystals of 
Fe3Al, and obtain the onset of slip in forward and reverse directions utilizing high-
resolution DIC (Digital Image Correlation) technique. Using DFT (Density Functional 
Theory) simulations, we obtain the energy barriers (GSFE-Generalized Stacking Fault 
Energy) for {110}<111> and {112}<111> slips in D03 Fe3Al and the elastic moduli 
tensor, and undertake anisotropic continuum calculations to obtain the back stress and 
frictional stress responsible for reversible slip. We compare the theoretically obtained slip 
stress magnitudes (friction and back stress) with the experimental measurements 
disclosing excellent agreement. 
(5) In Chapter 6, we establish the lattice constants and the associated energetics of the 
bcc-hcp transformation in Ti-6.25at.%Ta and Ti-6.25at.%Nb alloys. We present a bcc-
hcp nucleation model based on the Peierls Nabarro formalism, incorporating the elastic 
strain energy of the dislocations participating in the transformation process, and 
subsequently obtain the theoretical stress required to nucleate an hcp martensite from a 
perfect bcc crystal. The stress levels for hcp nucleation calculated in the present analysis 
for Ti-6.25at.%Ta and Ti-5.25at.%Nb alloys are 110 MPa and 93 MPa respectively. 
(6) In Chapter 7, we explore the twinning-detwinning mechanism in cubic Fe3GaB. The 
Fe3Ga base alloy is known to exhibit pseudoleasticity via a detwinning mechanism and 
the solute hardened Fe3GaB holds considerable promise as well. The present work 
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examines the potential detwinning in Fe3GaB and develops the atomistic-
micromechanical approach, utilizing density functional theory and Peierls Nabarro 
formalism at atomic scale and the Eshelbian anisotropic elasticity at microscale. Using 
local strain measurements at the grain scale we also show experimental evidence of 
reversible detwinning upon unloading. The work calculates the interaction energies 
associated with the presence of boron in octahedral, tetrahedral and xenohedral sites in 
the D03 lattice and the transition from octahedral to  xenohedral sites upon twinning. The 
model distinguishes the elevation of twinning stress depending on the interstitial site and 
the transition between the sites. 














Chapter 2: Transformation Stress Modeling in New Fe-
Mn-Al-Ni Shape Memory Alloy 
 
2.1 Fundamentals of Shape Memory- Iron Based SMAs 
 The field of SMAs has been dominated by NiTi alloys[27, 28, 35, 53, 54]. The 
iron based alloys have tremendous potential but not well studied.  The iron based alloys 
do not exhibit crystallographic order, have large tetragonality ratios, and finite volumetric 
strains. All these factors typically curtail shape memory behavior. Low transformation 
temperatures and large hysteresis in Fe-based SMAs have been reported [20, 21, 55] 
which have limited their widespread use. The early work has been conducted on 
FeNiCoTi based alloys [20, 21]   and reviews and books cover iron based shape memory 
alloys [54, 56] but to a much less extent than NiTi alloys. The FeNiCoTi has a very wide 
hysteresis that precludes superelasticity. Major success is now within reach with new 
class of FeMnAlNi alloys [19, 57, 58] that exhibit superior superelastic properties and 
removes most of the limitations above. They exhibit transformation strains exceeding 
8%, and undergo superelasticity response at room temperature with low stress hysteresis. 
The iron based alloys are purported to have low slip resistance. As we will show in this 
study FeMnAlNi exhibits excellent slip resistance.    
 One of the characteristics of  FeMnAlNi alloy is that the stress required to induce 
martensitic transformation has a low temperature dependence over  a broad range, -196 to 
240oC. For example, the Clausius- Clapeyron slope ( ) in FeMnAlNi was 
reported as 0.53MPa/oC [31], which is much lower than other SMAs such as NiTi ( 6-8 
MPa/oC [53] in NiTi). The low slope combined with high slip resistance in FeMnAlNi 
ensures that transformation can occur without reaching slip stress at macroscale.  
 
 The FeMnAlNi alloy exhibits superelastic behavior via reversible transformation 
from body centered cubic (bcc) austenite to face centered cubic (fcc) martensite upon 
loading and the reversal of phase upon unloading. Although the  rearrangements of atoms 
for fcc and bcc lattices [59-62] are known, no studies have focused on a rigorous 
 dσ / dT
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derivation of transformation stresses. In addition to transformation stress, we established 
critical stress required for nucleation of the twins in fcc lattice and the stress levels to 
reach slip mediated deformation in fcc and bcc lattices. To achieve superior shape 
memory, the slip resistance needs to be rather high to minimize activation  and 
multiplication of dislocations at transformation interfaces.   
   
2.2 Bain Transformation and Bogers-Burgers Double Shear 
 In the present work, we specially look into two widely accepted transformation 
mechanisms- (i) the Bain distortion and (ii) the Bogers Burgers double shear mechanism 
to address the critical bcc-fcc transformation stress in FeMnAlNi alloy [62]. In the case 
of (i) Bain deformation, an fcc crystal is formed from the bcc crystal by elongation on the 
<001>bcc axis and compression along <110>bcc axes. Note that the c/a ratio for bcc crystal 
is equal to 1 while that of the fcc crystal is equal to √2, as shown in Figure 7. In the case 
of Bogers Burgers mechanism (ii), two successive shears are responsible for the 
transformation of the bcc to fcc crystal. The first shear occurs on the {110}<110>bcc 
system and the second shear acts on {111}fcc plane along the <112>fcc direction. We note 
that the energy profile associated with these two transformation paths to be different. 
Such an understanding of the energy profiles has not been developed in the literature, 
which we undertake in the present study. Then, our main contribution is to devise an 
atomistic-continuum model to capture the transformation stress with no a priori 
assumptions.  
 In the present work, we find the Borgers-Burgers mechanism to be more 
energetically favorable compared to the Bain case based on DFT calculations. 
Consequently, we  develop a  modified Peierls Nabarro (PN) formalism (based on our 
early work on PN [63-67]) and forward a theoretical model for bcc-fcc transformation 
stress. Once the transformation occurs, the martensite deforms by motion of twin 
interfaces. Concurrently, we predict the twinning stress in fcc martensite by incorporating 
the Generalized Planar Fault Energy (GPFE) [68] with the elastic interactions of the 
dislocations. During the calculation of the GPFE, the positions of the dislocations on the 
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fault are taken into account, as well as the role of solute atoms close to the fault which 
can significantly reduce the stacking fault energy [69, 70]. Since FeMnAlNi is a 
multicomponent alloy, it is important to investigate the effect of each element on the 
stacking fault energy on an iterative basis. A number of atoms of each element are placed 
at different positions away from the fault, and the corresponding energies are noted. We 
repeat this procedure for each element, and the GPFE with the minimum value of 
stacking fault energy is used to obtain the critical twinning stress in our calculations. The 
details will be discussed later. 
 
 In the current study, it is worth emphasizing that the theoretical model for 
transformation is built upon heterogeneous dislocation-based transformation mechanism 
with shear glide on S/3 and S/2 systems (glide every third and second plane respectively). 
The heterogeneous dislocation based transformation mechanism has been proposed [59, 
60] for a double shear associated with the fcc-bcc transformation. The impetus in this 
work is to consider the bcc-fcc transformation, establish the energy barriers, and 
incorporate the strain energy associated with the participating dislocations. The 





Figure 7: The bcc-fcc transformation via Bain distortion. The <001> axis of the bcc 
crystal undergoes elongation while the <010> axes undergoes contraction to form the fcc 
crystal. 
 
 The importance of the preexisting stacking faults associated with the partial 
dislocations has been recognized as the precursor to fcc-bcc martensitic transformation, 
and is the basis for the heterogeneous transformation mechanism [59, 60]. Note that the 
present analysis, however holds for the reverse bcc-fcc transformation mechanism. 
Nonetheless, it is important to point out the relevance of the dislocations partaking in the 
fcc-bcc transformation to understand the reverse bcc-fcc transformation mechanism. For 
the case of fcc-bcc transformation mechanism, specially, the intersection of the -phase 
(intermediate hcp phase)   with each other or with the twin and grain boundaries are 
observed to induce body centered cubic martensitic phases.  Bogers-Burgers initially 
proposed a hard sphere model for the fcc-bcc martensitic transformation via double shear 
mechanism [62]. The Bogers-Burgers mechanism for the fcc→bcc transformation 





























 plane, and then a shear of  on every  plane, where ‘a’ is the 
lattice constant of the fcc phase. These two shears when applied to an fcc crystal will 
form the correct stacking sequence of the bcc crystal. Note that the first shear (referred to 
as T/3) is one- third of the twinning partial, and the second shear (T/2) is one-half of the 
twinning partial in fcc crystal. It is important to note that these shears are applicable for 
fcc-bcc transformation. However, the bcc-fcc transformation can be accomplished in a 




Figure 8: Schematics of (a) bcc-fcc transformation via the double shear mechanism (S/2 
and S/3 shears) (b) the faulted bcc structure subjected to S/2 shear on {110}<110> 
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            (c) 
 
 The works of Olson and Cohen [59, 60] further rationalized the homogeneous 
Bogers-Burgers double shear mechanism by introducing Shockley partials, and their 
interaction. The first shear (T/3) as suggested by Bogers Burgers mechanism is 
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plane while the second shear (T/2) is accomplished by spreading a group of  
dislocations on every second {112} plane. The intersection of these two array of 
dislocations creates a region containing the bcc crystal. Recently, the existence of such 
dislocation based transformation as proposed by Olson and Cohen has been validated 
experimentally with the aid of high-resolution TEM measurements [71] , and molecular 
dynamics simulations [72]. However, no prediction of stress for the martensite nucleus 
has been obtained in previous work.  
 In this study, on the other hand, we consider bcc-fcc transformation. The bcc-fcc 
transformation can be obtained first by passing the a0/8<110> dislocations on every 
second {110} plane in equal and opposite <110> directions (referred to as collinear shear, 
S/2 on B-plane atoms) as shown in Figure 8(a). This process transforms the {110}bcc 
plane into the {111}fcc plane resulting in an intermediate fcc structure with correct 
{111}fcc stacking sequence. Secondly, as depicted pictorially in Figure 8(a), consecutive 
shears on every third {111}fcc plane (referred to as S/3 shear on A-plane atoms) achieved 
by passing a/6<112> dislocations result in the final fcc product with correct angle (60o) 
between the <111> directions. Equivalently, the S/2 shear can also be accomplished by 
passing two a0/8<110> dislocations on every second {110} plane (2bp, 4bp and so on) to 
form an intermediate fcc structure as shown in Figure 8(b). The faulted structure formed 
due to the passage of a/6<112> dislocations (bp, 2bp and so on) on {111} planes in an fcc 
crystal is shown in Figure 8(c). Hereafter, the shear on the {110}<110> system will be 
referred to as S/2 shear and the shear on the {111}<112> system as S/3 shear.  
 
2.3 The Current Work, the bcc to fcc transformation 
 We consider that the double shear mechanism for bcc to fcc transformation is 
accomplished by the motion of two sets of dislocations, a0/8<110> and a/6<112>, on 
different planes in a bcc crystal, the intersection of which forms the fcc crystal, as shown 











Figure 9: Heterogeneous dislocation based bcc-fcc transformation mechanism as 
considered in this study. 
 Since the lattice constants are important parameters in the PN formalism based 
transformation model, an accurate determination of these quantities is important. 
Therefore, we undertake lattice constant determination of both phases using the DFT 
calculations (discussed next). In the present paper, we also calculate the maximum 
transformation strains associated with the bcc-fcc transformation using the lattice 
deformation theory (LDT)[73, 74]. The LDT assumes that a parent bcc crystal transforms 
into an fcc crystal via the change in lattice constants.   
 
2.3.1 Simulation Methods and Lattice Constants 
We used the first-principles DFT  calculations to compute the total structural energy of 
the crystal. The DFT was implemented using the Vienna ab initio Simulations Package 
(VASP) with the projector augmented wave (PAW) method and the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA)[75, 76]. A 2x7x2 supercell consisting of 112 atoms was used for 
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within the supercell depending on the composition (Fe-34at.%Mn-15at.%Al-7.1at.%Ni) 
and the fcc crystal coordinates. Herafter, the composition Fe-34at.%Mn-15at.%Al-
7.1at.%Ni is referred to as FeMnAlNi. The Monkhorst Pack k-point meshes for the 
Brillouion-zone integration used was 12x5x12, and the convergence of the structural 
energy was verified. Note that the k-points chosen are inversely proportional to the ratio 
of the lattice vectors of the supercell for uniform sampling of the k-space. Similar 
procedure was followed for calculating the energy associated with the bcc-fcc 
transformation path. Ionic relaxation was performed by a conjugate gradient algorithm. 
The energy cut-off of 360 eV was used for the plane-wave basis set. The total energy was 
converged to less than 10-5 eV per atom.  
 
                 (a)          (b) 
Figure 10: Structural energy variation with lattice parameters in (a) austenite bcc crystal 
and (b) martensite fcc crystal. 
 
Figures 10(a) and (b) show the total structural energy variation as a function of the lattice 
parameters of the bcc and fcc unit cells respectively for Fe-Mn-Al-Ni. The equilibrium 
lattice constant is taken as the one that corresponds to the minimum structural energy. 















































of the fcc lattice is 3.65 . The experimentally measured lattice constants are 2.903  
and 3.672  for bcc and fcc crystals respectively [58]. Note that the theoretical lattice 
constant values are in close agreement with the experimental values (Table 2). Hereafter, 
we refer ‘ao’ as the lattice constant of the bcc unit cell, and ‘a’ that of the fcc unit cell. 
Table 2: Lattice constant of bcc and fcc crystals of Fe-34at.%Mn-15at.%Al-7.1at.%Ni 
alloy. The experimentally observed value is also reported. 
 
 
       Alloy 
Lattice constant  
(fcc martensite) 







Experiment[58]  Theory (DFT, 
This study) 
Experiment[58] 
FeMnAlNi 3.65 3.672 2.88 2.903 
 
Table 3: The critical twinning and transformation stresses for Fe-Mn-Al-Ni alloy. The 
experimentally measured transformation stress value is also reported. 
Alloy Critical Transformation stress ( , MPa) Critical Twinning 
stress ( , MPa) 
 Theory (This study) Experiment [19] Theory (This study) 
FeMnAlNi 191 200 201 
 
2.4 Energetics of the Bain and Bogers-Burgers shear mechanism 
Among the bcc-fcc transformation mechanisms [59, 60, 62] discussed in the literature, 
the Bain distortion is considered to be the simplest homogeneous martensite 
transformation mechanism. As noted earlier in Figure 7, the bcc structure has a c/a ratio 
equal to 1. If the bcc lattice is elongated along the <100> axis and contracted along both 
























The {110} plane of the bcc lattice corresponds to the {111} face of the fcc lattice. In 
summary, the following lattice correspondence exists between the bcc and the fcc crystal: 
  
Figure 11 shows the energy landscape of the bcc-fcc transformation via the Bain path.  
Note that no shuffle is required for this transformation unlike the bcc-hcp transformation. 
The transformation proceeds through an energy barrier ( = 594mJm-2) corresponding 
to an unstable configuration. This barrier must be overcome by the applied stress or 
temperature to attain the product fcc phase. Overall, the transformation mechanism via 
Bain distortion may be accomplished by internal stresses inherently present in the crystal 
in the form of defects, precipitates or second phase particles.  
 
As noted earlier, the bcc-fcc lattice transformation can be obtained by implementing the 
fcc-bcc transformation in reverse with the aid of dislocations. Consider the following 
dissociation of an ao/2<111> dislocation in the bcc crystal: 
                        (2.1)
 
The first shear, S/2 of the Bogers Burgers bcc-fcc mechanism  can be achieved by passing 
ao/8<110> dislocations on every second {110} plane in alternate and opposite directions. 
This process  



















Figure 11: Energy barrier profile associated with bcc-fcc transformation via Bain 
distortion in FeMnAlNi alloy. 
transforms the {110}bcc plane to the {111}fcc plane. Note that ao/8<110> dislocation is 
equivalent to a/12<112> dislocation in an fcc crystal required to induce the second shear 
(T/2) of the Bogers Burgers fcc-bcc transformation mechanism. The second inverse 
Bogers Burgers shear, S/3 for the bcc-fcc transformation is accomplished by a shear on 
each of the transformed {111}fcc planes by a/6<112> dislocation, thus leading to an fcc 
crystal. During these consecutive or simultaneous shearing processes, the dislocations in 
the bcc crystal have to overcome an energy barrier to transform to an fcc crystal. In the 
present case, we calculated the energy barrier profile associated with this transformation 
in the form a fault energy curve ( ). For  calculation associated with 
the dislocation based double shear mechanism, the crystal axes are oriented along the 
,  and  directions. The supercell consists of 13 {110} 
layers so that the periodic interfaces do not interact. Every second {110}bcc planes are 
sheared consecutively followed by the shear on each of the {111}fcc planes to form an fcc 
crystal. Concurrently, the atoms are allowed to relax during the crystal minimization 
process. The energy per unit area of the sheared structures with respect to the undeformed 
crystal were obtained as follows: 






















 c/a = 2
 γ − curve  γ − curve
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where A{110}  is the area of the {110} plane (or y-plane) of the simulation box, Es is the 
energy of the sheared crystal and E0 that of the perfect undeformed crystal. We followed 
similar procedure to obtain the -curve for the S/3 shearing. The results of the -curve 
associated with the heterogeneous martensitic transformation mechanism for FeMnAlNi 
alloy is shown in Figure 13. It should be noted that the maximum energy barrier for the 
case of Bain deformation is higher than that of the Bogers Burgers mechanism by 
approximately 192 mJm-2. The maximum unstable energy barrier associated with the bcc-
fcc transformation mechanism via dislocation based theory is 402 mJm-2, as revealed by 
the current atomistic calculations.  
 
2.4.1 Modeling of the critical transformation stress,  
Consider the dislocation arrangement in Figure 12. The applied stress, , aids the motion 
of ao/8<110> and a/12<112> dislocations to form the fcc crystal in the region of 
intersection. Irrespective of the ordering of the shear process, we can write the total 
energy of the dislocation configuration in Figure 12 as follows: 
               (2.2) 

















Figure 12: The arrangement of dislocations during bcc-fcc martensitic transformation in 
FeMnAlNi alloy. The intersection of two sets of dislocations create a region of fcc crystal. 
 
              (2.3) 
where Eint is the elastic energy due to the interaction of the dislocations, Eself is the line energy 
of the dislocation,  and  are the misfit energies which represent the periodic non-
linear interatomic interactions of the dislocations on {110}<110>  and {111}<112> systems 
respectively, and W is the work required to move the dislocations. Note that the sum of Eself  and 
Eint represents the total elastic strain energy stored in the crystal. Similarly,  is the shear 
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the lattice, and the parameter is the stacking fault energy landscape associated with the 
transformation. By considering the lattice discreteness, the misfit energy  for the case of 
{110}<110> shear can be written as follows: 
                       (2.4)
 
 
where aI is the periodicity of  and is defined as the shortest distance between two 
equivalent atomic rows in the direction of the dislocation displacement [63-66, 77]. The misfit 
energy of {111}<112> shear can be obtained in a similar manner, as described in equation (2.3) 
by replacing with . The solution to the disregistry function f(x) in the dislocation core 
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Table 4: The double shear energy parameters, the Burgers vector of the dislocations associated with S/2 and S/3 shears, the 





















































Figure 13: Energy barrier profile associated with bcc-fcc transformation via 
heterogeneous dislocation-based transformation mechanism in FeMnAlNi alloy. 
where   is the half-core width of the dislocation for an isotropic solid, d is 
the interplanar distance of the dislocation glide plane and  is the Poisson’s ratio. In 
order to calculate the misfit energy term, , we fit the  profile in Figure 13 using the 
sine analytical functions, both for S/2 and S/3 shears. As an example, the fitting function 
in Figure 13 is: 










S/2 (Step 1) 
{110}<110>bcc 
{111}<121> 




























                           
(2.6)
 
                          (2.7) 
Equation (2.6) represents the fitting function corresponding to Figure 13 for the case of 
{110}<110> shear and equation (2.7) represents that of {111}<112> shear. The term 
b<110> is the Burgers vector of the dislocation associated with the {110}<110> shear and 
b<112> that of the {111}<112> shear. Upon substituting the expressions (2.6-2.7) into 
equation (2.3) and minimizing it with respect to  and , we can numerically 
solve for the critical transformation stress. The critical transformation stress obtained 
using this methodology is 191 MPa. A complete list of parameters used in the calculation 
of the critical transformation stress is provided in Table 4. 
 
2.4.2 Generalized Planar Fault Energy and Twinning in fcc martensite 
In the case of superelastic response, the transformed fcc martensite may undergo 
twinning beyond the critical twinning stress,  to accommodate the deformation. 
Twinning in fcc crystals occurs on {111} plane and along <112> direction, and the 
Burgers vector of the twinning partial is bp=a/6<112>, where ‘a’ is the lattice constant of 
the fcc crystal. During the growth of the martensite, the partial dislocations associated 
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with twinning (bp=a/6<112>) have to overcome an energy barrier, termed the 
Generalized Planar Fault Energy (GPFE). The GPFE can be obtained by shearing the 
consecutive {111} planes each by a displacement equal to the Burgers vector of the 
twinning partial. In Figure 14 (a), we consider a schematic of an undeformed fcc crystal 
oriented along the x= , y=[111] and z=  directions while Figures 14(b) and (c) 
show the entire process of forming a twin through consecutive shearing of the {111} 
plane along the <112> direction. The energy cost per unit area corresponding to the 
formation of a twin can be quantified employing DFT simulations. We show the energy 
values corresponding to the faulted structures in the form of a GPFE curve as illustrated 
in Figure 15. The number of {111} layers used for the calculation is 13, which is 
sufficient to obtain the converged energy values. It is worth pointing out that the large 
simulation cell eliminates the effect of free surfaces on the calculated energy parameters 
shown in the GPFE curve.  In Figure 15, the term  represents the energy barrier 
required to nucleate the first layer-stacking fault. Similarly, the term represents the 
energy barrier required to grow the twin, represents the stable energy fault 
corresponding to the 2nd layer fault, and  is the twin boundary migration energy 













(a)            (b)        (c) 
Figure 14: Schematic of twin formation in an fcc crystal (a) The twin system is 
{111}<112> (b) the formation of an intrinsic stacking fault energy (c) formation of a 
second layer fault. 
 
noted that after the formation of the three layer stacking fault, the energy values 
associated with the GPFE curve stabilize in fcc crystals, including FeMnAlNi alloy. 
 
We have developed the twinning stress model earlier using modified PN formalism [2, 
68]. Consider the dislocation arrangement of a twin as shown in Figure 16. The total 
energy of the dislocation configuration can be written as follows: 
                  (2.8)   
where Eint is the interaction energy of the dislocations,  is the misfit energy associated 
with the dislocations comprising the twin, Eline is the dislocation line energy, and W is the 
externally applied stress. The term  can be obtained by incorporating the GPFE curve 
expressed as the sum of sinusoidal functions with the dislocation distribution on the twin 
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associated with multiple dislocations on the twin plane can be written as follows [2, 64, 
77]: 
         (2.9)
 
where x is the position of the dislocation line, d1 and d2 are the separation distances 
between the twinning dislocations and  is the half core width ratio determined as 
d{111}/2(1- ). The term d{111} is the {111} interplanar distance and  is the Poisson ratio 
of the crystal. The misfit energy across a glide plane is defined as the sum of misfit 
energies between pairs of atomic planes and can be obtained from the GPFE as follows: 
 
                       (2.11)
 
The integral form of misfit energy in equation (2.11) can be modified to discrete form to 
account for the variation of the disregistry as the dislocation moves infinitesimally from 
one position to the other along the twin interface. The discrete form of the misfit energy 
can be written as follows [2, 64, 77]: 
                      (2.12)
 
The Peierls stress required to move the twinning dislocation can be obtained by taking the 
maximum slope of the misfit energy curve with respect to the dislocation position as 
follows: 
            (2.13)
 
It should be noted that the misfit energy does not account for the total elastic interactions 
comprising the twin, and therefore, the total energy expression that incorporates the 
 













































elastic interactions of the dislocations is required to obtain the accurate twinning stress. 
To do so, we substitute each of the energy terms in equation  (2.8) as follows: 
                  (2.14)         
 
Here, h{111} is the height of the twin nucleus, s is the twinning shear defined as b/d{111} 
where d{111} is the {111} interplanar distance, ro is the core width determined as d{111}/(1-
), and  is the angle between the dislocation line and unit cell axes. The twinning 
stress is then obtained by  
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Figure 16: Schematic of a twin nucleus in an fcc crystal. 
 
Table 5: The energy parameters of the GPFE curve, the {111}<112> shear modulus, the 
Burgers vector of the twinning partial and the twinning shear associated with twinning in 





















FeMnAlNi 185 90 207 93 16 1.5 2.1 201 
 
minimizing the total energy with respect to the dislocation positions, d1 and d2 as follows: 
             (2.15)
 
Upon solving the set of equations (2.15), we obtain the CRSS for twinning as the 
minimum value of  that satisfies both of these equations. The twinning stress,  


































2.5  Slip Stress Calculation in bcc and fcc FeMnNiAl 
 
It is well known that slip curtails reversibility in shape memory alloys due to permanent 
plastic strain accumulation during phase transformation[20, 21, 23, 24, 78]. Therefore, 
slip resistance should be higher compared to the transformation/twinning stress for better 
superelastic behavior and functionality. In this section, we develop a PN based theoretical 
model to calculate the slip stress in both bcc austenite and fcc martensite in FeMnAlNi 
alloy by incorporating the Generalized Stacking Fault Energy (GSFE). The GSFE is the 
energy barrier per unit area required to nucleate a slip, and can be obtained by rigidly 
shearing one half of the crystal with respect to other half by a displacement of u=nb 
where n is a constant ranging from 0 to 1, and b is the Burgers vector of the slip 
dislocation. Slip occurs on {110}<111>, {112}<111> and {123}<111> systems in a bcc 
crystal and {111}<110> system in an fcc crystal. The Burgers vector of the slip 
dislocation in bcc and fcc crystal are bbcc=a0/2<111> and bfcc=a/2<110> respectivey 
where ‘a0’ and ‘a’ are the lattice constants of the bcc and fcc crystals respectively. In 
Table 6, we show the relevant energy parameters associated with the {110}<111> bcc 
and {111}<110> fcc slip systems. 
 
Figure 13 shows the GSFE curve for {110}<111> bcc and {111}<110> fcc slip systems. 
A full a/2<110> dislocation in an fcc crystal dissociates into two partial dislocations as 
follows: 
 
The term  is the unstable stacking fault energy, and is the stable intrinsic stacking 
fault energy in an fcc crystal. The two dissociated partial dislocations are separated by an 



















Table 6: The energy parameters of the GSFE curve, the shear moduli, the Burgers vector 

























FeMnAlNi 281 2.5 14 393 185 64 1.5 16 335 
 
bcc crystal, however, does not attain a metastable structure during rigid shearing of the 
crystal, and thus no dissociation occurs. Our previous theoretical calculations in bcc 
metals have shown that higher the , higher is the slip nucleation stress [39]. We also 
obtained the  values of 301 and 327 mJm-2 for {112}<111> slip in twinning and 
antitwinning sense respectively, and 298 mJm-2  for {123}<111> systems in the current 
work. Due to the lower  value of {110}<111> system compared to other systems, the 
{110}<111> system is likely to be activated in FeMnAlNi alloy. 
 
The critical slip stress formulation can be developed using modified Peierls Nabarro 
formalism  in a similar manner as described earlier. The misfit energy function associated 
with slip can be written as follows: 
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where  is the GSFE energy landscape expressed in sinusoidal form, and f(x) is the 
disregistry function. The disregistry function for the case of slip dislocation in a bcc 
crystal can be written as follows: 
            (2.17) 
 
 
Figure 17: The Generalized Stacking Fault Energy (GSFE) associated with bcc austenite 
and fcc martensite slips in FeMnAlNi alloy. 
where the terms have been described earlier. The critical slip stress can now be obtained 
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              (2.18) 
By substituting the parameters provided in Table 6 into equation (2.18), the critical slip 
stresses for bcc austenite and fcc martensite are obtained as 393 and 335 MPa 
respectively. 
 
2.6 Discussion of the Results 
Transformation Energies and the Path of bcc-fcc Transformation 
Upon comparing the energetics of the bcc-fcc transformation in FeMnAlNi alloy (Figures 
11 and 13), we observe that heterogeneous double shear mechanism proceeds with a 
much lower energy barrier compared to Bain distortion, and hence is the favorable 
pathway in FeMnAlNi alloy. The critical transformation stress obtained by incorporating 
the double shear energy with the Peierls Nabarro approach yields a value of 191 MPa, 
which is close to the experimental value of 200 MPa. Concurrently, we also obtain the 
energy barrier associated with the martensite twinning in the form of GPFE, and 
subsequently predict the twinning stress as 201 MPa. Similarly, the unstable fault 
energies ( ) corresponding to the austenite slip is 281 mJm-2 and that of the martensite 
slip is 185 mJm-2. These two values of unstable fault energies yield the critical slip 
stresses of 393 MPa and 335 MPa respectively for bcc austenite and fcc martensite. We 
note that the twinning stress value for FeMnAlNi alloy is higher than the transformation 
stress, but much lower than slip stresses. Overall, a higher slip resistance compared to the 
twinning or transformation stresses in FeMnAlNi alloy ensures minimum plastic strain 
accumulation and higher strain recoverability. It is worth emphasizing that during the 
calculation of the transformation stress, the order of shearing does not affect the result.   
 
If we carefully investigate the energy pathway associated with the bcc-fcc transformation 


















on the {110} plane in <110> direction progresses with a much lower energy barrier 
compared to the shear on {111} plane in <112> direction. The S/2 shear attains a stable 
energy value after which the energy rapidly increases with an increase in S/3 shear on the 
{111} plane. (ii) Second, the increase in energy upon shearing {111} planes shows rather 
uneven profile before attaining the stable fcc phase. This may be a result of the atomic 
movements during relaxation, as the pure shear alone on the {111} plane is expected to 
yield an energy profile often approximated by a sinusoidal function. In the present 
analysis, we found that the S/3 shear is accompanied with dilatations of 0.22  normal to 
the {111} plane. In summary, pure shear alone cannot form the exact fcc crystal from the 
bcc phase and should be accompanied with local atomic relaxation, as validated by our 
simulation results.  
 
Early works on martensitic transformation considered the role of dislocations for the bcc-
fcc transformation [59, 60]. The dislocation based shear mechanism employed in the 
current work is a further extension to Bogers Burgers double shear mechanism [62] 
whereby dislocations accomplish two simultaneous shears of a0/8<110> and a/12<112> 
leading to an fcc structure. In this context, since the transformation is accomplished by 
the intersection of dislocations, the current mechanism is referred to as heterogeneous 
transformation mechanism unlike the homogeneous transformation mechanism proposed 
by Bogers and Burgers. As noted earlier, the double shears required for bcc-fcc 
transformation are achieved by the passage of a0/8<110> dislocations on every second 
{110} plane (S/2 shear) and a/12<112> dislocations on every third {111} plane (S/3 
shear). The intersection of these two sets of dislocations generates a region containing the 
exact fcc crystal. In fact, these dislocations have been shown to be the precursors in 
martensitic transformation in other bcc metals and alloys as well, as validated by 
molecular dynamics simulations [72].  
 





The role of solute segregation cannot be neglected in the present case owing to four 
different elements comprising FeMnAlNi alloy. The role of solute segregation in 
decreasing the stacking fault energy has been well documented in the literature [2, 69, 
70]. In order to assess the potential solute segregation effects, we systematically checked 
the role of solute positions on the intrinsic stacking fault energy by simulatenously 
varying the element type and the compositions therein. In the present case, we note that 
the presence of Mn atoms are favored near the fault compared to all other elements 
thereby reducing the intrinsic stacking fault energy by approximately 32% (144 to 98 
mJm-2) when compared to the presence of Mn atoms away from the fault (Figure 18) . In 
this case, the intrinsic stacking fault energy reported in Figure 15, and the transformation 
energy path in Figure 13 correspond to the lowest structural energies.  
 
Figure 18 Solute segregation effect observed in FeMnAlNi alloy as a function of the 
positions of Mn away from the fault. 
 
The Role of Slip Strength  






































We note that the austenite and martensite slip stresses of FeMnAlNi are substantially 
higher (approximately by 95%) compared to both the transformation and twinning stress 
levels. The importance of high slip resistance compared to the transformation and 
twinning stresses has been well recognized in other shape memory alloys as well [20, 21, 
23, 24, 78]. It has been observed that slip dislocations nucleate during transformation 
process due to the high internal stresses and strains along the austenite/martensite 
interfaces [26]. The issue with austenite or martensite slips during crystallographic phase 
transformation is their contribution to hysteresis, thus degrading the functionality of 
SMAs. Slip mediated plasticity is found to interact with the austenite–martensite 
interface, and increase the resistance of the martensite interfacial motion during phase 
transformation process. In other words, they stabilize the martensite with cycling. 
Experiments [79] have shown that high density of dislocations are observed along the 
austenite/martensite interface to accommodate the incompatibility. These dislocations are 
found to pin the interface thereby restricting the motion of martensite interfaces, and 
resulting in a much lower strain recoverability compared to the theoretically derived 
transformation strains. Most changes occur within the first ten cycles and limit the 
utilization of shape memory alloys. For example, in some of the Ti-based alloys (Ti-
24at.%Zr-13at.%Nb)[80], the critical stress for martensite slip is lower than the twinning 
stress, and such alloys do not exhibit superelasticity, as validated by experiments and our 
recent theoretical calculation [81]. In such a case of low slip stress, it is easier to deform 
by slip than twinning, thus contributing to plastic strain accumulation and almost no 
recoverability. Our calculations on FeMnAlNi alloy show that the slip stresses in both 
austenite and martensite are approximately 95% higher than the twinning or the 
transformation stresses. Based on these results presented in this work, the FeMnNiAl has 
the potential to show resistance to cyclic degradation.  
 
Maximum Transformation Strains 
The maximum theoretical strains can also be obtained utilizing lattice deformation theory 
(LDT). The LDT assumes that the total transformation strain is achieved by the change in 
lattice constants during austenite to martensitic transformation. The details of the LDT 
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are presented elsewhere [73, 74]. In the case of tension, high transformation strain of 
approximately 25% is obtained while in the case of compression, the maximum 
theoretical strain is obtained to be approximately 11%, as depicted in Figure 19. 
However, experimental observations are reported to be in contrary to the  
 
(a)      (b) 
Figure 19: Orientation dependence of transformation strains for FeMnAlNi in (a) tension 
and (b) compression. 
	
transformation strain values obtained theoretically. The maximum transformation strain 
obtained theoretically for the case of [100] tension is 5% while that in compression is 3%. 
A detail analysis suggested that the poor recoverability compared to theoretical 
calculations in FeMnAlNi alloy is due to the presence of the retained martensite [19, 31]. 
Upon TEM investigations, it was shown that the austenite and the austenite-martensite 
interfaces contained dislocations that curtailed the reversibility, while no such 
dislocations were found for the samples subjected to compressive deformation. Similarly, 
the effect of the B2 precipitates and aging time has been investigated in FeMnAlNi[57]. 
It was observed that the transformation temperatures decreased with an increase in aging 
time and temperature, while the effect on recoverable strain had no such relationship. In 




to 7.2% with an increase in aging time from zero to four hours and decrease to 2.5% after 
prolonged aging time (approximately 10 hours) [19, 31]. It is important to note that our 
calculations do not incorporate the effect of precipitates on the twinning and 
transformation stress, and hence is applicable to FeMnAlNi alloy with homogeneous 
microstructure. 
 
The Orientation relationship between Austenite and Martensite 
Recently, the role of dislocations in accomplishing the martensitic transformation has 
been validated using high-resolution TEM investigations [71]. In this regard, the 
orientation relationship between the transformed martensite phase and the parent 
austenite phase is an important topic to investigate, which has been extensively discussed 
in the literature[71, 72]. The orientation relationship between the bcc and the fcc matrix 
has been studied utilizing experiments and atomistic simulations. While one set of several 
experimental observations have shown that the orientation relationship between the fcc 
and the bcc matrix follows Kurdjumov-Sachs (KS) relationship [71], the atomistic 
simulations have shown that the orientation relationship between the two is Pitsch [72], 
similar to the orientation relationship we obtain in the current work via dislocation based 
transformation mechanism. It has been argued that the difference between these two 
observations may be a result of the inaccuracy of the orientation measurements [72]. It is 
important to point out that the following crystallographic orientation relationship exists 
between the bcc and fcc crystals in Pitsch orientation relationship: 
 
We note that the double shears yield a close Pitsch orientation relationship between the 
parent bcc and the transformed fcc crystal. In the case of Bogers Burgers homogeneous 
shear mechanism, it has been originally discussed that an additional dilatation of 3.6% is 
required normal to the {111}fcc shear plane to attain the exact bcc crystal with correct 
lattice constant and Pitsch orientation relationship with respect to the parent fcc crystal. 
In other words, homogeneous shears alone cannot form the exact fcc crystal. Therefore, 
 [011]fcc || [111]bcc,[011]fcc || [211]bcc,[100]fcc || [011]bcc
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additional expansion of the lattice is required to achieve the  Pitsch orientation 
relationship between the bcc and the fcc crystal structures. As discussed earlier, the S/3 
shear in the current mechanism is associated with dilatations of 0.22  normal to the 
{111} shear plane. This dilatational component is required to form the correct {111} 
stacking and the {111} interplanar distance of the fcc crystal, and thus to achieve a Pitsch 
orientation relationship with the parent bcc crystal.  
 
It is important to point out that the current theoretical model for critical transformation 
stress is formulated by considering the total energy of the region/volume of the crystal in 
which a bcc phase undergoes transformation to the martensite fcc nucleus. In 
experimental sense, this region/volume can be considered as the localized region/volume 
of the crystal with specific energy  where bcc to fcc transformation first initiates at the 
CRSS level. It is also worth pointing out that that within the total energy formulation for 
transformation, the misfit energy term (
 
Emisfit = γ f x( )( )dx
−∞
+∞
∫ ) associated with S/2 and S/3 
shears accurately represent the localized energy variation associated with the non-linear 
atomic interactions during transformation. The energy variations appearing in the form of 
peaks and valleys in the γ -curve  represent unstable and metastable positions (local 
energy features) associated with the Bogers-Burgers double shear mechanism. 
 
In summary, the advantage of using FeMnAlNi alloy compared to other shape memory 
alloys is the dominance of iron which is less costly compared to Ni and Ti, the higher 
moduli, and higher slip stress relative to transformation stress. In this regard, the 
FeMnAlNi alloy has potential applications for a wider temperature range as the Md 
temperature is significantly above Af. In this study, we established the several parameters 
such as transformation stress and twinning stress that govern the superelastic effect in 
FeMnAlNi alloy. In order to understand the mechanical response, it is crucial to 
determine these quantities accurately, and therefore, a theoretical work encompassing 





demanding. It is important to note that the determination of these quantities using 
experiments requires tremendous efforts, and atomistic simulations prove useful which is 
the approach in our present study.  
2.7 Conclusions 
The following conclusion are drawn from the current paper: 
(1) We obtain the bcc-fcc transformation energy profiles associated with the Bain 
deformation and the dislocation based heterogeneous transformation mechanism 
utilizing first principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Our 
calculations show that the heterogeneous martensitic transformation mechanism 
proceeds with a much lower energy barrier compared to the Bain deformation in 
FeMnAlNi alloy. 
(2) The theoretical model for bcc-fcc transformation is developed on Peierls Nabarro 
framework by incorporating the energetics associated with the dislocation based 
transformation mechanism with the elastic interactions of the dislocations. The 
critical transformation value obtained theoretically is 191 MPa, which is close to 
the experimental value of approximately 200 MPa. 
(3) The critical twinning stress of 201 MPa for fcc martensite in FeMnAlNi is 
obtained using PN approach by incorporating misfit energies and the twinning 
energy barrier (GPFE) associated with the dislocations comprising the twin. 
(4) Our calculations show that the second shear, S/3 associated with {111}<112> 
dislocations is accompanied with dilatations of 0.22  normal to the shear plane. 
In this regard, pure shear should be coupled with local atomic relaxation to form 
the exact fcc crystal. 
(5) The maximum theoretical transformation strains of 26% and 11% are obtained in 
[001] oriented sample in tension and compression respectively, as revealed by 






Chapter 3: Slip Resistance of Ti-based shape memory 
alloys 
3.1 Introduction 
It is now well accepted that high temperature Ti based alloys represent a formidable class 
of new shape memory alloys. The research on Ti-based shape memory alloys dates back 
to key works in the 1970s through the early 1980s [82-86]. These alloys can be used in 
biomedical applications [87, 88] in addition to exhibiting high temperature shape memory 
response [80, 89-91].  Upon alloying with Nb, Zr, and Ta, high slip resistance and high 
transformation strains can be achieved [80, 89, 91, 92], and improving such properties is 
a topic of continued scientific and engineering interest. While a number of key works 
listed above have emphasized experiments, less work has focused on theory and 
simulation. For example, the slip resistance is a very important parameter in constitutive 
modeling [93] and to achieve good fatigue properties. It is desirable to elevate the slip 
stress well above the stress required to induce martensite transformation in order to 
minimize the permanent irreversible strain. Experiments [89, 91, 92] on Ti-alloys 
demonstrate considerable martensite slip resistance particularly when alloyed with Zr, Nb 
and Ta. However, the range of Ta and Zr content in these experimental alloys has been 
somewhat narrow. For example, recent experimental measurements have established the 
slip stress for Ti-Nb-Ta and Ti-Nb-Zr alloys, but the composition of Zr and Ta is below 8 
at.%. In addition, the slip stress magnitudes reported from these experiments are not the 
CRSS levels for slip nucleation, rather uniaxial stress magnitudes derived from 0.2% 
strain offset. Hence, it is imperative to establish the composition dependence of the CRSS 
for slip nucleation in Ti based alloys over a wide composition range of Zr, Nb and Ta. 
Most importantly, a quantitative model has not emerged that predicts the slip resistance 
over a broad range of compositions. This information is crucial for the design of new 
alloys and is the topic of this chapter.     
 
The present work represents a significant advancement in establishing the CRSS ( τ critical
slip ) 





max( )of a large number of Ti based shape memory alloys which have never been 
explored before. The Nb, Ta and Zr contents for Ti-alloys under current investigation 
range from 6.25at.% to 37.5at.% exceeding over 40 different compositions. In the present 
paper, for the first time, we point to the major differences of alloying effects of Zr, Ta 
and Nb on the CRSS and the transformation strains by considering the role of each 
element in detail. The CRSS for martensite slip is achieved with a proposed Peierls 
Nabarro (PN) formalism incorporating the generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) 
obtained from first principles energy calculations (DFT). The GSFE is the energy barrier 
per unit area required to nucleate a slip, and will be discussed later. Similarly, we 
establish the lattice constants of β  (disordered bcc) and B19  α " (orthorhombic) phases  
of these alloys noting that the superelasticity in Ti alloys is achieved by the reversible 
thermoelastic martensite transformation between these two phases. Hereafter, the terms 
B19, orthorhombic and  α " are used interchangeably. In addition, we investigate the 
composition dependence of the Nb, Ta and Zr on the lattice constants of both crystal 
phases. Consequently, we undertake lattice deformation theory (LDT) calculations to 
obtain the maximum transformation strains of all the alloys considered in the present 
analysis. The details of the LDT will be discussed later. 
 
Although binary Ti-Nb alloys exhibit superelastic properties, the transformation strains 
obtained for these alloys have been limited to less than 3%[90]. However, the maximum 
transformation strain of over 4.3% was obtained for the case of Ti-22Nb-(4-6)at.%Zr[92], 
and the experimental results confirmed that Zr addition increases the maximum 
transformation strain and the martensite slip stress. Consequently, the combination of 
high transformation strains, slip resistance, and high temperature shape memory 
capability make these alloys very attractive for potential applications. Some of the 
compositions have been studied before, but many others are investigated in the current 
paper which are very promising. Therefore, we establish the CRSS for these alloys with a 
wider composition range of Nb, Ta and Zr that produce both a high slip resistance and a 
high transformation strain. We note that that the variation of slip resistance with increase 
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in alloying content is highly nonlinear, and this necessitates an accurate model for flow 
stress, which we propose in this study.  
 
The determination of the lattice parameters as a first step is not trivial because there are 
three lattice constants (a,b,c) for martensite, which are established for different levels of 
volume change by conducting multiple simulations with first principles DFT calculations. 
In the following sections, we present a detailed methodology to obtain the lattice 
constants of β  austenite and  α "  martensite phase of a group of Ti-Nb-Ta and Ti-Nb-Zr 
alloys using DFT calculations. We provide discussion on obtaining the GSFE  for B19 
(martensite) slip nucleation and the modified PN methodology to establish the CRSS for 
these alloys. We then finally provide a conclusion at the end of this chapter.   
 
3.2 Simulation Methods 
The first-principles DFT  calculations were carried out to calculate the systems total-
energy. We utilized the Vienna ab initio Simulations Package (VASP) with the projector 
augmented wave (PAW) method and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) as 
implementations of DFT[75, 76]. In order to simulate a disordered β  crystal, a simulator 
code was implemented to generate a 4x4x2 supercell consisting of 64 atoms. The three 
atom types (Ti, Nb, and Ta/Zr) were positioned randomly within the supercell yet 
following the composition and the bcc crystal coordinates so that the two atomic 
positions do not overlap with each other. It is important to note that 64 atoms supercell 
was large enough to obtain the converged minimum structural energy value. This was 
verified with independent simulations with number of atoms ranging from 16 to 96. In 
addition, four independent cases representing four different random solid solution alloys 
were investigated to see the effect of the positions of the elements on the lattice constants 
and the minimum structural energies. The variation of the lattice constant and the 
structural energy due to random alloy positioning was within 0.5% agreement. In our 
calculations, we used a  6x6x12 Monkhorst Pack k-point meshes for the Brillouion-zone 
integration to ensure the convergence of the results. For uniform sampling of the k-space, 
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note that the k-points chosen are inversely proportional to the ratio of the lattice vectors 
of the supercell. The k points chosen in the current simulation were verified to yield a 
converged minimum energy value. Similar procedure was followed for GSFE 
calculations of B19 orthorhombic structure. Ionic relaxation was performed by a 
conjugate gradient algorithm. The energy cut-off of 360 eV was used for the plane-wave 
basis set. The total energy was converged to less than 10-5 eV per atom. For GSFE 
calculations, a full internal atom relaxation, including perpendicular and parallel 
directions to the fault plane, was allowed for minimizing the short-range interaction 
between misfitted layers in the vicinity of the fault plane. During the relaxation process, 
the total energy of the deformed crystal was minimized. 
 
Figure 20: Structural energy variation with respect to lattice parameters for bcc Ti-
6.25Nb-31.25Zr. 
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Figure 22: Energy (in eV) versus a/c and b/c ratios under constant equilibrium volume for 
a B19 Ti-6.25Nb-31.25Zr crystal. 











































3.3 Results  
3.3.1 Lattice constant calculations 
In this section, we demonstrate a general methodology to obtain the lattice constants for 
the β  and  α "  crystal structures in detail. We take Ti-6.25Nb-31.25Zr as an example case 
(note that the compositions used hereafter are all atomic percentage). In order to derive 
the β  lattice constant, the total structural energies of the β  supercell are first obtained by 
varying the lattice parameters. Then the equilibrium lattice constant (a0) is taken as the 
one corresponding to the minimum structural energy as shown in Figure 20. Using this 





Since an orthorhombic ( α " ) crystal has three different lattice parameters, a, b and c for 
the angles  α = β = γ = 90
o , it is first important to obtain the equilibrium volume. In all 
the B19 crystals considered, ‘a’ is the smallest, ‘b’ is the intermediate and ‘c’ is the 
largest lattice parameter. Figure 21 shows the structural energy variation with respect to 
different volumes for the case of Ti-6.25Nb-31.25Zr, and the calculated equilibrium 
volume is 76  A3
o
. For a constant equilibrium volume, it is now convenient to obtain the 
structural energy of the crystal by varying only two parameters, a/c and b/c ratios. We 
note that the ratios, a/c=0.59 and b/c=0.92, correspond to the lowest energy for the case 
of Ti-6.25Nb-31.25Zr, as shown in potential energy surface of Figure 22. Hence the 
equilibrium lattice constants a ,b and c can be obtained from the knowledge of 
equilibrium volume and the lattice parameters’ ratios. We used similar methodology to 
calculate the lattice constants for all other alloys considered in the present study. A 
comprehensive list of lattice parameters for Ti-Nb-Zr and Ti-Nb-Ta alloys for both β  




Figure 23: Lattice constant of a bcc Ti-Nb-Zr alloys versus Zr composition. The broken 
lines are shown to aid the eye. 
 
































Figure 24: Lattice constants of bcc Ti-Nb-Ta alloys versus Ta composition. The broken 
lines are shown to guide the eye. 
 
To further study the composition dependence of Nb, Zr and Ta on the β  and B19  α "  
lattice parameters, we plot the results of Tables 7 and 8 in Figures 23-25. It is important 
to note that the theoretical values reported in Figures 23-24 are in excellent agreement 
with the experimentally observed values (within 3%)[80]. Figure 23 shows that the β  
phase lattice constants (a0) for Ti-Nb-Zr alloys are strongly dependent on the Zr content. 
An increase in the Zr content linearly increases a0, and the relationship between Zr 
content and a0 can be expressed as follows: 
 
a0 Zr at.%( ) = 3.2585 + 0.0029 ×CZr at.%  
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Figure 25: Lattice constants (a,b,c) of B19 Ti-Nb-Ta alloys versus Nb content. 
where C is the concentration of Zr in at.%. On the other hand, in Figure 24, we observe 
that both Nb and Ta do not have a considerable effect on a0 for Ti-Nb-Ta alloys. This is 
due to the fact that the atomic radius of Nb (1.46  A
o
) is very close to that of Ta (1.49  A
o
). 
On the other hand, the atomic radius of Zr (1.60  A
o
) is 10% larger than that of Nb and Ta, 
and hence Zr content considerably affects the lattice constant value. 
In order to investigate the effects of Nb content on the orthorhombic (B19) lattice 
parameters, we plot a,b, and c as a function of Nb content for some of the alloys listed in 
Table 7-8 where experimental data [80] are also available. Interestingly, from Figure 25, 
we see that the Nb content affects the B19 lattice constants. In particular, the lattice 
parameter a increases, while b and c decrease with an increase in Nb content regardless 
of the Zr content in these alloys. These observations are validated both experimentally 
and theoretically in Figure 25. 
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Table 7: Lattice constant (a0) of bcc and orthorhombic (a,b,c) of Ti-Nb-Zr alloys.  






Alloys Theory (This study) Experiments 
a0 a b c a0 a b c 
Ti-12.5Nb 3.26 3.01 4.65 4.95 3.285 3.02 4.661 4.985 
Ti-25Nb 3.26 3.17 4.62 4.76 3.285 3.193 4.635 4.797 
Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Zr 3.28 3.03 4.79 5.17 - - - - 
Ti-25Nb-6.25Zr 3.28 3.24 4.65 4.81 3.30 3.251 4.66 4.83 
Ti-12.5Nb-12.5Zr 3.29 3.08 4.73 5.01  3.092 4.75 5.03 
Ti-18.75Nb-12.5Zr 3.29 3.17 4.66 4.89 3.32 3.193 4.68 4.90 
Ti-37.25Nb-12.5Zr 3.29 3.27 4.62 4.85 - - - - 
Ti-6.25Nb-18.75Zr 3.31 3.04 4.79 5.18 - - - - 
Ti-12.5Nb-25Zr 3.33 3.16 4.76 5.02 3.36 3.184 4.79 5.03 
Ti-18.75Nb-25Zr 3.33 3.18 4.67 4.90 - - - - 
Ti-25Nb-25Zr- 3.33 3.23 4.65 4.81 - - - - 
Ti-6.25Nb-31.25Zr 3.35 3.06 4.80 5.21 3.386 3.095 4.82 5.22 
Ti-12.5Nb-37.5Zr 3.38 3.18 4.77 5.03 - - - - 
Ti-37.5Nb-18.75Zr 3.31 3.28 4.63 4.86 - - - - 
Ti-12.5Nb-18.75Zr 3.31 3.08 4.70 4.98 - - - - 
Ti-18.75Nb 3.26 3.09 4.63 4.87 - - - - 
Ti-18.75Nb-6.25Zr 3.28 3.17 4.64 4.87 - - - - 
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Table 8: Lattice constants (a0) of bcc and orthorhmbic (a,b,c) Ti-Nb-Ta alloys. The spaces marked with dash (-) represent unavailable 
experimental data. 
Alloys Theory (This study) Experiments 
a0 a b c a0 a b c 
Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Ta 3.26 3.06 4.66 4.93 - - - - 
Ti-25Nb-6.25Ta 3.26 3.11 4.66 4.77 - - - - 
Ti-12.5Nb-12.5Ta 3.27 3.15 4.65 4.84 - 3.171 4.65 4.85 
Ti-18.75Nb-12.5Ta 3.26 3.19 4.64 4.76 3.28  3.212 4.64 4.78 
Ti-37.25nb-12.5Ta 3.26 3.25 4.64 4.73 - - - - 
Ti-6.25Nb-18.75Ta 3.26 3.15 4.64 4.81 - 3.163 4.64 4.83 
Ti-12.5Nb-25Ta 3.27 3.26 4.65 4.74 - - - - 
Ti-18.75Nb-25Ta 3.26 3.27 4.66 4.72 - - - - 
Ti-25Nb-25Ta 3.27 3.28 4.66 4.71 - - - - 
Ti-6.25Nb-31.25Ta 3.25 3.23 4.63 4.72 3.28 3.264 4.64 4.73 
Ti-12.5Nb-37.5Ta 3.27 3.25 4.66 4.71 - - - - 
Ti-37.5Nb-18.75Ta 3.27 3.26 4.67 4.74 - - - - 
 










Figure 26: A perfect B19 lattice as viewed along the [010] direction (b) Deformed B19 
lattice after shear by half the magnitude of Burgers vector. 
3.4 Slip and GSFE curves in B19 Ti based alloys 
An important criterion to maximize reversible strain is to minimize plastic deformation 
accumulating via slip in  α "  martensite during phase transformation. The possible slip 
systems in B19 orthorhombic crystal structures include a family of {110}<110> and 
{100}<100> systems[94, 95]. Consider Figure 26(a) where the B19 crystal structure is 
shown as viewed along the  [010]  direction. It is worth pointing out that in Figure 26(a), 
the slip system (001)[100] corresponds to the largest interplanar distance (axis c) in [001] 
direction and the shortest Burgers vector (axis a) in [100] direction. Based on this slip 




The GSFE is obtained by shearing one half (001) plane of the crystal with respect to 
another half by continuous rigid displacements of ux=nb along [100] direction where b is 
the magnitude of the Burgers vector and n is a parameter ranging from 0 to 1[2, 3, 96]. 
Unstable Stacking  
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Similarly, Figure 26(b) is the deformed lattice after shear by half a Burgers vector 
(ux=0.5b). The GSFE curves for both alloy systems, Ti-Nb-Ta and Ti-Nb-Zr, for four 
different compositions exhibiting the highest  γ us  values and the lowest   γ us values are 
shown in Figure 27. The  γ us  is the maximum energy barrier required to nucleate a slip, 
and corresponds to the displacement of ux=0.5b on the GSFE curve. The (001)[100]  γ us  
values for each alloy considered in the present analysis are reported in Table 9, and 
graphically represented in Figure 27. The GSFE curve also allows us to derive the 






. The magnitudes 
of the shear moduli for Ti-Nb-Zr and Ti-Nb-Ta alloys are also listed in Table 9. 
 
Figure 27: GSFE for Ti-Nb-Ta and Ti-Nb-Zr alloys for the compositions exhibiting the 
highest and the lowest unstable stacking fault energy values. 
In the present analysis, we also obtained the GSFE curves for {110}<110> slip systems 
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using similar methodology discussed above. The {110}<110>  γ us  values for all the 
alloys considered are approximately 3 to 5 times higher than those  for {100}<100> slip 
systems. For example, the {110}<110>  γ us  for Ti-6.25Zr-6.25Nb, Ti-18.75Zr-37.5Nb, 
Ti-25Ta-25Nb and Ti-6.25Ta-6.25Nb alloys were obtained as 922, 2124, 3276 and 1613 
mJm-2 respectively. These values are significantly higher than the  γ us  for {100}<100> 
slip systems, and hence rules out the possibility of slip nucleation in {110}<110> slip 
systems. Recently, similar theoretical calculations [97] on NiTiHf have shown that the 
activation of slip systems of {110}<110> family in B19 lattice are unfavorable due to the 
high energy barrier associated with the generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) curve, 
and ultimately high CRSS (in orders of GPa). Hence, the {100}<100> slip system is 
considered for further analysis in the present paper.  
Figures 28(a-b) show the ternary contour plot of  γ us  variation for Ti-Nb-Zr and Ti-Nb-
Ta alloys. Upon comparing the plots, we observe that the  γ us  values for all Ti-Nb-Ta 
alloys are higher than that of Ti-Nb-Zr alloys for the same composition of Ti and Nb. For 
the case of Ti-Nb-Zr alloys, the maximum  γ us  values lie in the region of high Nb and 
high Zr content, shown by as shown by red shades in Figure 28(a), while in the case of 
Ti-Nb-Ta alloys, the maximum  γ us  values are obtained in low Nb and high Ta content. 
The lower  γ us  values for Ti-Nb-Zr lie along the constant Nb content of 12.5at.% while 
for Ti-Nb-Ta alloys, the region is observed in low Ta and low Nb content. As we see 
later, the magnitude of  γ us  influences the CRSS for martensite slip nucleation. Therefore, 
the results in Figure 28 provide useful insights for slip resistance associated with different 
compositions of Nb, Ta and Zr in Ti-based alloys. 
3.4.1 Peierls Nabarro Modeling of the Critical Resolved Shear stress (CRSS) for slip 
The modified PN formalism is adopted in the current work to calculate the slip stress, 
which is an advancement to the original PN model[66, 67]. The major advancements of 
the modified PN formalism are the use of actual energy landscape (GSFE) of the alloy to 




                 (a)                           (b) 
Figure 28: Composition dependence of the unstable fault energy values in (a) Ti-Nb-Zr 
and (b) Ti-Nb-Ta alloys. 
 
(a)       (b) 
Figure 29: (a) Schematic of the PN-model for slip nucleation (b) Misfit energy variation 
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respect to the dislocation position, and the consideration of the lattice discreteness to 
obtain the misfit energy curve[63-65, 77]. The misfit energy across a slip plane is defined 
as the sum over energy contributions due to slip between pairs of atomic planes [65, 77], 
and can be obtained from the GSFE as follows: 
 
Eγ
s = γ GSFE f x( )( )dx
−∞
+∞
∫   
            (3.1)
 
The term  γ GSFE  is the GSFE energy landscape expressed in sinusoidal form, f(x) is 
defined as the disregistry function which is a measure of the slip distribution on the slip 
plane, uA-uB as shown in Figure 29(a) . The solution to f(x) can be written as follows[65, 
77]: 
 












2                 (3.2)
 
where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector of the slip dislocation, x is the position of 
the dislocation line, and ξ  is the half-core width of the dislocation given by  
d / 2(1−ν)( )  
[65] where d is the {001} interplanar distance, and ν  is the Poisson ratio. The discrete 
form of equation (3.1) can be written as: 
 
Eγ
s = γ GSFE
m=−∞
m=+∞
∑ f ma '− u( )( )a '   
           
(3.3) 
           where m is an integer, u is the position of the dislocation line, and a’ is the lattice 
periodicity defined as the shortest distance between two equivalent atomic rows in the 
direction of the dislocation displacement. The numerical solution to equation (3.3) for the 






the minimum  of the  
Eγ
s  function and provides an estimate of the core energy of the 





 is the Peierls energy which is the amplitude of the 
variation and the barrier required to move the dislocation. The Peierls stress is calculated 
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as the maximum slope of the misfit energy curve which describes the potential energy of 






















⎭⎪                 (3.4)
 
  The values of the CRSS for slip using equation (3.4) are given in Table 9. We note that 
the  γ us  and ultimately the slip stress of Ti-Nb-Ta alloys are higher than Ti-Nb-Zr alloys 
for the same composition of Ti and Nb. Therefore, higher the  γ us , the higher is the CRSS 
obtained using equation (3.4). 
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Table 9: The unstable stacking fault energy values, the shear moduli and the CRSS for slip nucleation in B19 Ti-Nb-Zr and Ti-Nb-Ta 
alloys. 














Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Zr 301 11 82 Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Ta 460 16 127 
Ti-6.25Nb-18.75Zr 315 12 88 Ti-6.25Nb-18.75Ta 550 20 152 
Ti-6.25Nb-25Zr 386 14 109 Ti-6.25Nb-25Ta 901 32 244 
Ti-6.25Nb-31.25Zr 475 17 132 Ti-6.25Nb-31.25Ta 912 32 250 
Ti-12.5Nb 532 18 144 Ti-12.5Nb-6.25Ta 810 29 224 
Ti-12.5Nb-6.25Zr 387 13 110 Ti-12.5Nb-12.5Ta 953 34 263 
Ti-12.5Nb-12.5Zr 311       11 86 Ti-12.5Nb-18.75Ta 997 35 271 
Ti-12.5Nb-18.75Zr 381 14 101 Ti-12.5Nb-25Ta 1006 36 278 
Ti-12.5Nb-25Zr 410 24 125 Ti-12.5Nb-37.5Ta 1013 36 280 
Ti-12.5Nb-37.5Zr 678 26 184 Ti-18.75Nb-6.25Ta 805 29 222 
Ti-18.75Nb-12.5Zr 752 27 190 Ti-18.75Nb-12.5Ta 920 33 254 
Ti-18.75Nb-25Zr 760 27 200 Ti-18.75Nb-18.75Ta 922 33 255 
Ti-25Nb 843 29 228 Ti-18.75Nb-25Ta 923 33 255 
Ti-25Nb-6.25Zr 754 26 195 Ti-25Nb-6.25Ta 857 31 237 
Ti-25Nb-12.5Zr 756 27 196 Ti-25Nb-12.5Ta 950 34 261 
Ti-25Nb-25Zr 787 28 206 Ti-25Nb-18.75Ta 1011 36 280 
Ti-37.5Nb 852 31 231 Ti-25Nb-25Ta 1023 37 283 





















Ti-18.75Nb 755 26 196     
Ti-18.75Nb-6.25Zr 679 24 183     
















Figure 30: CRSS for martensite slip nucleation as a function of Zr content in Ti-Nb-Zr 
alloys. The CRSS for hcp Ti-6.25Nb martensite nucleation is also shown (as open 
squares). 




























Figure 31: CRSS for martensite slip nucleation as a function of Ta content in Ti-Nb-Ta 
alloys. The CRSS for hcp Ti-6.25Nb martensite nucleation is also shown (as open 
square). 
 
3.5 Discussion and Implications of Results 
Figure 30 shows the magnitudes of the CRSS for martensite slip in Ti-Nb-Zr alloys for 
several compositions of Nb and Zr. The results for the binary Ti-Nb are also included. 
Two important observations are noted in the plot: (i) First, with an increase in Nb 
content, the CRSS for slip increases. The net increase in CRSS upon increasing Nb 
content from 6.25 to 12.5 at.% for a constant Zr content is within 40 MPa while a 
dramatic increase in the stress (approximately 60%) is observed upon increasing Nb 
content from 12.5at.% to 18.75at.%. (ii) Secondly, the results show that a critical Zr 
content exists for each Nb content beyond which the magnitude of CRSS for slip 
increases with an increase in Zr content. For 6.25 at%, 12.5at%, 18.75at.%, 25at% and 
Ta content (at.%) 
hcp 
Orthorhombic  
Ti-Nb-Ta 6.25 Nb 
12.5 Nb 
18.75Nb 
25 Nb  τ critical
slip
















37.5 at% Nb contents, the slip stress increases linearly with an increase in Zr content 
beyond 12.5at%, 12.5at%, 6.25at%, 6.25at.% and 6.25at.% respectively.  
 
We note that Ti-24Zr-13Nb does not exhibit superelasticity, as validated by 
experiments[80], and the reason behind this may be due a low CRSS for slip compared to 
the martensite transformation stress. For example, the calculated CRSS of Ti-25Zr-
12.5Nb in the present analysis, which has a similar composition to Ti-24Zr-13Nb, is 125 
MPa. In such a case, it is easier to nucleate a slip than to induce martensite 
transformation, and this accumulates the permanent irreversible strain. On the other hand, 
for the case of Ti-25Nb, it is experimentally observed that the transformation strain of 
approximately 2.2% is fully recovered [80]. This can be a result of the high CRSS for slip 
nucelation. Theoretically, we obtained the CRSS of 228 MPa for the case of Ti-25Nb, a 
113% increase in the CRSS compared to Ti-12.5Nb-25Zr where no pseudoelasticity was 
observed.  Hence, from the present analysis, the magnitude of the CRSS can be related to 
the recoverability of Ti-Nb based alloys to a first approximation. In other words, the 
higher slip resistance favors martensite transformation thereby inhibiting nucleation and 
accumulation of martensite slip. Nonetheless, the difference in the CRSS for slip and the 
martensite transformation stress is another important factor to consider.  
 
Similarly, Figure 31 shows the effect of Nb and Ta content on the CRSS for Ti-Nb-Ta 
alloys. Here, we point to the major difference between the role of Ta compared to Zr on 
the CRSS for slip. We observe that the addition of Ta content on binary Ti-Nb alloys 
increases the CRSS for slip while Zr initially decreases the CRSS compared to binary Ti-
Nb. For example, the CRSS for slip for Ti-12.5Nb is 144 MPa while that of Ti-12.5Nb-
12.5Ta is 263 MPa, an increase in the slip stress by more than 80% with 12.5at.%Ta 
addition. While for the same composition of Ti and Nb, the slip stress for Ti-12.5Nb-
12.5Zr is 86 MPa, a decrease in the slip stress by 25%. The initial decrease (or increase) 
of the slip stress upon alloying with Zr (or Ta) has been reported previously in 
experiments[89, 90, 92]. The slip stress for binary Ti-22Nb is 370 MPa while that of Ti-
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22Nb-6Zr and Ti-22Nb-6Ta are 330 MPa and 230 MPa respectively. It is important to 
note that the stresses reported experimentally are based on 0.5% strain offset, and do not 
correspond to the CRSS for slip. If we assume that the Schmid factor of the activated slip 
system is 0.5, the CRSS for Ti-22Nb is 220 MPa from experimental measurements. 
Overall, if we compare the magnitudes of the CRSS in Ti-Nb-Ta alloys compared to Ti-
Nb-Zr for the same composition of Ti and Nb, we conclude that Ta is more effective in 




         Figure 32: Orientation dependence of the transformation strain based on lattice deformation 
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Figure 34: The maximum [011] transformation strain as a function of Ta content in Ti-
Nb-Zr alloys. 
          In the present work, we also calculated the maximum transformation strains based on the 
Lattice Deformation Theory (LDT) [73, 74] as shown in Figures 32-34. In Fig. 32, we 
show the orientation dependence of the transformation strains for Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Zr and 
Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Ta alloys. It is worth pointing out that in all the alloy systems, the 
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Figure 35: The dependence of the CRSS for martensite slip nucleation on the unstable 
stacking fault energy values for Ti-Nb-Ta and Ti-Nb-Zr alloys. The dashed line 
represents the best fit to data given by equation in the inset. 
 
and Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Ta (Figure 32). The maximum transformation strain for Ti-6.25Nb-
6.25Zr is 11% which is higher than that of Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Ta by 5%. Upon comparing 
the maximum transformation strains in Figures 32-34, we conclude that Zr is a better 
alloying element compared to Ta for increasing the transformation strain.  
 
We calculated the transformation strains for most of the alloy systems listed in Table 9, 
and the maximum transformation strains are plotted in Figures 33 and 34. From these 
plots, we observe that increasing Nb content in both Ti-Nb-Ta and Ti-Nb-Zr alloys for 
the same Zr or Ta content decreases the maximum transformation strain. This is in 
agreement with the experimental observations[90] for  binary Ti-Nb alloys where a 








slip γ us( ) = 0.272× γ us











an increase in Nb content from 15at% to 25at% decreases the transformation strain by 
45% (4.5% to 2.5%). Interestingly, we observe that increase in Zr content increases the 
maximum transformation strain initially, but beyond a critical Zr content, the 
transformation strain starts to decrease. The critical Zr content is found to be 12.5at% for 
all the alloys considered. On the other hand, no such critical Ta content exists for Ti-Nb-
Ta alloys. The maximum transformation strain is continues to decrease over all Zr 
contents. Moreover, the maximum transformation strains of Ti-Nb-Ta alloys are lower 
than those of Ti-Nb-Zr alloys for the same composition of Ti and Nb.  
 
We showed that the CRSS for slip is dictated by the unstable energy barrier of the GSFE 
curve using PN formalism. The higher the  γ us  value, the higher is the slip nucleation 
stress. Figure 35 shows that the CRSS for martensite slip nucleation in both Ti-Nb-Ta 
and Ti-Nb-Zr alloys shows a linear dependence on the unstable stacking fault energy 
value ( γ us ). This linear dependence can be expressed by the following equation: 
 
τ critical
slip γ us( ) = 0.272× γ us               (3.5) 
It is important to point out that the transformation strain scales approximately with c/a0 
ratio in Ti-Nb alloys based on our calculations. We also showed that Ta and Zr do not 
exhibit similar effect on the CRSS and the transformation strains. Specially, we reveal a 
non linear dependence of the CRSS and the transformation strains on the Ta, Nb and Zr 
contents. The critical composition of Zr and Ta have been determined beyond which the 
martensite slip stress or the maximum transformation strains change (either increase or 
decrease). In summary, we considered the CRSS and the transformation strains for a 
large number of Ti-Nb-Ta and Ti-Nb-Zr alloys (over 40 cases) with wide composition 







In summary, we draw the following conclusion from the current paper: 
1. Using modified PN formalism incorporating the generalized stacking fault energy 
(GSFE) from DFT calculations, we, for the first time, predict the martensite slip 
resistance in Ti-Nb-Ta and Ti-Nb-Zr alloys over wide composition of Nb, Ta and 
Zr.The CRSS levels were in the range 80 to 280MPa. We propose a simple linear 
relation between the CRSS and unstable fault energy.  
2. We calculate the lattice constants of Ti-Ta-Nb and Ti-Nb-Zr for β  and  α "  B19 
orthorhombic structures noting that the superelasicity in these alloys is attributed to the 
thermoelastic transformation between the two phases. We compare our theoretically 
obtained values with the available experimental data showing excellent agreement. 
3. Using lattice deformation theory (LDT), we calculate the maximum transformation 
strains in both Ti-Nb-Ta and Ti-Nb-Zr alloys. We show that the maximum 
transformation strain is higher in the case of Ti-Nb-Zr alloys compared to Ti-Nb-Ta 
alloys for the same composition of Ti and Nb. The strains exceed 10% in some cases. 
4. We show that the addition of Zr increases the transformation strain upto a critical Zr 
content beyond which the transformation strain starts to decrease. The maximum 
transformation strain is observed in the [011] orientation for all the alloys considered 
in the present analysis. Large additions of Ta and Nb  decreases the maximum 
transformation strain in the alloys from 11% to as low as 1.5%. 
5. From the present analysis, Ta is considered more effective in Ti-Nb alloys in 
increasing the CRSS compared to Zr, while Zr is more effective in increasing the 







Chapter 4. Critical stress for slip, twin and transformation 
in Ti-based shape memory alloys 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Ti based shape memory alloys (SMAs) have received invigorated attention in recent 
years due to high temperature capabilities[80, 89-91, 98, 99]. These alloys can also be 
exploited in biomedical applications [87, 88] removing the concerns with the use of 
nickel element in human body. Several experiments [80, 89, 91, 92], and recent 
theoretical calculations [81] have shown that upon alloying Ti-alloys with Nb, Ta, and Zr, 
high transformation strains (11%) and high martensite slip resistance can be achieved in 
addition to the high transformation temperatures (over 400K). There are four other 
parameters such as transformation stress, twinning stress, martensite slip stress and 
austenite slip stress that govern the shape memory and superelastic behavior. An accurate 
determination of these parameters is crucial for the design of new SMAs. However, it is a 
tremendous experimental effort to determine these parameters for multiple alloys. Earlier 
experiments [80, 89, 92, 100] have revealed the role of composition on shape memory 
functionality in selected number of Ti-based alloys. We note that further theoretical 
works encompassing a range of wide composition could cast further light on the generic 
trends of the composition effect on the martensite twinning, austenite slip and the 
austenite to martensite transformation stress. In addition, the critical resolved shear 
stresses (CRSS) for martensite transformation, twinning and austenite slip are important 
parameters appearing in the constitutive equations [93] whether of the crystal plasticity 
type or continuum formulations, allowing description of SMAs response at the 
macroscales. With atomistic-informed modeling, the CRSS values can be precisely 
pinpointed in these alloys, which is the topic of the present paper. 
 
Research on Ti-Nb alloys can be classified into two categories. The works on plastic 
deformation mechanisms examined slip and twinning, and the second set of works 
considered the shape memory behavior (the transformation from the bcc to orthorhombic 
phase). Both class of studies uncovered the physical mechanisms governing the 
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deformation utilizing microscopic tools such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
and with experiments at macroscale. The works on slip and twinning using TEM 
investigations [101] have revealed the similarities between β Ti-based alloys and pure 
bcc metals. The TEM analysis on Ti-4.4Ta-1.9Nb alloy [29] investigated the role of the 
microstructural variations, slip and twinning, and the role of austenite/martensite 
interface on the strength and ductility. Experiments [101]  have successfully revealed the 
slip systems in β  Ti-based alloys allowing an in-depth understanding on the mobility of 
slip dislocations, cross slip mechanism, and dislocation-interstitial interactions in Ti-
based alloys. Specially, the role of interstitials such as Si and O on the strength of Ti-
based alloys has been discussed in detail. In addition, the role of alloying elements such 
as Cr and In [102, 103] in governing slip, twinning and transformation, and their 
influence on grain refining process have also been studied.  
 
Experiments at macroscale have revealed the role of alloying elements such as Ta, Zr and 
Nb[80, 89-92, 98, 100, 104, 105] on shape memory and superelastic properties in several 
Ti-based alloys. Of particular interests are establishing the parameters such as 
transformation stress and temperature, and slip stresses that affect the recoverable strains, 
and consequently optimizing the composition to achieve better shape memory 
performance at high temperatures. Therefore, there is a need for theoretical models to 
establish these quantities accurately.  We point out that the theoretical considerations at 
the atomic level can establish the critical slip, transformation and twinning stresses thus 
guiding the development of these alloys. In this regard, the current work aims at 
establishing the (i) the CRSS for bcc ( ) to orthorhombic ( ) transformation ( τ cr
trans ) 
noting that the superelasticity is achieved by means of a reversible thermoelastic 
martensite transformation between these two phases, (ii) the CRSS for martensite 
twinning ( ) and (iii)  the CRSS for austenite slip, . The critical transformation 
stress (i) is achieved with a dislocation based heterogeneous mechanism utilizing the 
Peierls Nabarro (PN) formalism [63-67, 77, 97] incorporating the energy barriers 
associated with the transformation process. We consider the coupled transformation 







components-Bain deformation and the shuffling process, and the accompanying 
dislocation activities that participate in the transformation process. The shuffling 
mechanism during the transformation locally rearranges the atomic positions in the bcc 
crystal to match the stacking sequence of the orthorhombic crystal. Similarly, we 
carefully point to the shuffling process during the course of obtaining the martensite 
twinning stress (ii). As will be discussed later, twinning on {110}<110> system in Ti-
alloys is accomplished through shear followed by shuffle mechanism while twinning on 
{111} is accomplished through shear alone. When obtaining the energy barriers 
(Generalized Planar Fault Energy, GPFE) associated with twinning, we show that 
shuffling mechanism is an integral part in the twinning process as it both lowers and 
stabilizes the GPFE curve. The GPFE is the energy per unit area required to nucleate a 
twin [1]. Similarly, in order to calculate the CRSS for austenite slip, we obtain the 
Generalized Stacking Fault Energy (GSFE) [96], and utilize it to calculate the Peierls 
stress. Overall, we investigate the aforesaid parameters (i,ii and iii) in Ti-based alloys for 
11 different compositions of Nb and Ta (in at.%) exhibiting the minimum and maximum 
transformation strains. The minimum and maximum transformation strains for different 
alloying compositions were obtained using lattice deformation theory in our previous 
work [81].  
 
The importance of austenite slip during martensitic transformation has been well 
recognized in NiTi[22-24]. It has been observed that slip dislocations nucleate during 
transformation process due to high internal stresses and strains along the 
austenite/martensite interfaces[26]. It is suggested that these dislocations, in most of the 
cases, deteriorate the shape memory properties by introducing permanent plastic strain, 
while in some other cases, they are found to assist the martensite transformation, as in the 
case of CuAlNi [25]. In order to better understand the role of dislocations in martensite 
transformation, the CRSS for slip has to be established. In the present work, we identify a 
set of variables that govern the slip in addition to twinning and transformation stresses in 
Ti-based alloys noting that these parameters have not been discussed in great detail in the 
literature. Most importantly, we note that the change in the compositions in Ti-based 
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alloys affect the twinning/transformation stress by changing the twinning shear 
magnitudes, burgers vector, the lattice constants, the elastic moduli, and the shuffle 
magnitudes. We provide these quantities in the current work for the compositions under 
consideration. Although binary Ti-Nb alloys are found to exhibit high transformation 
temperatures; nonetheless the maximum transformation strains in these alloys are below 
3% [80, 91]. The advantage of Ta addition is that it increases the CRSS for martensite 
and austenite slip nucleation so that a large reversible deformation can be achieved 
without significant plastic strain accumulation. Recently, theoretical works [81] have 
established the transformation strains and the CRSS for slip in a large number of Ti-Nb-
Ta alloys. The maximum transformation strain obtained theoretically is 6.5% in Ti-
6.25Nb-6.25Ta [81]. The lowest CRSS for martensite slip was 127 MPa in Ti-6.25Nb-
6.25Ta and the maximum CRSS was 283 MPa in Ti-25Nb-25Ta, more than twice the 
increase in the CRSS upon alloying Ti with Nb and Ta. We note that alloying does not 
produce similar effect on slip, transformation and twinning stresses, and this demands a 
correct model for determining these quantities theoretically, which we undertake in the 
present study.  
 
4.2 Simulation Methods and Lattice Constants 
We used the first-principles DFT  calculations to compute the total structural energy of 
the crystal. The DFT was implemented using the Vienna ab initio Simulations Package 
(VASP) with the projector augmented wave (PAW) method and the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) [75, 76]. A 4x4x2 supercell consisting of 64 atoms was used for 
simulating a disordered  crystal, and the Ti,Nb and Ta atoms were positioned randomly 
within the supercell depending on the composition and the bcc crystal coordinates. 
Independent simulations with number of atoms ranging from 16 to 96 were implemented 
to ensure that 64 atoms supercell was large enough to obtain the converged minimum 
structural energy value. In addition, to see the effect of the random positions of atoms, 
four independent cases representing four different random solid solution alloys were were 
used to obtain the lattice constants and the minimum structural energies. The variation of 




0.5% agreement. The Monkhorst Pack k-point meshes for the Brillouion-zone integration 
used was 6x6x12, and the convergence was verified. Note that the k-points chosen are 
inversely proportional to the ratio of the lattice vectors of the supercell for uniform 
sampling of the k-space. Similar procedure was followed for GSFE and GPFE 
calculations of B19 orthorhombic structure. Ionic relaxation was performed by a 
conjugate gradient algorithm. The energy cut-off of 360 eV was used for the plane-wave 
basis set. The total energy was converged to less than 10-5 eV per atom. For GSFE 
calculations, a full internal atom relaxation, including perpendicular and parallel 
directions to the fault plane, was allowed for minimizing the short-range interaction 
between misfitted layers in the vicinity of the fault plane.  
 
4.2.1 Lattice constant calculations 
The lattice constants for  Ti-Nb-Ta alloys are calculated by minimizing the total 
structural energy as a function of the varying lattice parameters. The equilibrium lattice 
constant (a0) is then obtained as the one corresponding to the minimum structural energy. 
Similarly, for the case of  crystal , the three lattice constants (a,b,c) are obtained in 
two following steps -(i) first, by obtaining the equilibrium volume (V0) of the lattice (ii) 
secondly, by varying the a/c and b/c ratios for the calculated equilibrium volume (V0) of 
the crystal for the angles . For complete details on lattice constant 
calculations, see Ref [81].  Table 1 represents the complete list of equilibrium lattice 
constants of Ti-Nb-Ta alloys considered in the present analysis. It should be noted from 












Table 10: Lattice constants (a0) of bcc and orthorhombic (a,b,c) of Ti-Nb-Ta alloys. Note 
that experimental compositions are close (not exact) to theoretical compositions [80]  
Alloys Theory (This study) Experiments 
a0 a b c a0 a b c 
Ti-6.25Nb-
6.25Ta 
3.26 3.06 4.66 4.93 - - - - 
Ti-6.25Nb-
18.75Ta 
3.26 3.15 4.64 4.81 - 3.16 4.64 4.83 
Ti-18.75Nb-
25Ta 
3.26 3.27 4.66 4.72 - - - - 
Ti-25Nb-
25Ta 
3.27 3.28 4.66 4.71 - - - - 
Ti-12.5Nb-
37.5Ta 
3.27 3.25 4.66 4.71 - - - - 
Ti-12.5Nb 3.26 3.01 4.65 4.95 3.28 3.02 4.66 4.98 
Ti-25Nb 3.26 3.17 4.62 4.76 3.28 3.19 4.63 4.79 
Ti-18.75Nb 3.26 3.09 4.63 4.87 - - - - 
Ti-25Ta 3.26 3.28 4.45 4.48 - - - - 
Ti-31.25Ta 3.27 3.29 4.46 4.50 - - - - 
Ti-37.5Ta 3.27 3.31 4.47 4.50 - - - - 
 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Generalized Stacking Fault Energy and Austenite Slip 
In order to achieve high transformation strains, it is desirable to minimize plastic strain 
accumulating through austenite slip. The slip in Ti-based alloys occur in {110}<111> 
system similar to bcc metals [101, 106], and we are interested in obtaining the energy 
barriers (GSFE) required to nucleate a ½<111> dislocation on {110} plane. The GSFE 
can be obtained by rigidly shearing one half of the crystal relative to the other half on the 
{110} plane along <111> direction by displacement of u=nb, where b is the magnitude of 
the Burgers vector of the slip dislocation and n is a parameter ranging from 0 to 1 [96]. 
Figure 36 shows the GSFE for two alloying compositions-Ti-25Nb and Ti-25Nb-25Ta 
exhibiting the maximum and minimum energy barriers among all the compositions 
considered in the current paper. The term  in Figure 36 corresponds to the energy at 
displacement u=0.5b, and represents the maximum energy barrier required to nucleate a 






Figure 36: The {110}<111> GSFE for Ti-Nb-Ta alloys exhibiting the maximum and 
minimum unstable stacking fault energy values. 
GSFE curve using the equation , . A complete list of {110}<111> 
values and the shear moduli for all of the compositions are listed in Table 11. For 
comparison, the {100}<100> values for martensite slip, and the shear moduli we 
obtained in our previous works [81] are also included in Table 11. 
The modified Peierls Nabarro formalism [68, 97] is adopted in the present work  to 
calculate the CRSS for austenite slip. The PN formalism allows us to derive the CRSS by 
obtaining the maximum slope of the misfit energy variation with respect to the 
dislocation position. The misfit energy across a slip plane is defined as the sum over 
energy contributions due to slip between pairs of atomic planes [65, 77], and can be 
obtained from the GSFE as follows:  
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Table 11: The unstable stacking fault energy values, the shear moduli, the Burgers vector 





s γ GSFE f x( )( )dx
−∞
+∞
∫          (4.1) 
The term  is the GSFE energy landscape  expressed in sinusoidal form, f(x) is 
defined as the disregistry function which is a measure of the slip distribution on the slip 
























3.06 4.93 460 16 2.82 2.30 465 21 
Ti-6.25Nb-
18.75Ta 




2.82 2.30  
556 25 
Ti-12.5Nb 3.01 4.95 532 18 2.82 2.30 443 20 
Ti-12.5Nb-
37.5Ta 
3.25 4.71 1013 36 2.83 2.31 844 37 
Ti-18.75Nb 3.09 4.87 755 26 2.82 2.30 465 21 
Ti-18.75Nb-
25Ta 
3.27 4.72 923 33 2.82 2.30 790 35 
Ti-25Nb 3.17 4.76 843 29 2.82 2.30 574 26 
Ti-25Nb-
25Ta 
3.28 4.71 1023 37 2.83 2.31 874 39 
Ti-25Ta 3.28 4.45 901 31 2.82 2.30 648 29 
Ti-31.25Ta 3.29 4.46 918 32 2.83 2.31 687 31 
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           (4.2) 
                
 
where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector of the slip dislocation, x is the position of 
the dislocation line, and  is the half-core width of the dislocation given by    
where d is the slip plane interplanar distance, and  is the Poisson ratio. The misfit 
energy can be rewritten as follows: 
 
Eγ




                         
(4.3)
 
            
where m is an integer, u is the position of the dislocation line, and a’ is the lattice 
periodicity defined as the shortest distance between two equivalent atomic rows in the 
direction of the dislocation displacement. The Peierls stress is calculated as the maximum 
slope of the misfit energy curve which describes the potential energy of the dislocation as 
a function of the dislocation position u, and can be  














Table 12: Alloy compositions and the CRSS for martensite slip and twinning, austenite 




















































101 94 127 74 135 
Ti-6.25Nb-
18.75Ta 
118 106 152 87 161 
Ti-12.5Nb 93 99 144 83 129 
Ti-12.5Nb-
37.5Ta 
131 124 280 119 245 
Ti-18.75Nb 80 84 196 88 136 
Ti-18.75Nb-
25Ta 
88 93 255 92 230 
Ti-25Nb 72 74 228 76 167 
Ti-25Nb-25Ta 83 91 283 96 254 
Ti-25Ta 82 89 266 69 188 
Ti-31.25Ta 87 93 273 73 198 
Ti-37.5Ta 87 96 278 75 211 
 
τ cr
twin,MPa( )  τ cr










The values of the CRSS for austenite slip are given in Table 12. It is important to point 
out that higher the , higher is the CRSS for slip nucleation in both austenite and 
martensite phases in Ti-Nb-Ta alloys.    
 
4.3.2 Generalized Planar Fault Energy and Twinning  
When the internally twinned martensite with multiple variants is loaded above the critical 
twinning stress , the variant  most favorable to the loading orientation grows at the 
expense of the other. The growth of the martensite occurs through the advancements of 
the twin interfaces, and is governed by the GPFE. Twinning in the Ti-Nb orthorhombic 
crystal is observed on {111} [45, 107] and {110} planes [108] , as validated by 
experimental measurements. In the present analysis, we consider obtaining the twinning 
stresses for both the twin systems. In Figure 37(a), we consider a schematic of an 
orthorhombic crystal oriented along the x=  , y=[011], and z=[100] directions. 
During the shearing process to form a twin, the dislocations overcome an energy barrier 
per unit area, termed the GPFE [1-3]. In our calculations, we observed that imposing pure 
shear alone as in Figure 37(a) to form a twinned crystal is energetically unstable, as the 
energy barriers continuously increase upon shearing successive layers. Therefore, 
additional shuffle is required to create a stable twinned structure as shown in Figure 
37(b). However, for the case of {111} twin, no shuffle is required, and the application of 








(a)     (b) 
Figure 37:(a) Twinning in an orthorhombic crystal on {011}<011> system (b) A stable 
twin formed after coupled shear and shuffle. 
 
In Figure 38(a), we show the energy variation of the sheared structure when shuffle 
displacements of varying magnitudes are applied on {010} <001> atoms of the B19 
structure. The {001}<001>B19 system is shown in Figure 38(b). An increase in shuffle 
displacement magnitude decreases the overall energy of the sheared structure, and a 
minimum structural energy is obtained when the shuffle displacement is  for 
the case of Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Ta where c is the largest lattice parameter of martensite. In 
Table 13, we provide the twinning shear magnitudes, the Burgers vector of the twinning 
partial, and the shuffling displacement magnitudes. The {110} GPFE with imposed 
shuffle for the case of Ti-6.26Nb-6.25Ta is shown in Figure 39(a). Similarly, the GPFE 
for the case of {111} twin is shown in Figure 39(b). The term  represents the energy 
barrier required to nucleate the first layer stacking fault. Similarly, the term represents 
the energy barrier required to grow the twin, represents the stable energy fault 
corresponding to the 2nd layer fault, and  is the twin boundary migration energy 
given by . A complete list of energy values for all other alloys are 
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included in Table 14. In Table 15, we provide a list of parameters governing {111} 
twinning in Ti-Nb based alloys. 
 
                                         (a)     (b) 
Figure 38: (a) Structural energy variation of an orthorhombic crystal with respect to 
shuffle displacements (b) Shuffling of atoms on (010) plane along <001> direction. 
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Figure 39 (cont.) 
 
(b) 
Table 13:The magnitude of Burgers vector of twinning partial, twinning shear 












Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Ta 0.54 0.17 0.22 21 
Ti-6.25Nb-18.75Ta 0.52 0.16 0.22 23 
Ti-12.5Nb 0.54 0.17 0.23 22 
Ti-12.5Nb-37.5Ta 0.52 0.16 0.22 34 
Ti-18.75Nb 0.52 0.16 0.21 22 
Ti-18.75Nb-25Ta 0.52 0.16 0.23 31 
Ti-25Nb 0.52 0.16 0.21 29 
Ti-25Nb-25Ta 0.52 0.16 0.23 35 
Ti-25Ta 0.50 0.15 0.21 27 
Ti-31.25Ta 0.50 0.15 0.22 30 
Ti-37.5Ta 0.50 0.15 0.22 29 
 
 






























Table 14: The energy values associated with the GPFE for Ti-Nb-Ta alloys. 
Compositions      
Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Ta  364 165 223 176 
Ti-6.25Nb-18.75Ta  393 251 281 267 
Ti-12.5Nb  415 226 276 273 
Ti-12.5Nb-37.5Ta  409 244 289 263 
Ti-18.75Nb  351 120 167 176 
Ti-18.75Nb-25Ta  393 236 297 246 
Ti-25Nb  312 123 160 111 
Ti-25Nb-25Ta  344 187 228 176 
Ti-25Ta  394 231 296 241 
Ti-31.25Ta  394 233 296 241 





Figure 40: Twin dislocation arrangement in a c-centered orthorhombic on {111} plane. 
4.4 Modeling of the twinning stress 
We have developed a twinning stress model using the modified Peierls Nabarro 
formalism [for more details, see [68, 97]]. Consider the dislocation arrangement of a 
lenticular twin as shown in Figure 40. We obtain the twinning stress by considering the 
total energy of the dislocations, and minimizing it with respect to separation distances d1 
and d2. The total energy of the twin nucleus corresponding to Figure 40 can be written as 
follows. 

















Table 15: The Burgers vector of the twinning partial on {111} plane for orthorhmbic 
martensite, the {111} interplanar distance, the twinning shear, the shear moduli and the 
unstable twinning fault energies for Ti-Nb-Ta alloys. 
 
Composition Burgers vector (b) 
 
























[-0.2832   -0.3562    
0.0730] 
2.3 3.72 0.62 22 476 
Ti-6.25Nb-
18.75Ta 
[-0.3671   -0.4148    
0.0477] 
2.2 3.69 0.60 28 479 
Ti-12.5Nb [-0.2503   -0.3354    
0.0850] 
2.2 3.71 0.60 27 469 
Ti-12.5Nb-
37.5Ta 
[-0.4455   -0.4771    
0.0316] 
1.45 3.69 0.40 28 498 
Ti-18.75Nb [-0.3199   -0.3787    
0.0588] 
2.3 3.70 0.62 16 363 
Ti-18.75Nb-
25Ta 
[-0.4559   -0.4802    
0.0243] 
1.63 3.71 0.44 29 456 
Ti-25Nb [-0.3941   -0.4336    
0.0395] 
2.13 3.69 0.58 16 350 
Ti-25Nb-
25Ta 
[-0.4642   -0.4864    
0.0221] 
1.51 3.72 0.41 22 393 
Ti-25Ta [-0.5636   -0.5397   -
0.0239] 
1.33 3.70 0.36 29 389 
Ti-31.25Ta [-0.5631   -0.5372   -
0.0259] 
1.53 3.70 0.41 29 435 
Ti-37.5Ta [-0.5734   -0.5446   -
0.0287] 
1.36 3.71 0.37 30 441 
 
 Etotal = Eint +EGPFE +Eline −W             (4.5)   
 where Eint is the interaction energy of the dislocations, EGPFE is the twin boundary 
energy, Eline is the dislocation line energy, and W is the externally applied stress. Upon 
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Here, h is the height of the twin nucleus, s is the twinning shear defined as b/d,  and ro is 
the core width determined as d{111}/(1-v). The twinning stress is then obtained by 








               (4.7)
 
Upon solving the set of equations (4.7), we obtain the CRSS as the minimum value of  
that satisfies both of these equations. The {110} and {111} twinning stresses obtained 
using equation (4.7) are included in Table 12 for all the alloys considered in the present 
analysis. Upon comparing the critical twinning stress values reported in Table 12, we 
observed that the twinning stress values for {111} system are lower than the those for 
{110}<110> system for most of the compositions, although the difference in magnitudes 
for both cases are within 10%. Therefore, the twin systems observed in these alloys 
preferably belong to the {111} plane. 
4.5  transformation 
The  transformation can be considered as a special case of the  
transformation, with the same (110) stacking sequence as in hcp structure but different 
lattice constants [109, 110]. The lattice constants of the  structure are between those 
of  and structures. The major difference between the two transformations lies in the 
principal deformation strains (Bain distortion matrix) to form  
τ
 
BCC β( )→ Orthorhombic α "( )
 β −α "  β −α '  (hcp)
 α "




Figure 41: Schematic of the process showing shear and shuffle mechanisms in a bcc-
orthorhombic transformation. 
 
the end state. The principal strains required to form the  structure from the  
structure is identical in sense but differ only in magnitude compared to the  
transformation [109, 110]. Consider the following Burgers lattice correspondence 
between the  and the  structure: 
 
As shown in Figure 41, the  structure can be formed from the  structure via two 
deformation modes [14, 111-113]: (i) Collinear shuffle displacements of alternating 
{110}bcc planes along <110>bcc direction by  or alternatively, every second {110}bcc 
along <110>bcc direction by  to form the orthorhombic stacking sequence (ii) Bain 
deformation involving compression and dilation of (110)bcc planes along <001> and 
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<110> directions to achieve the lattice constants of the orthorhombic structure. In Figure 
41, we take Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Ta as an example to illustrate the magnitude of principal 
strains to achieve  lattice constants from  structure. The principal strains  and  
are -2.8% and +3.3% respectively for Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Ta.  
 
The heterogeneous dislocation based mechanism [59, 60] is well established for 
martensite transformation. Consider the following dissociation reaction in a bcc crystal 













211⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  
When the dislocations with Burgers vector b=a/8<011> move on alternate {110} bcc 
plane by an amount , it forms the  stacking sequence. The equilibrium shuffling 
displacement δ( )  is calculated by minimizing the structural energy of the bcc crystal by 
varying shuffling displacement magnitudes. The complete list of shuffling displacements 
for all the alloys considered in the present analysis are provided in Table 16. We then 
establish the energy per unit area required to shuffle the atoms on alternate {110} planes 
by a displacement δ   in terms of a fault energy ( ) curve [78], and the results are shown 
in Figure 42. The term  in Figure 42(a) is the unstable fault energy required to shuffle 
the Nth layer of the crystal by a displacement of . Similarly,  is the stable fault 
energy per unit area corresponding to the shuffling of the same Nth layer by an additional 
displacement of . The energy term  represents the unstable energy required to 
shuffle the (N+2)th layer by a displacement of and the term  represents the stable 
energy corresponding to the additional shuffling of (N+2)th layer by . It is important to 
note that the dislocations participate in the collinear shuffling process during the 
martensitic transformation based on dislocation based transformation theory [59, 60], 
while Bain deformation does not involve any dislocation activity. The Bain deformation 
is accomplished via internal stresses inherently present in the crystal due to inclusions or 
 α " β  η1  η2
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imperfections [59, 60]. This has been further supported by molecular dynamics 
simulation [115] where the shuffling stage dominates the transformation process with 
much lower  
Table 16: The energy values associated with the shuffling for Ti-Nb-Ta alloys. The 




    
Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Ta 0.33 219 63 248 55 
Ti-6.25Nb-18.75Ta 0.33 313 74 322 58 
Ti-12.5Nb 0.32 298 89 307 95 
Ti-12.5Nb-37.5Ta 0.31 396 112 384 104 
Ti-18.75Nb 0.29 198 76 256 113 
Ti-18.75Nb-25Ta 0.28 237 154 223 126 
Ti-25Nb 0.27 223 87 246 109 
Ti-25Nb-25Ta 0.27 216 144 278 93 
Ti-25Ta 0.35 228 126 285 123 
Ti-31.25Ta 0.34 311 249 276 221 




energy compared to the compression/dilation event. In addition, these simulations have 
shed light on the role of dislocations, in absence of which no transformation was 
observed [114]. Furthermore, in the current study, we employ dislocation based 
martensite transformation mechanism, and therefore shuffling process involving 
dislocations is accounted for in our theoretical modeling. As will be seen next, the 
compression or dilation event does not contribute to the total energy of the dislocation in 


















(a)     (b) 
Figure 42:Fault energy curve associated with the shuffling process during bcc to 
orthorhmbic transformation for the case of Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Ta. 
 
We write the total energy of the dislocations as the sum of (i) the elastic energy due to 
interaction of the dislocations, Eint (ii) the self energy of the dislocations, Eself (iii) the 
misfit energy ( ) which represents the periodic energy that should be overcome by the 
dislocation, and (iv) the applied work, W , to move the dislocations. Therefore, the total 
energy of the dislocation configuration in Figure 42(b) can be written as follows: 
 
Etotal = Eint +Eself +Eγ
s −W












2 1−ν( ) 1−ν cos
2θ( ) + γ f x( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦dx
−∞
+∞
∫ − 2Nτbδ                   (4.8) 
where Eself + Eint (=Eelastic) is the elastic strain energy stored in the two half crystals,  is 
the misfit energy representing the periodic non-linear interatomic interactions in the 
dislocation core, G is the {110}<110> shear modulus, and N is the number of 
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dislocations participating in the transformation process (equal to 2 in the present 
analysis). The critical transformation stress is then obtained by minimizing the total 




= 0                (4.9) 
The critical transformation stress for all the alloys obtained using equation (4.9) are 
provided in Table 12. 
 
4.6 Discussion of the Results 
Considerable effort has been devoted in establishing the CRSS for (i) austenite slip (ii)  
to  transformation and (iii) the martensite twinning as a function of Nb and Ta content 
in the present work. The determination of these quantities is accomplished through in-
depth investigation of the associated energy barriers (GPFE and the GSFE), the lattice 
constants and the shear moduli of the slip and the twin systems. Since the 
twinning/detwinning of the martensite crystal, the austenite slip, and the transformation 
stress magnitudes govern the shape memory effect and superelastic properties, it is 
important to theoretically develop models to calculate these quantities, which we 
successfully undertake in this study. The theoretical models do not rely on any empirical 
constants, and therefore, they provide useful insights into the development of Ti-Nb-Ta 







Figure 43: Dependence of the CRSS for austenite and martensite slips, twinning and transformation stresses on Ta content for Ti-Nb-
Ta alloys.
















The dislocation slip has been investigated in -Titanium alloy using TEM analysis [101]. The 
dislocations with Burgers vector b=a/2<111> are observed to glide on the {110},{112} and 
{123} planes similar to bcc metals, and the deformation is largely governed by the motion of 
screw segments. The mobile screw dislocations on {112} and {123}  planes are found to 
frequently cross slip on the {110} plane, the latter being the preferential glide plane in these 
alloys [101]. An issue with slips observed during phase transformation is their contribution to 
hysteresis[27], thus degrading the functionality of shape memory alloys. Slips are observed to 
interact with the austenite-martensite interface, and increase the resistance of the interfacial 
motion of the martensite during phase transformation process. However, experiments have also 
shown that dislocations formed during plastic deformation of martensite are found to promote 
the growth of martensite depending on the type of dislocation, as in the case of CuNiAl[25] and 
NiTi [23]. In any case, the CRSS magnitude for slip and its comparison relative to 
transformation/twinning stress magnitudes is an important topic in order to understand the 
plasticity associated with SMAs, which we undertake in this study for the case of Ti-Nb based 
alloys. 
 
The importance of the shuffling process during martensitic transformation has been discussed in 
the literature [14, 111-113]. It has been proposed that the composition dependent shuffling 
process may have a significant effect on the elastic moduli of Ti-Nb  α " crystal [112]. In 
addition, the Ti-rich phase formed by aging at low to intermediate temperature or by 
quenching increases the elastic moduli in addition to suppressing the martensitic transformation 
[90]. The phase also decreases the transformation temperature Ms, and consequently 
increases the critical transformation stress. It is important to note that our transformation stress 
analysis is applicable to  phase transformation, and the effect of phase is not taken 
into consideration.  
 
Recently X-ray diffraction measurements[112] have revealed the role of the composition 
dependence on the Bain distortion and the shuffling magnitude in Ti-Nb. The dependence of the 










dependent on Nb content. Therefore, the magnitudes of principal strains to achieve the lattice 
constants of the orthorhombic phase depend on the Nb content. Experimentally, the magnitude of 
the shuffling displacement is found to show a linear dependence on the Nb content with 
composition 10-40at.% [111, 112]. If we investigate the shuffling displacement magnitudes we 
obtained in the present case, we find that Nb predominantly governs the shuffling displacement 
magnitudes, while Ta shows negligible effect. In fact, the shuffling magnitudes decrease with an 
increase in Nb content. It is worth pointing out that the transformation stress calculation we 
employ in the present analysis is based on the heterogeneous dislocation based mechanism of 
martensite transformation [59, 60] where dislocations partake in the shuffling process. It should 
be noted that fault created by the a/8<110> dislocations during shuffling stage make the bcc 
phase much closer to the orthorhombic phase, thus reducing the transformation barrier as 
observed in other Ti-alloy [115]. Molecular dynamics simulations [114] have also shown that 
dislocations are responsible for the early stage of martensite transformation (shuffling), while the 
later stages of the transformation involving Bain deformation requires no dislocation activities. 
The latter is assisted by internal stresses inherently present in the lattice due to imperfections 








Figure 44: Dependence of the minimum twinning stress on unstable twinning fault energy values 
in Ti-Nb-Ta alloys. The following number designations are used: 1: Ti-25Nb, 2:Ti-18.75Nb, 3: 
Ti-25Nb-25Ta,4:Ti-25Ta,5:Ti-31.25Nb,6:Ti-37.5Ta,7:Ti-18.75Nb-25Ta,8:Ti-12.5Nb9: Ti-
6.25Nb-6.25Ta, 10: Ti-6.25Nb-18.75Ta, 11: Ti-12.5Nb-37.5Ta 
 
 
In order to determine the dominant shuffle mode in Ti-Nb-Ta alloys, we calculated the minimum 
structural energy for two different shuffling modes. The first shuffling mode as shown in Figure 
38 involves the motion of atoms in (010)B19 plane along the [001] B19 direction while the second 
shuffling mode corresponds to (001)[100]B19 system. For these two cases, the total structural 
energy in the case of Ti-6.25Nb-6.25Ta was found to be -129.43 eV and -128.88 eV respectively 
showing that (010)[001]B19 shuffling mode is dominant. In addition, although the twinning shear 
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values (s) and the  γ ut  values for the case of {111} twin are much higher than those for {110} for 
the same composition, the higher magnitude of the Burgers vector for {110} twinning 
dislocation results in a lower stress magnitude compared to the {110} case. We note that observe 
that the Burgers vector for {111} twinning is almost four times higher than that for {110} case, 
while the shear moduli are within 10% for the same composition. Therefore, the lower twinning 
stress magnitudes for the case of {111} twins compared to {110} twins are strongly attributed to 
the higher magnitudes of the Burgers vector of the twinning dislocation. Nonetheless, the critical 
twinning stress values increase with an increase in  γ ut  for {111} twins, similar to the ones 




The twinnability approach [116, 117] has been used in cubic crystals utilizing the energy barriers 
to investigate the competition between slip and twinning, and our calculations show that the 
martensite crystal prefers to twin than to nucleate a slip dislocation. If we compare required 
to nucleate a slip versus required to nucleate a twin, the  for slip is found to be much 
higher than  for twin suggesting that twin formation is easier than deformation by slip to a 
first approximation for all of the alloys considered. For example, the  for slip in Ti-6.25Nb-
6.25Ta is 460 mJm-2 and  for twin is 364 mJm-2, the former being as high as 1.3 times the 
latter. The low energy barriers associated with twinning and transformation assist reversible 
transformation, thus minimizing permanent plastic deformation over all compositions considered 
in the present analysis.  
 
In order to compare and understand the alloying effects on the CRSS for slip, transformation and 
twinning, we plot the CRSS as a function of Nb and Ta content in Figure 43. It is important to 
note that that all of these quantities increase with increase in Ta content. However, the rate of 
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increase of CRSS with an increase in Ta content is much higher for slip compared to 
transformation and twinning, thus the difference between the two increasing with increase in Ta 
content. The higher CRSS of austenite slip compared to transformation stress is beneficial to 
improve the shape memory response. In such a case of high austenite slip stress, the 
transformation proceeds at a stress much lower compared to the austenite slip stress, and hence 
the possibility of any plastic strain accumulation is minimized. In the present calculation, the 
difference between the transformation and the austenite slip resistance is as high as 158 MPa for 
the case of Ti-25Nb-25Ta, and this alloy may show promising shape memory response. Overall, 
we find that higher alloying content exhibits higher difference between the austenite slip and the 
transformation stress.  
 
 
We point out to the major variables affecting the slip and the twinning stresses in the current 
study. We  note that an increase in  increases the shear moduli, and eventually the slip stress 
in austenite Ti-Nb-Ta crystals. Recently [81], we obtained similar results for the case of 
martensite slip resistance in both Ti-Nb-Ta and Ti-Nb-Zr alloys where an increase in  is 
found to increase the slip stress magnitudes. Similarly, the martensite twinning stress is found to 
depend on one major variable- the unstable twinning fault energy ( ), as shown in Figure 44. 
The dependence of twinning stress on the intrinsic stacking fault energy ( ) however, is not so 
pronounced, as evident from Figure 44 in Ti-Nb-Ta alloys. It is important to note that the 
twinning stress dependence of orthorhombic Ti-Nb-Ta alloy on  is similar to fcc metals[118]. 
Reassessing the GPFE values, we observe that  associated with twinning do not show any 














Experiments [80, 90] on binary Ti-Nb alloys have shown that a decrease in Nb content increases 
the critical stress to induce martensite transformation. The Ti-25Nb alloy exhibits shape memory 
with complete strain recovery of approximately 2.2% [80, 90]. This can be rationalized based on 
the high martensite slip resistance and much lower twinning stress in Ti-25Nb. Our calculations 
show that the critical twinning stress of Ti-25Nb is 72 MPa, which is lower than the CRSS of 
martensite slip by 156 MPa, and hence the alloy exhibits complete strain recovery without 
undergoing any plasticity. Experimentally [80, 90], the twinning stress of Ti-25Nb is obtained to 
be 170 MPa based on 0.2% strain offset. If we assume that Schmid factor of the twin system is 
0.5, the experimentally determined CRSS for Ti-25Nb is 90 MPa, which is within 15% of the 
theoretical value we obtained in the present analysis. Similarly, assuming that the SF is 0.5, the 
martensite critical slip stress and the twinning stress for Ti-8Nb-20Ta are approximately 150 and 
175 MPa respectively from experiments, the difference between the two as low as 25MPa. If we 
compare these values with the theoretically observed magnitudes for similar composition of Ti 
and Ta, the martensite critical slip stress is approximately 152 MPa while the twinning stress is 
106 MPa. The theoretically observed difference between the martensite slip stress and the 
twinning stress from our calculations is 46 MPa while experimentally observed magnitude is 25 




We draw the following conclusion from the current paper: 
(1) We developed theoretical models to establish the three important parameters-(i) the 
CRSS for austenite slip (ii) CRSS for martensite twinning and (iii) critical 
transformation stress governing shape memory and superelasticity in Ti-Nb-Ta alloys for 
11 different compositions of Nb and Ta.  
(2) We established the fault energy curves for transformation, GSFE and GPFE for slip and 
twinning, and utilized modified Peierls Nabarro formalism and dislocation based 
martensite nucleation theory to establish the CRSS values.  






(3) The current work points out to the major variables such as lattice constants, Burgers 
vector, shear moduli, twinning shear that affect the stress magnitudes. Specially, the 
austenite slip was found to strongly depend on shear moduli and values. Similarly, the 
twinning stress magnitudes increase with an increase in the unstable twinning fault 
energy ( ), similar to pure fcc metals.  
(4) We revealed that {110}<110> twin formation in B19 Ti-Nb-Ta alloys is accomplished 
through coupled shear and shuffle while {111} twin is formed by shear alone. Two 
different shuffling modes, (010)[001]B19 and (001)[100]B19 were investigated for 
{110}<110> twinning, and our results indicated that the former is dominant in Ti-Nb-Ta 
alloys due to the low structural energy (-129.43 eV for (010)[001]B19 versus -128.88 eV 
for (001)[100]B19). 
 
(5) We find that the dependence of CRSS on Ta content is greater for the case of slip 
compared to twinning or transformation. Our calculations showed that an increase in Ta 
content from 0 to 37.5 at.% increases the CRSS for austenite and martensite slip by more 
than 90% while the twinning stress increases by 25%, and the transformation stress by 
40% for the same composition of Ta and Nb.  
 
(6) We also show that the CRSS values for slip nucleation in martensite are close to those of 
austenite for most of the compositions, differing only by 10%. However, these values are 
much higher than the twinning or the transformation stresses. Overall, as the Ta 
composition increases, the difference between martensite/austenite slip and the 
transformation/twinning stress increases. This is important for better shape memory and 

















Pseudoelasticity in D03 crystals has been of recent interest [5, 6, 10, 119-123]. All works 
have been experimental; however, theoretical derivations and atomistic/continuum treatments to 
explain the stress magnitudes have been missing. In the current paper, we compare the modeling 
efforts with the experimental observations and investigate the parameters governing 
pseudoelasticity in Fe3Al. Utilizing novel digital image correlation (DIC) techniques, single 
crystal orientations and composition, we precisely pinpoint the stress required to initiate slip in 
Fe3Al unlike the general methodology where slip stress is assumed to be at 0.2% strain offset.  
Concurrently, we calculate the energy barriers (Generalized Stacking Fault Energy, GSFE) 
associated with the {110}<111> and {112}<111> slips from Density Functional Theory (DFT) 
calculations at an atomic scale, and incorporate it into the modified Peierls-Nabarro (PN) 
formalism based on anisotropic calculations to predict the slip stress and the recovery stress. We 
consider the forward and reverse slip nucleation stresses on {112}<111> system both for 
twinning and anti-twinning sense noting the asymmetry of the energy barriers in these two cases. 
We note that the correct assessment of lattice parameter and elastic constants is required to 
obtain the stress quantities accurately. We, therefore, undertake these calculations using first 
principles, and for the first time, incorporate the high anisotropy of Fe3Al in the stress 
calculations. The theoretically obtained slip stress magnitudes are then compared to the 
experimental values showing excellent agreement.  
Figures 45(a-b) show the atomic arrangement in D03 Fe3Al. The D03 structure consists of 
eight cubic sub lattices. Four sub lattices are B2 like structures while the remaining are of pure 
bcc types. Each subcell consists of Fe atoms in the corners. Four of the subcells consist of Fe 






b) also show the possible slip systems-{110}<111> and {112}<111> where a/4<111> 
dissociated  
 
                        (a)           (b)  
                                 
 
Figure 45: D03 lattice structure of Fe3Al showing (a) {110}<111> (b) {112}<111> slip system 
(c) Mode I dislocation configuration (d) Mode II dislocation configuration (e) Mode III 
dislocation configuration 
partials form an APB energy. Three distinct a<111> dislocation configurations (modes) have 
been observed using in-situ TEM experiments, as shown in Figures 45(c-e) [119, 124]. Figure 
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an NNAPB (nearest-neighbor APB) upon loading. In mode II (Figure 45(d)), coupled a/4<111> 
superpartial dislocations move in pair dragging behind NNNAPB (next-nearest-neighbor APB) 
energy while in mode III (Figure 45(e)), four superpartials move in group leaving behind 
NNAPB and NNNAPB. 
The choice of dislocation configuration operating in Fe3Al depends on the composition of the 
alloy, and the deformation temperature [7]. Mode I dislocation configuration results in a high 
recovery ratio (r) exhibiting perfect pseudoelasticity when Al concentration is around 23 
at.%[125]. The recovery ratio is a measure of pseudoelasticity of a material, and is defined as the 
ratio of the difference of the maximum plastic strain and the residual strain to that of the 
maximum plastic strain. When Al concentration rises from 23 at.%, mode II and mode III 
dislocation configurations start to appear, thus reducing the recovery ratio. This is because 
NNNAPB energy bounding the coupled partials in mode II is low such that the partials are 
difficult to be pulled back during unloading [7]. Similarly, in mode III, there is no APB left 
behind the superpartials, and the recovery ratio is well below 20%. The recovery ratio depends 
on the deformation temperature as well. For example, in Fe-24.4at.%Al, the recovery ratio is 
observed to be well above 80% in the temperature range 173-473 K and decreases rapidly to 
below 20% in other temperature intervals [126].  
In this work, the crystal orientation of the Fe3Al single crystals was selected in order to 
activate one primary slip system. We conducted uniaxial tensile and compressive experiments 
using high resolution DIC strain measurements in order to pinpoint the critical stress required to 
initiate slip, !" and the recovery start stress, !#. As the slip is initially active at microscales, DIC 
strain measurements allow to precisely identify the local  stress-strain behavior of the alloy 
providing a precise measure of the stress required to nucleate slip. In the research community, 
DIC has been extensively used to measure real time (in-situ) strain fields for different 
applications as slip/twin nucleation, fatigue damage initiation, crack closure measurements [127-
130]. For these applications the typical image resolution is approximately (1-2) µm/px. For other 
applications where higher image resolutions are required (for example for studying twin/slip and 
grain boundary/slip interactions), the images are captured ex-situ (out of the load frame) under 
the optical microscope. In these experiments, the images have higher resolutions (up to 






very small scales, it is necessary to adopt high image resolutions in order to capture precisely the 
slip activation and recovery. In the present work, we use a special SEM tester load frame for 
tensile experiments mounted under an optical microscope in order to measure real time strain 
field measurements at high resolution. These strain measurements are extremely important for 
materials exhibiting pseudoelasticity since no residual deformation can be detected in the 
unloaded condition even at high image resolutions. Real time strain fields are used to establish 
the critical stresses and to verify the activation of one primary slip system. 
In the following sections, we discuss our atomistic/DFT approach to calculate the 
NNAPB and NNNAPB energy values associated with the moving superpartial dislocations. We 
present the detailed mesoscale elastic calculations to establish the slip start stress and recovery 
start stress in Fe3Al. We then compare our theoretically obtained stress values with the 
experimental obsevations in Fe3Al single crystals. 
5.2 The Current Approach 
5.2.1 Atomistic Simulations 
The first-principles DFT  calculations were carried out to calculate the systems total-energy. We 
utilized the Vienna ab initio Simulations Package (VASP) with the projector augmented wave 
(PAW) method and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) as implementations of DFT 
[131, 132]. In our calculations, we used a  Monkhorst Pack k-point meshes for the 
Brillouion-zone integration to ensure the convergence of results. Ionic relaxation was performed 
by a conjugate gradient algorithm. The energy cut-off of 360 eV was used for the plane-wave 
basis set. The total energy was converged to less than 10-5 eV per atom. For GSFE calculations, a 
full internal atom relaxation, including perpendicular and parallel directions to the fault plane, 
was allowed for minimizing the short-range interaction between misfitted layers in the vicinity of 
the fault plane. During the relaxation process, the total energy of the deformed crystal was 
minimized. 
 
5.2.2 Lattice constant in D03 Fe3Al 
We obtained the energy variation of the D03 crystal with respect to different lattice parameters in 






our simulations, as shown in Figure 46. The equilibrium lattice constant corresponding to the 
minimum structural energy was obtained as 5.782 . Table 17 shows the lattice constant 
obtained through DFT calculations which are within 2% of the experimentally observed value. 
The Burgers vector of the dissociated superpartial dislocation based on the DFT lattice constant 
is also presented in Table 17. 
5.2.3 Elastic constants calculations of D03 Fe3Al 
In order to establish the elastic constants, we obtained the total energy variation of the crystal as 
a function of the volume subjected to three different distortions (strain). The deformation tensors 
given in Voigt notation and the corresponding 
 
 



































Table 17: Present DFT calculations and other experimental/DFT lattice parameters and Burgers 
vector in Fe-Al. The DFT value is marked with (*). 
 
Structure Lattice parameter (Å) Slip system Burgers vector        
(Å) 
This Study Experiments/DFT* 
D03 5.782 5.79 [133],5.76[134]* 
 
          2.49 
energy densities are given in Table 17. The strain parameter  in Table 18 for each deformation 
was varied from −0.03 to 0.03 in the present analysis to minimize the errors from higher order 
terms. After obtaining the total energies E and Eo for the strained and the unstrained lattice 
respectively, the parameter (E−Eo)/  values were then plotted as a function of strain ( ), 
where  is the equilibrium volume. The elastic constants were then extracted from the second-
order coefficient fit of the following equation: 
: 
where , , are the elastic constants, stress and strain in Voigt notation. The results are 
graphically shown in Figure 47 and the modulus tensor is provided in Table 19. We note that the 
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Table 18. Distortion matrices and energy densities for elastic constant calculations of D03 Fe3Al. 










Figure 47:Elastic moduli of Fe-Al. Note that [010] and [001] directions are equivalent. 
	
 ΔE / Vo
 ε11 = ε22 = δ ,ε33 = −2δ  3 C11 −C12( )δ
2 +O(δ 4)
 ε11 = ε22 = ε33 = δ  3 / 2 C11 + 2C12( )δ
2 +O(δ 4)
 ε12 = ε21 = δ / 2  















Table 19: Elastic constants and anisotropy ratios for D03 Fe3Al established using first principles 
calculations. 
 
D03 Fe3Al C11 (GPa) C12(GPa) C44(GPa) Anisotropy (A) 
DFT (This Study) 165 125 142 7.1 
Experiment[135] 171 131 132 6.6 
 
 
Figure 48: Atomic arrangement of {110} plane of Fe-Al. The largest spheres represent atoms on 
plane while smaller ones represent atoms out of plane. 
 
5.2.4 Slip in D03 F3Al (GSFE) 
The energy associated with the slip is characterized by the GSFE[3, 96]. The GSFE for D03 













Fe3Al is obtained by continuously shearing the {110} or {112} plane by a displacement of 
a/4<111> where ‘a’ is the lattice constant. Figure 48 shows the {110} stacking sequence and 
Figure 49 shows the GSFE obtained in the present analysis for {110}<111> and {112}<111> 
slip systems. Three energy terms are noted in figure 5-(i) the peak energy corresponding to 
u/b=0.5 is  defined as the unstable stacking fault energy, and represents the energy barrier 
required to nucleate the first superpartial dislocation, (ii)  corresponding to u/b =1 
represents the stable energy which is left behind the dislocation, and (iii)  corresponding 
to u/b =2 represents the stable energy value associated with the coupled  
 
superpartials. The values of  and  are of prime interest as they generate stress to 
pull the dislocations back resulting in pseudoelasticity. It is worth emphasizing that {112}<111> 
slip asymmetry is a common characteristic of bcc metals[136]. In Figure 49, we obtained the 
GSFE for {112}<111> slip system and we note that the  for anti-twinning sense is higher 
than that of the twinning sense by 61 mJm-2. We also note that the GSFE landscape for 
{112}<111> system in twinning sense and {110} planes are similar. This is in agreement with 
other bcc metals as well, for example bcc Fe [137, 138].  
Figure 50(a-b) shows a schematic of the stresses acting on the independently moving a/4<111> 
superpartial during loading and unloading respectively, and Figure 50(c) shows the 
corresponding stress regions of interest on the experimental stress-strain curve. Four independent 
stresses, , , , are shown. During loading (Figure 50(a)), the applied stress  should 
overcome the frictional stress of the dislocation,  and the back stress generated by the APB, 
. Upon unloading, the back stress ( ) generated by the a/4<111> dislocation is balanced by the 
recovery start stress ( ) and the frictional stress ( ). In summary, the equations governing 
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Figure 49: GSFE for Fe-Al on {110}<111> and {112}<111> slip systems. 
In the present analysis, we solve for the Peierls stress  and lattice frictional stress from the 
equation (1) and use it into equation (2) to calculate the recovery start stress ( ). We present the 
results for {110}<111> and {112}<111> slips (both twinning and anti-twinning sense), and the 





τ p = τ b + τ o                                                                                                                 (1)
τ r = τ b −τ o                                                                                                                 (2)
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   (a)     (b) 
    
        (c) 
Figure 50: Schematic of stresses acting on the uncoupled superpartial dislocation during (a) 
loading (b) unloading (c) A typical stress-strain curve showning forward and reverse slip 
stresses. 
5.3 Experimental Procedures and Observations 
Fe3Al single crystals were grown using the Bridgman technique in an inert  atmosphere. 
Tensile dog-bone shaped specimens (1.5mm x 3mm net section and 10mm gage length) and 
compression specimens (4mm x 4mm x 10mm) were cut using EDM. The crystal was oriented 
with the crystallographic orientation parallel to the load direction where the primary slip 
system has the maximum Schmid factor of 0.5. The specimens were then solution-
treated at 800°C for 1 hour and successively quenched in iced water. In order to obtain the D03 
crystal structure the specimens were annealed at 400°C for 10 hours and cooled into the furnace 
to room temperature.  
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Tensile and compression experiments were conducted at room temperature by means of a 
servo hydraulic load frame. The experiments were conducted in displacement control at a strain 
rate of approximately 5x10-5 s-1. The average axial strains from DIC strain fields were used to 
construct the stress-strain curves, while the local strain values were used in order to precisely 
pinpoint the slip onset and recovery. An additional tensile experiment was conducted with a 
SEM tester load frame under an optical microscope for in-situ high-resolution strain 
measurements.  
The specimens were initially polished using SiC paper (from P800 up to P1500). The speckle 
pattern was applied to the specimen’s surface using black paint and an Iwata Micron B airbrush 
which enabled to produce a fine pattern on the surface adapted for both high and low DIC strain 
measurements. The images for in-situ strain measurements under the servo hydraulic load frame 
were captured using an IMI model IMB-202 FT CCD camera (1600 x 1200 pixel) with a Navitar 
optical lens, providing an average resolution of 2µm/px. The real time strain measurements were 
obtained on a 3mm x 2.25mm region for the tensile specimens and for a 4mm x 3mm for the 
compression specimens. The images acquired during loading with the SEM tester load frame 
were captured under an Olympus BX51M microscope (Olympus lens) providing an average 
resolution of 0.44µm/px. For this experimental setup, the strain measurements were obtained for 
a region of 700µm x 525µm. For both setups, the first image is captured at zero load on the 
undeformed specimen’s surface (herein referred as the reference image), while during loading 







Figure 51: Calculation of the critical applied stress and the recovery start stress from the stress-
strain curves for the [1 5 11] crystal orientation in tension. 
 
Figure 51 shows the stress-strain curves obtained in tension. The black line refers to the average 
axial strains measured during the experiment carried out under the hydraulic load frame (image 
resolution with this set-up 1.88µm/px, 3mm x 2.25mm area). The blue line refers to the 
experiment conducted with the SEMTester under the microscope (image resolution 0.44µm/px). 
For this case the nominal strains were calculated averaging the DIC strain fields over a region of 







                        
Figure 52: Local strain measurements using high-resolution DIC on a [1 5 11] oriented sample in 
tension. 
 
Figure 53: Stress-strain behavior for the [1 5 11] crystal orientation in compression for two 
loading steps (the first load step is marked with black and blue continuum lines, the second load 







The elastic modulus is calculated as 88GPa from the experiments. The crystal orientation [1 5 
11] was selected for single slip  which has the maximum Schmid factor of 0.5. The 
applied stress !" and the recovery start stress  are then calculated using the Schmid law 
. The strain fields in Figure 52 shows strain localizations along one slip trace which 
confirms the activation of one dominant primary slip system. 
 
In compression (Figure 53), the stress-strain behavior of the [1 5 11] orientation is similar to the 
tensile case. The reported strain fields are measured by in-situ DIC under the hydraulic load 
frame with a final image resolution of 2.37µm/px (black line). In order to be consistent with the 
strain measurements provided for the tensile case under the SEMTester, we calculate the local 
stress-strain curve (blue line) averaging the axial strains over a sub-region of 800µm x 600µm 
(blue line). The first load step (black and blue continuum lines) shows a complete plastic 
recovery of 1.83% for the averaged strain over the entire region, while locally we measured a 
complete plastic recovery of 2.4%. During the second load step (black and blue dashed lines) the 
averaged plastic recovery was measured as 2.81%, while locally as 3.39%. Based on the 
localized stress-strain curves for the tensile and compressive experiments, we determined the 
averaged applied stress  and the recovery start stress  τ r = 175 MPa . Using 
equations (1) and (2) we then calculate the back stress  and the frictional stress 
. 
 
5.4 Modeling of pseudoelasticity 
We calculate the Peierls stress for slip nucleation [64, 65] based on the modified Peierls Nabarro 
formalism. The Peierls stress is calculated as the maximum slope of the misfit energy curve 
which describes the potential energy of the superpartials as a function of the positions [139, 140]. 
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τ p = 221 MPa
 τ b = 198 MPa
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where f(x) is the disregistry function in terms of the dislocation position x, and represents the 
inelastic displacements across the glide plane of the dislocation. The solution to the disregistry 
function f(x) involving multiple dislocations has been discussed in the literature[141]. Therefore, 
f(x) for four superpartial dislocations can be written as follows: 
 
 The discrete form of equation (3) can be written as follows: 
  
                                                                            (4) 
where m is an integer, u is the position of the dislocation line and a’ is the lattice periodicity 
defined as the shortest distance between two equivalent atomic rows in the direction of the 
dislocation displacement [64, 142, 143]. For the case of {110}<111> slip, the periodicity, a’, is 
equal to 4b. The term   now can be obtained for multiple dislocations [144]. 
It should be noted that the disregistry function incorporates the separation distance between the 
superpartials, d1 and d2. The following equations are used to find the separation distances[119]. 
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with  and K representing the attraction and elastic repulsion force, respectively. The factor K is 
equal to  Gb
2 / (2π ) , where G is the shear modulus of the slip system. The Peierls for dislocation 
slip is then calculated as follows:  
                  (6) 
Figure 54 is the solution to equation (6). The Peierls stress of 233 MPa is then calculated in the 
present analysis by taking the maximum slope of the misfit energy variation with respect to the 
dislocation position u. 
 
Figure 54: Misfit energy variation with respect to dislocation positions for Fe-Al. 
 Lattice frictional stress ( ) 
We consider the total energy of the a/4<111> superpartials. The total energy is expressed as the 
sum of (i) the line-energies of the dislocations (Eline) (ii) the GSFE energy (Emisfit) and (iii) the 
elastic strain energy due to dislocations interaction, Einteraction. The total energy associated with 
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In the above energy equation (8), H is the parameter that involves the orientation of the 
dislocation [145, 146]. The parameter H can be written as follows: 
 
where A is the Zener’s anisotropy ratio of the crystal equal to  and are the 
orientation of the dislocation line with respect to the cubic axes. The term n is the number of 
superpartials (equal to 4 in the present analysis) and b is the burgers vector, u is the position of 
the dislocation line, and L is the outer dimension of the crystal usually taken to be 500-1000 
times the dislocation core width radius ro. The lattice frictional stress, , can be determined by 
taking the derivative of the total energy with respect to u, i.e. 
 
                               (9) 
 
We calculate  as 233 MPa,  as 199 MPa and  as 34 MPa for {110}<111> slip. Utilizing 
equations (1) and (2),  is then calculated to be 165 MPa in the present analysis. 
 Etotal = Eline +Emisfit  + Einteraction                                                           
 



























5.5 Discussion of the Results 
We established the GSFE curve for D03 Fe3Al using first principles energy calculations, and 
incorporated it into the mesoscale elastic formulation to obtain the slip initiation stress during 
loading ( ), and the recovery start stress ( ) during unloading. We then experimentally 
determined the slip initiation and recovery start stresses using real-time high resolution strain 
measurements on compressive and tensile single crystal specimens precisely oriented for single 
slip. We note that for the case of {112} slip, the frictional stress ( ) of superpartials during 
loading is different from unloading. This is because, if during loading, the superpartials move in 
the twinning sense, they move in the antitwinning sense during unloading and vice-versa. We 
show that the frictional stress ( ) for the case of {112} slip where superpartials move in the 
anitwinning sense is 93 MPa. We also observe that the  is higher in the case of antitwinning 
sense than that of the twinning sense by 62 MPa. In such a case where loading/unloading 
asymmetry is observed, it should be noted that  in equations (1) and (2) will be different for 
forward and reverse loadings, and that  and  should be calculated using their respective  
values as follows: 
 
τ p = τ b + τ o( )f                                                                                                                (10)




τ o( )f and  τ o( )r are respectively the frictional stresses during forward loading and reverse 
unloading.  
The results for three cases are presented in Table 19: (i) in case of {110}<111> slip where 
loading/unloading symmetry is not observed, for forward loading is the same as for 
reverse loading, (ii) in case of {112}<111> slip, when forward loading is in twinning sense and 
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reverse unloading in antitwinning sense, for forward loading is the Peierls stress to move the 
supepartials in the twinning sense, and hence is lower than and, (iii) when forward loading 
is in antitwinning sense and reverse unloading in twinning sense for {112}<111> slip, the 
magnitude of is lower than . It is worth noting that the loading orientation that tends to 
activate {112}<111> slip in antitwinning sense has to overcome a large stress (317 MPa) 
compared to the stresses required to nucleate {110}<111> and {112}<111> slips in twinning 
sense. Therefore, the activation of {112}<111> in antitwinning sense is unfavorable for a given 
loading orientation. Large recoverability is observed when one of the slip systems is activated. In 
case where both {110} and {112} slip systems are active, the {112} slips are frequently observed 
to cross slip onto the {110} system forming jogged dislocations giving rise to numerous 
dipoles[7]. These dipoles hinder the reversible motion of the dislocations, and hence low 
recoverability is obtained. However, in the present case, the single crystal is oriented such that 
{110}<111> slip systems are only activated, and hence large recovery is observed.  
Table 19 also shows the experimental and theoretical values of the stresses obtained for Fe3Al 
for {110}<111> slip, and we note that the theoretically obtained values are within 10% of the 
experimental ones.  It is worth noting from Table 4 that the set of stress values obtained from the 
theoretical calculations meet the condition for APB pseudoelasticity, which requires both  and 
 to have the same sense (tensile or compressive) during loading and unloading. A large 
magnitude of backstress ( ) of 199 MPa for {110}<111> slip can easily pull the superpartials 
back during unloading overcoming the much smaller frictional stress (34 MPa) yielding a high 





















Table 20: The slip nucleation stress and recovery start stress in FeAl for {110}<111> and 
{112}<111> slips in the present analysis. 
 





      d1 d2  
{110}<111> (Theory, 
Present Study) 
233 165 199 34 - 20 30 21 
{110}<111>(Experiments, 
Present Study) 
221 175 198 23 - 8-
10[119] 
20-30  
{112}<111> (Forward load 
twinning sense) 
226 102 195 31 93 14 22 22 
{112}<111> (Forward load 
anti-twinning sense) 
317 193 224 93 31 12 22  
 
Several factors such as degree of order, Al concentration, deformation temperature, and loading 
orientation affect the reversibility value (r) for Fe3Al [7, 123]. Since pseudoelasticity in Fe3Al 
can occur by pseudotwinning as well, the choice of orientation and deformation temperature is 
important. As pointed out in the literature [7], the core structure of a/4<111> dislocations is 
considered similar to that of the a/2<111> screw dislocation in a bcc crystal. Hence, similar to 
bcc metals, the deformation behavior of Fe3Al is greatly affected by the crystal orientation and 
temperature. We observed experimentally that Fe-23at.%Al shows up to 3.39% pseudoelastic 
recovery at room temperature. The reversibility value tends to decrease with increase in Al 
concentration or a deviation in deformation temperature outside of 173-473  K regime. The 
reason behind this is that at extremely low temperatures,  rapidly increases with decreasing 
 







temperature while  remains constant, and hence the backward motion of dislocations become 
difficult at lower temperatures [3]. While in the higher temperature regime, the energy term
 diminishes exponentially with time such that the back stress is not large enough for 
dragging back the superpartials [6]. Our present analysis is relevant to the experimentally 
observed pseudoelasticity in Fe3Al where slips are restricted to {110}<111> primary systems, 
and deformed at room temperature.  
Experimentally, we used tension and compression Fe3Al single crystals oriented for single slip in 
order to capture  and . DIC strain measurements were adopted in order to pinpoint these 
stresses. For example, if 0.2% strain offset was used to measure the stress, the slip nucleation 
stress for forward loading would be 266 MPa compared to the stress of 221 MPa obtained using 
DIC. This is a considerable difference. In general, strains measured with the extensometer over-
estimates the stress required to initiate slip since the early activation of slip on the micro-scale 
can not be detected. On the other side, advanced DIC techniques used in conjunction with high 
resolution images under an optical microscope enable to measure the local stress-strain behavior. 
In this work, a special load cell was used in order to load the specimen in tension under the 
optical microscope and capture the images at the resolution of 0.44µm/px. The present 
experimental set-up is particularly important for studies on pseudoelasticy where the strains are 
recovered upon unloading and precise real time strain measurements are required.  
It is well-known that the pseudoelasticity is not observed in the L12 phase in Fe3Al. This is the 
result of the high {110}<111> shear modulus (80 GPa compared to 21 GPa for D03 structure), 
and hence the high lattice frictional stress to initiate slip. The shear modulus of of the slip system 
can be obtained from the maximum slope of the GSFE curve in Figure 5 [147]. For example, the 






∼ 21 GPa  and 
that of {112}<111> slip system is 22 GPa. This is in accordance with the experimental value of 
20 GPa for {112}<111> system using an alternative equation for shear modulus suggested by 
Roundy, Krenn, Cohen and Morris Jr [148]. Another reason for reduced or no pseudoelasticity in 
L12 phase is the lower back stress compared to the lattice frictional stress, and hence the 










that hinders pseudoelasticity is the activation and interaction of conjugate slips with the primary 
{110}<111> slips.  
5.6 Conclusion 
In summary, single crystals of Fe3Al were selected in the D03 phase, and slip initiation stress was 
measured both in the tension and compression experiments in conjunction with high-resolution 
DIC images.  We utilized DFT calculations to obtain the energy barriers associated with the 
{110}<111> and {112}<111> slips both in twinning and anti-twinning sense. Two important 
energy parameters, , and  were established from DFT calculations, which were 
then combined with the mesoscale anisotropic elastic calculations to obtain the slip initiation and 
recovery start stress. The values we obtained from our theoretical calculations were within 10% 



















Chapter 6: Critical Stress for the bcc-hcp martensite nucleation 
in Ti-6.25at.%Ta and Ti-6.25at.%Nb alloys 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Martensitic transformation is an important class of solid to solid transformation observed in 
metals [54], ceramics [149], and biological systems[150]. In the present paper, we investigate the 
bcc-hcp martensitic transformation in two important alloys, Ti-6.25at.%Nb and Ti-6.25at.%Ta. 
The commonly used Ti alloys, for example Ti-6Al-4V, Co-Cr alloys and stainless steels for 
biomedical implants contain toxic elements such as vanadium and nickel. Ti-Ta and Ti-Nb alloys 
are excellent biomaterials possessing high biocompatibility in addition to high corrosion 
resistance, high strength, and low elastic modulus. [87, 88]. Depending on the alloy composition, 
Ti-alloys exhibit martensitic transformation from a disordered body centered cubic ( ) to 
hexagonal ( ) or orthorhombic ( ) crystal structures[14, 103, 151]. Experimentally, it is 
observed that Ta (Nb) concentration below critical 6.9 (7.2) at.% results in the  to  
transformation while Ta/Nb concentration above these compositions results in the  to 
transformation. To date, no studies have been reported on the bcc-hcp transformation paths in 
these alloys, and the methodology to determine the hcp nucleation stress is unresolved. In the 
present work, we establish the complete energetics of the bcc-hcp nucleation in Ti-6.25at.%Ta 
and Ti-6.25at.%Nb using first principles energy calculations (Density Functional Theory, DFT). 
We establish a methodology to obtain the hcp nucleation stress from the parent bcc crystal 
employing dislocation based martensitic transformation mechanism with the need for further 
experimental work. We obtain the energy barriers associated with the nucleation process at an 
atomic scale and combine it with the Peierls Nabarro (PN) formalism to develop a theoretical 
model. The advantage of such a model is that it is free from any empirical constants.  
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The bcc-hcp transformation in bcc metals and alloys is described by the well-established Burgers 
mechanism [61]. The Burgers lattice correspondence of the bcc and hcp phases can be written as 
follows: 
 
Accordingly, the hcp lattice can be formed from the bcc lattice via two transformation modes as 
shown in Figure 55[152]-(i) Alternate collinear shuffle displacements of every second (110)bcc 
planes in the  bcc direction by an amount  2δ (or equivalently alternate and opposite 
displacements of consecutive (110)bcc planes by an amount δ ) and (ii) compression (dilation) of 
(110)bcc planes in <001> (<110>) directions. The transformation mode (i) produces the ACAC 
hcp type stacking sequence. Similarly, the transformation mode (ii) can be described by the 
change in angle ( ) between the two body diagonals of (110)bcc plane with the application of 
deformation strains  η1 and  η2 . The body diagonals on the (110)bcc plane are shown as broken 
lines in Figure 55. The complete transformation pathway from bcc-hcp structure can be obtained 
by simultaneously varying the  parameters. We note that  and   θ = 70.53
0
corresponds to the bcc structure, while  and  θ = 60
0  corresponds to the fully 
formed hcp structure.  
 
 
110( )bcc || 0001( )hcp  and 111⎡⎣ ⎤⎦bcc || 2110⎡⎣ ⎤⎦hcp
 [110]bcc
θ
δ −θ  δ = 0







Figure 55: A bcc unit cell showing the {110} plane (b) collinear shuffle displacements of {110} 
plane in <110> direction forming an hcp nucleus (c) the hcp nucleus subjected to compression 
(dilation) in <001>(<110>) directions to form (d) an hcp structure. 
 
6.2 Methodology 
We utilized the Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations to investigate the energy barriers 
for the bcc-hcp transformation. The simulation box consisted of 64 atoms with Ti to Ta/Nb ratio 
of 15:1. The first-principles total-energy calculations were carried out using the Vienna ab initio 
Simulations Package (VASP) with the projector augmented wave (PAW) method and the 
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [75, 76]. PAW is an efficient all electron method 
which achieves high accuracy when transition elements such as Ti are considered. For lattice 
constants calculations, a 64 atom supercell with size 4x2x4 is used. In our simulation, 
Monkhorst-Pack 5x10x5 k-point meshes are used for the Brillouin-zone integration. Ionic 
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relaxation was performed by a conjugate gradient algorithm and stopped when absolute values of 
internal forces were smaller than 5x10-3 eV/A˚. The energy cut-off of 300 eV was used for the 
plane-wave basis set. The total energy was converged to less than 10-5 eV/atom. In order to 
generate an alloy model for Ti–6.25at%Ta and Ti-6.25at.%Nb, a simulator code was written to 
create 64 atoms consisting of two atom types (nTi = 60, nTa/Nb = 4, where n is the number of 
atoms). It is important to note that the simulation box with 64 atoms is large enough to obtain the 
converged minimum structural energy value. This was verified with independent simulations 
with number of atoms ranging from 16 to 96. The atom types were assigned randomly in the 
periodic supercell, but following the bcc crystal coordinates so that the two atomic positions do 
not overlap. For lattice constant calculation, the box edges were oriented along the x=[1 0 0], 
y=[0 1 0] and z=[ 0 0 1] directions. The effect of random positions of Ta/Nb atoms on lattice 
constant and minimum structural energies was studied for three independent cases representing 
three different random solid solution alloys. The results on the structural energies and the lattice 
constant for these cases were within 2% agreement. The lattice constants and structural energies 
in Figure 56 for both Ti-6.25at.%Ta and Ti-6.25at.%Nb are the average of these independent 
results. The lattice constant of Ti-6.25at.%Ta is 3.246  and that of Ti-6.25at.%Nb is 3.239  
from our calculations, which are within 1% of the experimental values. The experimentally 













Figure 56: Energy minimization with respect to lattice parameters variation in Ti-6.25at.%Ta and 
Ti-6.25at.%Nb alloys. 
6.3 Modeling 
As shown previously in Figure 55, the complete bcc-hcp transformation pathway consists of pure 
collinear shuffle displacements of the alternate {110} planes in <110> directions followed by the 
compression (and/or dilation) of the {110} planes. However, as will be discussed later, the 
repeated shuffle sequence of group of atoms on every second {110} bcc plane by the same 
shuffling magnitude ( ) forms the hcp nucleus, and is accounted for while calculating the 
transformation stress. As shown in Figure 57(a), the pure shuffling of the atoms is an early stage 
for dislocation based hcp nucleation, as validated by MD simulations in other bcc metals and 
alloys [10,17,18]. In Table 21, we report the corresponding structural energies of the bcc and hcp 
phases for Ti alloys considered in the present analysis.  
 










































We describe the parameter  representing the collinear shuffle displacements of the bcc atoms 
on alternate {110} planes during hcp nucleation based on the heterogeneous dislocation 
nucleation mechanism. Consider Figure 57(b) where a pre-existing a/2[111] dislocation in a bcc 
crystal dissociates as follows:    
             (6.1)
 
In fact, the critical stage of martensite nucleation is when the partial dislocations with Burgers 
vector b=  moves on alternate {110} bcc plane by an amount , leading to the hcp 
lattice sequence. We undertake first principles energy calculations to establish the energy per 
unit area required to shuffle the atoms on alternate {110} planes in terms of a fault energy (γ ) 
curve. It should be noted that the γ -curve we obtain in the present case is associated with the 
collinear shuffling of the atoms, and is different from the generalized stacking/planar fault 
energy (GSFE/GPFE) surfaces obtained for slip and twinning in bcc and fcc metals [1-3, 96]. 
The mechanism where an a/2<111> dislocation split into the partial ones in the {110} bcc plane 
and translate to form an hcp nucleus is depicted in Figure 57(b). The methodology to obtain the 
nucleation stress based on this heterogeneous mechanism is discussed next. 
Table 21: Structural energy difference of bcc and hcp structures for Ti-6.25at.%Ta and Ti-
6.25at.%Nb 






Ti-6.25at.%Ta  -7.924 -7.868 -0.056 
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Figure 57: (a) The formation of an hcp stacking sequence from a perfect bcc crystal (b) 
corresponding dislocation based hetergenous martensite transformation mechanism. 
At the nucleation stage, the applied external stress aids the motion of a/8<110> dislocations. We 
are interested in obtaining the critical stress required for hcp nucleation using the modified 
Peierls Nabarro formalism [66, 67]. Consider the single  dislocation in Figure 57(b) 
which splits into  dislocations as represented by equation (6.1). We write the total 
energy of the dislocations as the sum of (i) the elastic energy due to interaction of the 
dislocations, Eint (ii) the self energy of the dislocations, Eself (iii) the misfit energy ( 
Eγ
s ) which 
represents the periodic energy that should be overcome by the dislocation, and (iv) the applied 




































































work, W , to move the dislocations. Therefore, the total energy of the dislocation configuration in 
Figure (3) can be written as follows: 
 
Etotal = Eint +Eself +Eγ














2 1−υ( ) 1−υ cos
2θ( ) + γ f x( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦dx
−∞
+∞
∫ − 2Nτbδ  
where Eself + Eint (=Eelastic) is the elastic strain energy stored in the two half crystals,  is the 
misfit energy representing the periodic non-linear interatomic interactions in the dislocation core 
[1, 65, 77], G is the {110}<110> shear modulus, and N is the number of dislocations 
participating in the transformation process (equal to 2 in the present analysis). The term is 
periodic and depends on the position of the dislocation line within the lattice, and the parameter 
is the stacking fault energy landscape associated with the shuffle. By considering the lattice 
discreteness, the misfit energy  can be defined as the sum of all the misfit energies between 
the pairs of atomic rows as a function of u [139, 140]: 
               (6.3)
 
Where a’ is the periodicity of  and is defined as the shortest distance between two equivalent 
atomic rows in the direction of the dislocation displacement. The solution to the disregistry 
function f(x) in the dislocation core is [2, 64, 77]: 
 
























ζ = h / 2 1−υ( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦   [65] is the half-core width of the dislocation for an isotropic solid, h is 



























We obtained the fault energy curve ( ) for Ti-6.25at.%Ta and Ti-6.25at.%Nb, as shown 
in Figures 58(a-b). For  γ − curve  calculation, a 2x6x2 supercell consisting of 96 atoms is used. 
The crystal axes are oriented along the  x = [110] ,  y = [110]  and  z = [001]  directions. The 
supercell consists of 13 {110} layers so that the periodic interfaces do not interact. The was 
verified by conducting sensitivity tests of number of layers (10-13 layers) on stacking fault 
energies for which no change in stacking fault energy was observed beyond 10 layered supercell. 
The Monkhorst k-point resolution used is 12x4x12. Four energy terms-  γ sd1
u ,γ sd1
s ,γ sd2
u  and γ sd2
s  
are indicated in Figures 58(a-b), and the corresponding crystal structures are also shown. The 
term  γ sd1
u  in Figure 58(a) is the unstable fault energy required to shuffle the Nth layer of the 
crystal by a displacement of δ . If Es is the energy of the shuffled lattice corresponding to a 
normalized shuffle displacement of  δ / | b |, and Eo that of the perfect lattice, the fault energy 






where A{110}  is the area of the {110} plane (or y-plane) of the simulation box.  
 
Similarly,  γ sd1
s  is the stable fault energy per unit area corresponding to the shuffling of the same 
Nth layer by an additional displacement of δ . It is now important to note that the Nth layer is 
displaced by a total amount of  2δ . Next, in Figure 58(b), the already shuffled crystal (on Nth 
layer) is shown to be shuffled further on the (N+2)th layer. The energy term  γ sd2
u  represents the 
unstable energy required to shuffle the (N+2)th layer by a displacement of δ . The same (N+2)th 
layer is shuffled further with a displacement of  δ such that the total displacement of the (N+2)th 
layer is  2δ . The corresponding energy is  γ sd2
s  which represents the stable fault energy. The 
energy values associated with the γ -curve corresponding to the shuffling of two layers are given 
in Table 22. In the present analysis, we undertake the vertical relaxation, which involves the 
relaxation of atoms perpendicular to the shuffling plane. The vertical relaxation method is 
employed in the present case compared to full relaxation because the applied shuffling  







     (a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 58: The energy curve associated with collinear shuffle displacement of (a) Nth layer (b) 
(N+2)th layer atoms on {110}<110> bcc plane formation and hcp nucleus. 
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Ti-6.25at.%Ta 252 19 280 25 
Ti-6.25at.%Nb 261 13 294 41 
 
In order to calculate the misfit energy term, , we fit the profile using the sine analytical 
functions. As an example, the fitting function for Ti-6.25at.%Ta in Figure 58 is: 
 











 for 0 ≤ f x( ) ≤1.2b
                    (6.5) 
 












 for 0 ≤ f x( ) ≤1.2b                (6.6) 
 
Equation (6.5) represents the fitting function corresponding to Figure 58(a) and equation (6.6) 
represents that of Figure 58(b). Upon substituting the expressions (6.5-6.6) into equation (6.2), 
we can numerically solve for the misfit energy, and the result is shown in Figure 58. We also 
calculated the nucleation stress based on the Peierls theory, which depends only on the misfit 
energy. Because the elastic strain energy, Eelastic is independent of u, the Peierls stress  is then 
given by the maximum stress required to overcome the periodic barrier in : 
















































The stresses calculated based on the Peierls theory for Ti-6.25at.%Ta and Ti-6.25at.%Nb are 348 
and 297 MPa respectively. Similarly, upon minimizing equation (6.2) with respect to δ , we 
numerically evaluate the critical hcp nucleation stress levels, and are presented in Table 22. 
 
 
Figure 59: Misfit energy variation as a function of the dislocation position. 
The parameters  and  shown in Figure 59 are also reported in Table 23. The term 
 is the minimum  of the  function and provides an estimate of the core energy of the 
dislocation. The term  is the Peierls energy which is the amplitude of the variation and the 
barrier required to move the dislocation [65]. It is seen from the present calculations (Table 23) 
that both the terms  and  are lower for the case of Ti-6.25at.%Nb compared to Ti-
6.25at.%Ta.  
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Ti-6.25at.%Ta 0.574 3.41 1.78 348 114 
Ti-6.25at.%Nb 0.573 2.90 1.55 297 95 
 
6.4 Results and Discussion 
In the present case, the hcp nucleation stress obtained by minimizing equation (6.2) for Ti-
6.25at.%Ta is 114 MPa while that for Ti-6.25at.%Nb is 95 MPa. It is interesting to note that the 
nucleation stress magnitudes of Ti-6.25at.%Ta and Ti-6.25at.%Nb differ only by 19 MPa, and is 
much lower than the stress levels predicted by the Peierls theory. Experimentally, the flow stress 
magnitude for the bcc-hcp transformation in the case of Ti-Ta alloy is observed to be 350-360 
MPa [154]. However, this value does not correspond to the critical resolved shear stress for hcp 
nucleation. Nonetheless, if we consider that the Schmid factor on {110}<110> bcc system is 
maximum, i.e. 0.5, we obtain the nucleation stress of 175 MPa experimentally compared to the 
theoretical value of 114 MPa. Another source of difference is that the experiments report 0.2% 
offset value and smaller offsets would lower the 175 MPa value. Interestingly, additional 
experiments have shown that the flow stress for bcc-orthorhombic ( ) transformation in the 
case of Ti-22at.%Nb is approximately 300-400 MPa [91]. It is worth pointing out that the 
theoretical stress value for the bcc-hcp transformation in the case of Ti-6.25at.%Nb is 






















We note that the stresses reported in Table 23 are based on the modified Peierls Nabarro 
formalism of dislocation motion. In the present calculation, the assumption that the hcp nucleus 
is formed by the motion of split a/2<111> dislocation is based on the heterogeneous martensite 
nucleation theory [20,21], supported by molecular dynamics simulations [114, 115, 155]. Such 
observations have highlighted the role of dislocations in bcc-hcp transformation. The atomistic 
simulation of the bcc-hcp transformation in Zr [114] has been carried out in the presence of two 
types of edge dislocations, <100> and <111>, and in the absence of dislocations, no bcc-hcp 
transformation occurred even after a long period of simulation time. The total dynamics of such 
atomistic observations can be considered as a nucleation event where the hcp stacking sequence 
is first formed from pre-existing dislocations following the compression/dilation of the basal 
plane requiring no dislocation activities. 
 
It is should be noted that the present analysis is based on the notion that the presence of the 
lattice defects such as free surfaces, dislocations, inclusions promotes the martensitic 
transformation[59, 60]. Note that the dislocations considered in the present analysis are straight, 
and only have edge component. The faulting due to the presence of dislocations makes the initial 
bcc phase much closer to the hcp structure of a martensite, thus reducing the transformation 
barrier as observed in other Ti-alloys [115].  
 
6.5 Conclusion 
To conclude, we established the energy barrier of the bcc-hcp martensitic nucleation in Ti-
6.25at.% and Ti-6.25at.%Nb using first principles energy calculations in the form of a γ -curve. 
We obtained theoretically the hcp nucleation stress from a perfect bcc crystal using modified 
Peierls Nabarro formalism and the heterogeneous nucleation mechanism. The methodology can 
be applied to a variety of other bcc metals and alloys. The theoretical model developed in this 













The study of metals that exhibits reversibility of deformation has been of interest for many years 
[4, 32, 43, 156-158]. Most works focus on shape memory alloys which undergo reversible phase 
transformation. There is another emerging class of alloys that exhibits reversibility via 
twinning/detwinning and reversible slip mechanisms. The potential advantage of these alloys is 
that by alloying the yield stress can be altered without affecting the temperature interval for 
reversibility. The iron-gallium and iron-aluminum alloys fall into this category. The Fe3Ga alloy 
exhibits pseudoelasticity where strains as large as 5% can be recovered upon unloading [7, 159-
165]. The advantage of an alloy such as Fe3Ga is the potentially large pseudoelastic temperature 
interval compared to shape memory alloys.  Pseudoelasticity is a consequence of reversible 
pseudotwinning, a form of twinning in ordered alloys, and reversible slip. Alloying of Fe-Ga 
crystals with boron has proven beneficial for improving the ductility and flow stress [166]. In 
this paper we explore the elevation in flow stress in the D03 ordered Fe3Ga crystals with boron 
with atomistic-micromechanical treatments. We specifically investigate pseudotwinning, 
motivated by the early research on the Fe3Ga system including modeling and experimental 
efforts. We conduct Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations, utilize micromechanics with 
anisotropic elasticity, fault energy curves, determine interaction energies, for varying solute 
concentrations which are in turn combined for macroscopic stress determination. We then extend 
the present analysis on Fe3Ga for various boron concentrations emphasizing the promise of such 
alloys and need for further experimental work. 
 Generally, pseudoelasticity in shape memory alloys is based on the thermoelastic 
transformation where stress-induced martensite transforms back and forth upon loading and 
unloading [4]. However, recent studies [7, 160, 162, 167, 168] show that Fe3Al and Fe3Ga 






transformation. Pseudotwins are different from the conventional reflective twins because 
different species of atoms occupy the mirror position. The occurrence of pseudotwinning in 
Fe3Al and Fe3Ga provides advantages compared to martensite transformation as there is zero 
volume change and the resultant crystal is not internally twinned. In fact, the lack of multitude of 
interfaces reduces dissipation. Therefore, these factors should assist the reversibility of 
deformation by reducing the plasticity and minimizing the hysteresis respectively.  
As seen in the phase diagram [169], the Fe3Ga occur in various crystallographic 
structures such as (bcc), L21, D03 or combination of phases for different compositions of 
gallium and annealing temperature. Of these phases, we are interested in the Fe3Ga (25at.%Ga) 
samples consisting of single D03 phase which exhibit perfect pseudoelasticty with a recovery 
ratio of one when deformed at low temperature (93 K) [7]. The recovery ratio is a measure of 
pseudoelasticity of a material, and is defined as the ratio of the difference of the maximum 
plastic strain and the residual strain to that of the maximum plastic strain. However, with an 
increase in the L12 phase, the recovery ratio is found to decrease [159]. This is because 
pseudotwins are unlikely to occur in the L12 phase due to significantly high energy barrier and 
high twinning stress (492 MPa) [170], as validated by recent simulation results. Tension-
compression asymmetry is observed, and therefore, a pseudotwin formed in compression cannot 
form in tension and vice versa.  Experiments show that pseudotwinning follows Schmid law to a 
first approximation, and twinning pseudoelasticity is favorable if {112}<111> twin system has a 








Figure 60: The detwinning process in FeGa-B during deformation captured with sub-grain strain 
measurements via digital image correlation. 
The Fe3Ga single crystals with the stable and metastable D03 phase exhibit pseudoelasticity at a 
wide range of gallium concentration and temperature range [7, 160, 161, 164, 171, 172]. The 
metastable D03 phase exists at a gallium concentration of approximately 23% and temperatures 
below 650 oC [169]. At room temperature and below, the twinning and detwinning of {112} 
pseudotwins primarily govern the transition for twinned to detwinned states, and hence no 
martensites are observed. This is because, similar to the bcc metals, a decrease in temperature 
suppresses the nucleation of a {110}<111> slip governing APB (antiphase boundary) formation 
without affecting the stress required to nucleate a {112}<111> twin. Therefore for a given stress 
at low temperature, it is much easier to nucleate a twin than a slip dislocation.  
 
Figure 60 shows the twinning and detwinning process for the FeGaB studied in this work. The 






The specimen was homogenized at 1100°C/48h under vacuum, solution-treated at 800°C/1h and 
quenched in iced water, and successively annealed at 600°C/10h for D03 ordering. Real-time 
strain fields were captured during loading and overlapped with the grain boundaries. The local 
axial strain fields were measured and averaged for a grain showing twinning. Using the electron 
back-scattering diffraction (EBSD) data of a region in the grain, we determined the 
misorientation (60°) between the matrix and the twin (courtesy of Prof. H.J. Maier). Moreover, 
the stress-strain curve reported in Figure 60 shows the detwinning process during unloading for 
the selected grain. Since the present experimental data refers to the room temperature 
deformation of a polycrystal specimen, we herein refer to the experimental studies on Fe3Ga 
showing that the activation of twins occurs at 225-249 MPa [161, 164] (much smaller to L12 
twinning stress of 492 MPa [170]), and pseudoelasticity is attributed to the formation of 
pseudotwins and return to the original structure upon unloading. 
The forthcoming analysis in the present paper focuses on pseudotwinning, albeit various 
mechanisms contribute to pseudoelasticity. Therefore our theoretical analysis is relevant to 
experimentally observed pseudotwins in Fe3GaB crystals annealed in the D03 phase and 








Figure 61: Multiple length scales associated with the present analysis. 
 
The present work is based on a simultaneous “bottom-up” approach ranging from atomistic to 
macroscale to analyze the potential twinning in Fe3GaB (see Figure 61). On an atomic scale, we 
establish the energy barriers associated with the twinning process noting the transition of 
interstitial sites during shearing. The energy barriers are then employed into the atomistic-
micromechanical approach, utilizing Peierls Nabarro formalism and Eshelbian anisotropic 
elasticity at micro-scale. During the course, we investigate solute distribution around the 
twinning dislocation and the interaction energies associated with the boron in the octahedral 








7.2 Atomistic Simulations 
The first-principles Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations were carried out to calculate 
the systems total-energy. We utilized the Vienna ab initio Simulations Package (VASP) with the 
projector augmented wave (PAW) method and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) as 
implementations of DFT [173, 174]. In our calculations, we used a 9x9x9 Monkhorst Pack k-
point meshes for the Brillouion-zone integration to ensure the convergence of results. Ionic 
relaxation was performed by a conjugate gradient algorithm and stopped when absolute values of 
internal forces were smaller than 5 meV/ Å. The energy cut-off of 500 eV was used for the 
plane-wave basis set. The total energy was converged to less than 10-5 eV per atom. For GPFE 
calculations, atoms relaxation, including perpendicular directions to the fault plane, was allowed 
for minimizing the short-range interaction between misfitted layers near to the fault plane. 
During the relaxation process atoms avoided coming too close to each other, and the total energy 
of the deformed crystal was minimized. 
 
7.2.1 D03 structure and Generalized Planar Fault Energy (GPFE) 
Figure 62 illustrates the D03 structure of Fe3Ga, and the positions of Fe and Ga are clearly 
shown. The unit cell of D03 consists of eight cubic sublattices. Four sublattices are B2 like 
structures while the remaining are of pure bcc types. All eight nearest neighbors of the first type 
of Fe sites are Fe atoms, whereas the second Fe sites are surrounded by four Fe and four Ga 
nearest neighbors. Figure 62 also shows the {112}<111> twinning system. The experimentally 
determined lattice constant of Fe3Ga-1at.%B is 5.785   A
o
(courtesy of Prof. H.J. Maier). The 
boron solutes, when added to the pure crystal, can occupy the octahedral or tetrahedral sites 
depending on the minimum structural energy, and modify the lattice parameters. We calculated 
the lattice parameters for pure Fe3Ga, and Fe3GaB occupying both the octahedral and tetrahedral 
positions and are shown in Table 24. However, in actual crystals, the preference of one site over 






               
Figure 62: D03 structure of Fe-Ga. The shaded plane is the {112}<111> twinning plane. 
Figures 63(a-b) show the octahedral and tetrahedral positions projected on a {100} plane for a 
cubic system. However, in real crystals boron atoms are observed to occupy the octahedral 
positions because of the lower interaction energy compared to the tetrahedral site. We find that in 
the case of tetrahedral interstice, the minimum structural energy is -7.094 eV/atom while for the 
octahedral position, the minimum energy is found to be -7.14 eV/atom. We also observe that the 























Table 24: Lattice parameters and structural energies of Fe-Ga and Fe-Ga-B occupying both the 
















This study Experiments 
Pure Fe3Ga bcc -7.09 5.828 5.8295 [175, 176] 
Fe3Ga-B 
(Octahedral) 
bcc -7.14 5.833 - 
Fe3Ga-B 
(Tetrahedral) 
bcc -7.094 5.841 - 
 
 
      (a) 
Figure 63: (a) Interstitial boron occupying the octahedral site. Projection on the {110} plane is 















Figure 63 (cont.) 
 
 
      (b) 
In Figure 64, we show the pseudotwin schematic in D03 Fe3Ga. It occurs by the subsequent 
motion of a/6<111> twinning partials on consecutive {112} planes where ‘a’ is the lattice 
parameter. As opposed to a reflective twin, the atomic structure formed by shearing consecutive 
















Figure 64: Three layer {112}<111> pseudotwin in FeGa-B. Pseudotwins can be created by the 
passage of a/6<111> partial dislocations on consecutive {112} planes. 
 
As seen in Figure 64, different species of atoms occupy mirror plane E, and hence the term 
‘pseudotwin’ is used. Figure 65 shows the GPFE [3, 96, 118] for Fe3GaB required to create a 
three layer pseudotwin. The term  represents the energy barrier required to form a first layer 
fault, represents the first layer intrinsic stacking fault energy, represents the additional energy 
barrier required to form a second layer fault, represents the stable second layer fault energy, 
and  represents the twin boundary migration energy which is the difference between and 
. Unlike NiTi where fault energy increases with increase in twin layers, the GPFE curve is 
stabilized in Fe3Ga and Fe3GaB suggesting that twin formation and migration is energetically 
favorable [177]. We obtained the GPFE curves for both cases where boron occupies the 
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tetrahedral and octahedral positions (Figure 65). Nonetheless, we will limit our analysis to 
octahedral interstitial to be consistent with the earlier experimental works [166]. It should be 
noted that the boron solutes for the case of octahedral sites are pushed further into the improper 
sites which lie along the close packed directions (hereafter, we refer these improper sites as the 
“xenohedral” sites, and will be discussed later). Therefore,  in Figure 65 for the octahedral 
case represents the energy barrier to nucleate a first layer fault (ux/b=1.5) when the solute is in 
the octahedral position. Subsequent shearing for ux/b>1.5, the GPFE represents the energy 
barrier to overcome the energy where boron occupies the xenohedral sites. 
 
Figure 65: GPFE shown for FeGa and Fe-Ga-B occupying octahedral and tetrahedral sites. The 
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7.3 Modeling of pseudotwinning 
It has now been well established that twin nucleation in metals are initiated by pre-existing 
dislocation configuration[178] or from a region of high stress concentration such as grain 
boundaries and inclusions [179]. Figure 66 shows the schematic of the twinning process where 
each of the twinning partials is associated with the solute atmosphere. With the growth of 
multiple layers, the twin assumes a semi-lenticular morphology, as validated by experimental 
observations [180, 181]. Once the first partial dislocation is nucleated, it creates an intrinsic 
stacking fault energy, and subsequent trailing dislocations nucleate forming a multilayer twin. 
While the twinning stress expressions proposed earlier account for elastic interactions of  
                   
 
Figure 66: Schematic of twin nucleation in cubic metals on {112} plane. 
 
dislocations in isotropic medium [178, 182], we undertake anisotropic calculations in the present 
work. In the following section, description of the energy terms accounting for twinning is 
presented. 
 
7.3.1 Concentration dependence 
 
It is well know that the strain energy of the crystal is reduced when the dislocations are 
surrounded by solutes [183]. The cluster of atoms commonly referred to as ‘Cottrell atmosphere’ 






depending on the interaction energy between the dislocation and the solute. This generally 
contributes to strengthening in metals [183-185]. The concentration of the solutes around the 




















           (7.1) 
Where C0 is the remote concentration of solute atoms expressed as atoms per unit volume,  is 
the ratio of available solute sites to solvent atoms, NL is the number of solute atoms per unit cell 
volume, and C(x) is the concentration of solute atoms as a function of x. T and k are the absolute 
temperature and Boltzmann constant, respectively. In case of bcc, there are 18 octahedral and 24 
tetrahedral sites. It is seen from equation (7.1) that C(x) depends on the interaction energy term 
Eint between dislocation and solute. The interaction energy term and the solute concentration 
profile results are discussed next. 
 
7.3.2 Interaction energy between dislocations and solutes, ED-I 
Consider boron atoms in D03 lattice of Fe3Ga. In order to estimate the interaction energy 
between dislocations and the solute, we require to know the stress field of a dislocation that 
interacts with the strain field inside the solute. Eshelby, Read and Shockley [187] introduced the 
method for obtaining the stress field of a dislocation in an anisotropic crystal, however closed 
form solutions are possible only when the dislocation line lies along certain symmetry directions 
such as <100> and <110> directions of the cubic crystal. Anisotropic calculations have been 
done earlier to find the elastic interaction energy between the dislocations and the tetragonal 
defects in cubic medium [183]. We note that in the present analysis, this is not the case because 
the screw dislocation lies along the <111> direction. We use the method developed earlier [145, 
146] to solve for the stress dislocations lying along <111> direction of the cubic lattice, and find 
the interaction energy of the dislocation and the solute as follows: 
 












where   
σ pq
disl is the stress field of a dislocation in cubic medium and 
 
εpq
solute  is the tetragonal strain 
field of the solute.  
 
Figure 67: Schematic showing the coordinate systems for screw dislocations, and its interaction 
with the solute. 
 
Consider that a screw dislocation lies along the <111> direction as shown in Figure 67 [188]. At 
a distance r from the dislocation, there is a unit cell with axes 1,2,3 whose directions are [100], 
[010], [001] respectively. Consider another coordinate frame x’y’z’ where z’ is parallel to the 
dislocation Burgers vector and y’ is along the radius vector r. The projection of the 1-axis in the 
x’y’ plane is the  direction and the angle between the x’ direction and the  direction is 
defined as . In the cubic coordinate frame, the strain tensor of the tetragonal distortion is given 
by:  
                                                (7.3)
 
The exact expressions for the stress field of the dislocation lying along <111> direction in 



























































              (7.4)
 
In the above stress equation (7.4), H is the parameter that involves the orientation of the screw 
dislocation [145, 146]. The parameter H can be written as follows: 
 
where A is the Zener’s anisotropy ratio of the crystal equal to  and are the 
orientation of the dislocation line with respect to the cubic axes. It is important to note that in 
order to calculate the interaction energy, either stress or strain tensor should be transformed into 
the coordinates of the other. Transforming the strain tensor (2) into the stress coordinates, we 
have the following: 
 
 










































ε ' = ε x 'z ' =
2
3
ε1 − ε2( )cosϕ
                                                                                  (7.5) 
while other strain components do not contribute to the interaction energy. Figure 68 shows an 
example of a concentration profile around a partial dislocation. In this case, the solutes are in the 
octahedral sites. We show the normalized results where the contours 6,4.5,3,1.8 and 1.5 C(x)/C0. 
It should be noted that higher solute concentration segregate below the dislocation thereby 
reducing the total strain energy, and making the dislocations difficult to move. Next, in order to 
compute the elevation in stress required for pseudotwinning, the stress field of a solute that must 
be overcome by a dislocation must be calculated. We are interested in determining the stress 
field due to the cluster of atoms at a spatial location, r from the dislocation. For this, we first 
obtain the stress field due to a single atom, and use the linear superposition to find the stresses 
due to the cluster of atoms C(X) [189]. Mura and Cheng [190] have provided the method of 
obtaining the stress field of a solute in an anisotropic medium in detail. Following their work, we 
have the following expression in spherical coordinates for the stress field (Mura and Cheng., 
1977): 
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where  is the radius of the solute, Nij is the cofactor the and D is the determinant of the 3x3 
matrix Cjlmn . Other parameters are defined as follows- 
 





y1 = x / ρ,y2 = y / ρ,y3 = z / ρ
ζ1 = ρξ1 /ζ ,ζ 2 = ρξ2 /ζ ,ζ 3 = ρξ3 /ζ
ζ 2 = ρξ1( )2 + ρξ2( )2 + ρξ3( )2






and the integral along L is performed along the circle on S2 given by 
 
Then the total stress due to cluster of atoms on the dislocation becomes, 
 
σ pq
total = C(X )σ 'pq(r,θ,Δz ')
V
!∫ dV      
             (7.7)
 
The integral limits in equation (7.7) is based on a cylindrical space with inner diameter as the 
radius ( ) of the boron solute, and the outer diameter as 500 , an arbitrary cutoff radius where 
the contribution due to solute atoms is considered to be negligible. We numerically solve 
equation (7.7) and obtain the stress fields of the solute and hence, the force magnitude exerted on 
the dislocation as a function of the dislocation position. The normalized force variation obtained 
upon solving equation (7.7) for a single solute is shown later. Utilizing equation (7.7), the 
interaction energy ED-I for cluster of atoms can now be written as follows: 
 
ED−I = − σ pq
total (r,θ,Δz ')ε
V
!∫ dV                                                                                (8)  
Twinning dislocation interaction energy, ED-D 










                 (7.9)
 
where xi and xj are the positions of the ith and jth dislocation, L is the equilibrium separation 
distance under zero external stress, and K is defined as: 
 
 
Twin boundary energy, EGPFE 
 ζ .y = 1
ρ ρ
 
K = C11 +C12( )
C44 C11 −C12( )














The disregistry function accounting for the interaction of multiple dislocations can be described 
by the following expression [65, 191]. 
 
where N corresponds to the number of twinning dislocations, represents the half-core width of 
the dislocation, and x1, x2…xN represent the positions of the fractional dislocations of the twin 
nucleus. The disregistry function f(x) represents the relative displacement of the two half crystals 
in the twin plane along the x-direction. 
Since slip and twinning are governed by different parts of the GPFE curve, the energy required 
to nucleate a slip and twinning can be written respectively as 
 
 
The twin boundary energy, EGPFE based on the Peierls Nabarro formulation can be written as [65, 
191]- 
 
EGPFE (d) = γ SF f mb( ){ }b + N −1( )
m=−∞
m=+∞




           (7.11)
 
 
Self-energy of dislocation line, ED 
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γ sf f (x) = γ isf +
















   for 0 ≤ f (x) ≤ b
 
γ twinf (x) =



































where N is the total number of twinning partials, the parameter K is defined by expression (5), R 
is the radius of the dislocation strain field, and ro is an effective core radius. The self-energy of 
dislocation line, ED, and the energy of the interstitial solutes, 
 
EI = − σ ij
v
∫ ε ij* where  ε ij
* is the 
misfitting strain, appear as constant terms in the total energy expression and hence, they do not 
contribute to the twinning stress. 
 
Applied work, W 





∑   
             (7.13)
 
where  is the applied stress, and b is the Burgers vector of the twinning partial. 
 
Combining equations (7.8-7.13), the total energy expression can be written as follows: 
           (7.14) 
where each of the energy terms have been described earlier. For a given value of N (equal to 3 in 
the present analysis), the critical twinning stress can be calculated by differentiating the total 
energy with respect to the position of the partial as follows 
 
In the present case, it is not possible to obtain an explicit twinning stress expression. We 
numerically solve equations (7.8-7.13) to find the total twinning stress. It is important to note 
that the energy contribution due to EGPFE in equation (7.14) varies with the concentration of 
boron, and is accounted for when solving equation (7.14). 
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Figure 69: Normalized force variation on the dislocation due to a single solute atom as a function 
of the dislocation position. 
 
7.4 Discussion of the results 
Figure 69 shows the normalized force exerted on one of the partial dislocations due to a single 
solute as a function of the distance from the solute. For solute concentration (C0) of 0.5at.%, 2 
at.% and 4 at.%, the maximum values of the total normalized force were obtained as 6.17, 7.34 
and 7.83 respectively. The elastic constants used in the present calculations are C11=291 GPa, 
C12=278 GPa, C44=111 GPa. It is evident from Figure 69 that the force exerted on the dislocation 
increases sharply at short distances from the solute reaching a maximum value of approximately 











) of (0.5,0.5), and falls off at larger distances. Based on the 
present analysis, inn Table 25 we compare the critical twinning stresses for the Fe3Ga with the 
Fe3GaB system for three different boron concentrations. The twinning stress calculated using the 















MPa (Yasuda et al., 2009). When pure Fe3Ga is alloyed with 1at.% boron at first the increase in 
stress is maximum (55MPa) while with further alloying (>1at.%) the stress increment is less 
pronounced. The reason behind this is the following. The number of boron solutes that can 
diffuse into the dislocation is limited because the addition of more boron solutes is no longer able 
to reduce the strain energy of the crystal [188]. Therefore, an increase in solute concentration 
beyond a certain limit will no longer contribute to the increase in stress. Therefore, we note that 
the increase in solute concentration in stress elevation is more pronounced up to approximately 4 
at.% beyond which we expect the stress values to saturate. 
The reason behind this can be rationalized from energetic perspectives as well. We obtained the 
GPFE parameters for different concentrations of boron solutes, and are shown in Table 26. It is 
interesting to note that when boron is added to pure Fe3Ga, the  increases by a factor of two, 
but with the higher concentration beyond 1 at. %,  tends to remain fairly constant with a 
value of approximately around 95 mJm-2. With an increase in , the twinning stress is 
expected to increase as well [37] while further increase in boron concentration does not 



















Table 25: Comparison of twinning stress for pure Fe-Ga and Fe-Ga-B using our analysis with the 
ideal and experimental twinning stress values. 
 
Material Critical Twinning stress (MPa) 
Ideal Present theory Experimental  
Fe3Ga 1860 [27] 235 225-249[161, 164] 
Fe3Ga-0.5at.%B 2390 273 - 
Fe3Ga-1at.%B 3120 290 - 
Fe3Ga-2at.%B 3460 311 - 
Fe3Ga-4at.%B 3554 326 - 
 
We note from Figure 68 that the partial dislocation is surrounded by an atomosphere of boron 
solutes, and hence an additional stress is required to move the dislocations out of this 
atmosphere. Strengthening of metal matrix by tetragonal distortions have well been documented 
in the literature, for example, the strengthening of Fe matrix by interstitial carbon atoms located 
octahedrally in the matrix. In case of deformation twinning in bcc iron in the presence of carbon 
solutes, it was observed that the stress necessary for twinning increased siginifcantly from 333 
MPa at 0.019at.%C to 459 MPa at 0.089at.%C [188]. The increase in twinning stress arises from 
the fact that during the twin formation process, majority of the solutes in octahedral sites are 
sheared into the improper sites thereby increasing the stress for further deformation. It was also 
reported that with an increase in carbon concentration, the deformation mode changed from 
twinning to slip. In the present case, we observe that the increase in twinning stress is due to the 
increased interaction energy between the dislocations and the boron-induced tetragonal 
distortions which are asymmetrical unlike the uniform distortions created by the substitutional 
solutes. The phenomenological relationships (Fleischer, 1962; Fleischer, 1963) considering the 
strengthening of metals by substitutional impurities show concentration dependence for the case 








Table 26: Predicted fault energies of a twin boundary for Fe-Ga for different boron 
concentration. 
Metals      
Fe3Ga 170 150 200 150 50 
Fe3Ga-0.5at.%B (Oct) 360 300 395 341 54 
Fe3Ga-1at.%B(Oct) 407 303 486 310 176 
Fe3Ga-B(Tet) 457 400 460 395 65 
Fe3Ga-2at.%B (Oct) 457 367 560 370 190 
Fe3Ga-4at.%B (Oct) 476 390 585 387 198 
 
An analysis of the GPFE curves in Figure 65 and their corresponding values reported in Table 26 
reveals that with the boron in the tetrahedral site, the twin boundary migration energy is lower 
compared to the octahedral site. It is possible that if the boron solutes were to occupy the 
tetrahedral positions during shearing, the twin growth would be much easier contributing to 
enhanced ductility. Magee et al. Magee, Hoffman and Davies [192] have considered the effect of 
octahedral interstitials in the twinning of bcc metals. In fact, when a bcc crystal containing 
octahedral interstitials is sheared to form a twin, two-thirds of the solute atoms initially 
occupying the octahedral positions are sheared into the new sites which lie along the closed 
packed directions, for example the xenohedral sites, in the lattice of the twin [34] as shown in 
Figure 70. It is clear from Figure 65 that  for xenohedral interstice is much higher than that 












Figure 70: The migration of an octahedral intersitial (O) to a xenohedral (X) in a cubic lattice 
during twinning. 
Fe3GaB crystal compared to pure Fe3Ga by increasing the Peierls Nabarro barrier [193, 194].  
 
It should be noted that several assumptions are made during the course of the evaluation of the 
twinning stress. We neglect any thermal activation of the solute atoms, and the position of the 
boron solute atmosphere does not change during the dislocation motion.  
 
7.5 Conclusion 
Using anisotropic elasticity calculations, we established the twinning stress for Fe3Ga alloyed 
with various boron concentrations. The preference of boron over octahedral site to tetrahedral 
site was found by considering the total structural energy of Fe3Ga. It was found that the stress 
level required for pseudotwinning increased with an increase in boron concentration. Remarkable 
elevation in twinning stress was observed when pure Fe3Ga was doped with 1 at.% boron while 
further increase in boron concentration increased the twinning stress more moderately. The 
GPFE curves for Fe3GaB were established, and we observed that the increased twinning stress 
with increase in boron concentration in Fe3Ga was due to the increase in twin boundary 
migration energy. We showed that when concentration of boron atoms was 1 at.%, a higher 
Boron(O) Fe Ga 









stress is required to move the dislocations past the solutes, the normalized force being as large as 
7.83. We compare the twinning stress results from our analysis to experimental values for the 
Fe3Ga and obtain an excellent agreement. Furthermore, the predictions in the present analysis 






















(1) In Chapter 2, we formulated an energy expression to derive the fcc martensite formation 
stress, incorporating the transformation shear energy and the elastic interactions of the 
dislocations. The critical bcc-fcc transformation stress was determined as 191 MPa, which is 
close to the experiments. Concurrently, we also establish the fcc twinning and slip stresses as 
201 MPa and 335 MPa respectively. We observed that the Bogers-Burgers double shear 
mechanism proceeds with a much lower energy barrier and is favored over the ‘classical’ Bain 
deformation. Overall, the parameters obtained from DFT calculations are devoid of any 
empiricism and the prediction of these critical stresses permit the design of new iron based 
SMAs. 
 
(2) In chapter 3, we obtained the CRSS for martensite slip with a proposed Peierls-Nabarro (PN) 
formalism incorporating the Generalized Stacking Fault Energy (GSFE)  barrier profile for slip 
obtained from the first principles Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations. Using DFT, we 
also established the lattice parameters of both β  and  α "  crystal structures as a function of Nb, 
Ta and Zr additions showing agreement with experiments. The CRSS for slip of the 
orthorhombic martensite was found to increase from 80 to 280 MPa linearly with increasing 
unstable fault energy.  
 
(3) In Chapter 4, we investigated the effect of Nb and Ta content on the (i) critical resolved shear 
stress (CRSS) for the  β −α "  transformation (ii) the CRSS for austenite slip and (iii) the CRSS 
for twin nucleation in martensite ( α "  phase) that govern shape memory and superelasticity in 
Ti-based alloys. During the calculation of the twinning stress, we highlighted the importance of 
the shuffling process in stabilizing and lowering the GPFE curve. Overall, the work was 






martensite/austenite slip resistance and the transformation/twinning stress widens showing the 
efficacy of Ta alloying additions.  
 
(4) In Chapter 5, we obtained the energy barriers (GSFE-Generalized Stacking Fault Energy) for 
{110}<111> and {112}<111> slips in D03 Fe3Al and the elastic moduli tensor, and undertook 
anisotropic continuum calculations to obtain the back stress and frictional stress responsible for 
reversible slip using DFT (Density Functional Theory) simulations. We compared the 
theoretically obtained slip stress magnitudes (friction and back stress) with the experimental 
measurements disclosing excellent agreement. In addition, we conducted tension and 
compression experiments on single crystals of Fe3Al, and obtain the onset of slip in forward and 
reverse directions utilizing high-resolution DIC (Digital Image Correlation) technique. 
 
(5) In Chapter 6, we presented a bcc-hcp nucleation model based on the Peierls Nabarro 
formalism, incorporating the elastic strain energy of the dislocations participating in the 
transformation process, and subsequently obtained the theoretical stress required to nucleate an 
hcp martensite from a perfect bcc crystal in Ti-6.25at.%Ta and Ti-6.25at.%Nb alloys. The stress 
levels for hcp nucleation calculated in the present analysis for Ti-6.25at.%Ta and Ti-5.25at.%Nb 
alloys are 110 MPa and 93 MPa respectively.  
 
(6) In Chapter 7, we examined the potential detwinning in Fe3GaB and developed the 
atomistic-micromechanical approach for detwinning stress, utilizing density functional theory 
and Peierls Nabarro formalism at atomic scale and the Eshelbian anisotropic elasticity at 
microscale. Using local strain measurements at the grain scale we also show experimental 
evidence of reversible detwinning upon unloading. The work incorporated the interaction 
energies associated with the presence of boron in octahedral, tetrahedral and xenohedral sites in 








8.2 Future Work 
Overall, the methodologies developed in the current work are the fundamentals to understanding 
the basics of deformation mechanisms in transforming shape memory alloys. The theoretical 
models developed in the current work accurately capture the energetics of the slip, twin and 
transformation in a variety of shape memory alloys. Nonetheless, the methodology are not 
restricted to shape memory alloys, and could be applied successfully in understanding and 
developing other novel functional and structural materials. Our future work will be geared 
towards applying the formulations developed herein to understand the mechanical response of 
multicomponent high entropy alloys, FeNiCoCrMn for example. The high entropy alloys are an 
emerging class of alloys, primarily constituting more than five elements in equiatomic 
proportion. These alloys exhibit exceptional mechanical strength and ductility, especially at low 
temperatures. Although these materials are very promising, a theoretical treatment of their flow 
resistance is lacking. The strengthening levels in these class of alloys have been attributed to 
twin nucleation and migration upon subsequent interaction. The formalism developed in this 
thesis could be extended to understand the twin nucleation and migration events in these alloys, 
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